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Abstract 
The thesis “When birthing makes the news: the depiction of women as a newsworthy 
item in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap)” analyses a common, yet complex news topic in the 
South African print media due to the sensitive, often sensationalised, nature of the topic. 
The private experience of birthing is featured more and more in the public domain of 
newspapers because of widespread service delivery problems within the South African 
health department. Focussing on the Eastern Cape, I examine the representation of 
birthing in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) in texts printed between 2005 and 2007, and 
scrutinise the media’s monitorial role of a self-appointed public hero acting on behalf of 
the women, to expose the poor conditions at government hospitals, specifically in the 
Nelson Mandela Bay region.  
How the women and their bodies are reported on, creates a discursive tension between 
the negative portrayals of the birthing women and the monitorial role of the media. The 
news values of sensationalism and profit are achieved with visceral representations of the 
reproductive functions of the birthing women. A poststructuralist feminist theoretical 
framework reveals discourses that perpetuate race, class and gender inequalities in the 
apparently socially-concerned sample of texts. A Critical discourse analysis (CDA) 
provides an approach and method to inform a close textual analysis of both the lexical 
and visual elements of the texts. 
The discourses in the sample differed from text to text. Despite these differences, the 
monitorial role of the media is still achieved. My research argues that acting in the public 
interest with sensationalist copy is still acting in the public interest. I conclude that it is 
not easy for newspapers to separate sensationalism from accountability. Media 
practitioners should be aware of their role in constructing women’s identities and be 
particularly thoughtful when reporting on birthing. In doing so, this research aims to 
improve the manner in which women and their bodies are reported on within the news 
industry. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
curled up…moaning with pain…full of blood (Claassen, 2004: 1) 
groaning…pulled down her pants (Silke, 2006: 1) 
discharge...found in the breasts (Silke, 2006: 1) 
These visceral descriptions of birthing women in news reports evoke strong reactions: 
disgust, shock, shame, distaste, intrigue and curiosity. It was these reactions and my 
discomfort with the situation that was the catalyst for my thesis: “When birthing makes the 
news: the depiction of women as a newsworthy item in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap)”. My 
research investigates these intimate descriptions of birthing women and how they have 
become newsworthy items for the mainstream news media in recent years and how and in 
which way the birthing women are represented in a selection of news texts. In putting these 
representations under scrutiny, my research explores the constructedness of the social 
discourses we adhere to and oppose. While it is arguable that their news value lies in the way 
they illustrate and expose various deteriorating state health-care facilities in relation to 
inadequate ambulance service, inadequate staff or the negligence experienced by some in 
hospitals, the representations of women in certain news items also construct these women as 
abject objects of scrutiny.  
Issues of birthing have become prevalent as a news topic in Eastern Cape print news media in 
the past few years, largely due to the increased focus in the news on the deteriorating public 
health-care system in the province (Claassen, 2004; Maleka, 2008; Potgieter, 2008; Silke, 
2006; Shaw, 2008). The causes and manifestations of inadequate basic primary health-care 
services for working class people who cannot afford private health-care in the country are 
varied and complex. Staff and resource shortages are some of the reasons given by officials at 
the Eastern Cape Department of Health (Sapa, 2007; Die Burger, 2005). Dora Nginza 
Hospital in Port Elizabeth, the government hospital mandated to handle all pregnancies in the 
region, was reported to have a nurse-patient ratio of ninety to one in 2007 (Sapa, 2007). It is 
in this context that my research considers how the newspaper Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) has 
represented the birthing experiences of working class women in the state health-care system. 
News practices and the role of news media are integral to the research problem posed. 
Consistent with this theme, this introductory chapter follows the format of a typical news 
story, the prevailing conventions of the normative liberal press (Nel, 1998). The “5 W’s and 
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an H” have generally been considered an appropriate model for a conventional news article 
and advocates of this form of news reporting require that “who, what, where, when, why and 
how should be present in a thorough news story” (Nel, 1998: 49). I make use of this formula 
to structure and introduce my research in more detail in the remainder of this chapter. 
The first question to answer is “what” exactly the thesis is about. As outlined above, the 
research is concerned with the representation of birthing in mainstream news media over a 
specific time period and the social implications of these often visceral depictions of birthing 
women. The question “why” this media topic was chosen for research purposes deals with the 
goal of my specific research question: to create a greater awareness among media 
practitioners in dealing with representations of birthing. The subject position of the birthing 
women as well as my personal role as researcher and my relationship towards the women, 
deals with the question “who”. “Where” and “when” refers to the context in which the texts 
were created and the environment in which the birthing women lived. The contextual 
environment is further explained at an institutional, situational and societal level from the 
theoretical position of feminist poststructualism. Finally, the question “how” deals with the 
methods I use to accomplish my research goals.  
1.1 What?  
The goal of my study is to analyse the representation of birthing women over a period of 
three years (2004-2007) in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) and to make visible the discourses present 
in the apparently socially-concerned texts about the failing health-care system in the country. 
The research is concerned with how birthing as a newsworthy item is represented in the 
media, apparently to fulfil the information role (Curran, 1991) of the normative liberal press 
but, in fact, also exploiting the birthing women for the sensationalistic purposes of news 
production. Women, I suggest, are exploited on a figurative level within the media industry 
as objects of scrutiny in sensationalist depictions of birthing for newsworthy and economic 
purposes. This is in contrast to the information role of the media as institution which holds 
the powerful (often the state) accountable for exploitation which threatens the public good 
(Carey, 1993).  
The research questions how a text can expose poor state health-care with negative portrayals 
in terms of race, class and gender. The research is centrally concerned with how the 
representations of the birthing women inscribe and naturalise these discourses. The tension in 
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carrying out the monitorial role of the media (Christians et al, 2009) is characterised by the 
paradox at the heart of monitorial role: acting on behalf of the public does not make the 
media immune to the discourses assimilated in society. The responsible element implicit in 
the monitorial role of the normative liberal press is critiqued in relation to the sensationalised 
representations of the reproductive functions of the birthing women. The research is 
concerned with the nature of the knowledge around birthing women that is naturalised 
through the discursive work in line with expedient or conventional journalistic practices.  
1.2 Why?  
I decided on the topic because I experienced discomfort as a journalist in the newsroom in 
which texts, similar to the ones in the scope of my research, were created. I could, however, 
not give a name to this feeling until I engaged with critical media theory and was given the 
tools of discourse analysis and cultural studies to ‘name’ the conflict that I experienced. The 
research topic for my thesis came to me in the middle of the night, after returning from 
learning about cultural studies theory at Rhodes University as a part-time Masters student, 
and after being back in the newsroom in my traditional role as a journalist for a few days. I 
battled with questions like: Did the media fulfil its monitorial role towards these women to 
fight for their basic right to efficient health-care or were they represented only in terms of 
their reproductive functions? Were the media practitioners telling the women’s stories as a 
public duty or were the women depicted in a sensationalist manner to sell more papers? What 
was the role of race and class in all of this? 
 By publicising the plight of the birthing women the media can arguably hold the public 
authorities accountable. And, through remedying the situation, avoid similar incidents of poor 
government health-care and/ or negligence from happening to other women, despite (or 
because of) representing the women in a sensationalist manner. As a reporter, I have had 
first-hand experience of women who phone the newspaper out of sheer desperation with the 
state health-care system in order to seek justice through the intervention of the news media. 
In certain cases some of these women who lost their babies or suffered other damages were 
contacted by lawyers as a consequence of learning about the situation in the media and they 
accordingly won large civil claims against the Department of Health (Shaw, 2008). Despite 
these successes in court, stories are still being reported, with the same sensationalist slant, on 
a regular basis in the media (Claassen, 2004; Maleke, 2008; Potgieter, 2008; Olivier, 2009). 
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The research aims to create knowledge that, hopefully, will have some impact on journalists - 
to perhaps provoke them to become more aware of the ‘uncomfortable feeling’ they 
experience with certain representations of women by rejecting dominant discourses within 
the production of news and to consider alternative ways of reporting about birthing. The 
research goes beyond the actual text, reporter or institution and makes visible the social and 
cultural discourses and their inherent power relations in society. It aims to create a greater 
awareness among news and media practitioners in dealing with representations of birthing in 
a more inclusive and diversified manner.  
1.3 Who? 
This question revolves around who is involved in the research. I briefly introduce the subjects 
of the texts – the birthing women – as well as my personal role as researcher. The women 
within the texts are black and come from lower-income social groups. I am neither. My 
research method and theoretical positioning established why these conflicting subjectivities 
do not pose a problem for my research. 
1.3.1 Who am I? 
In line with poststructuralist research, an awareness of the researcher and her role towards the 
subjects are of importance to the body of knowledge being created and separates this type of 
research from positivist approaches to knowledge. It is therefore incumbent on me as 
researcher to recognise that my study is positioned, rather than an objective moment of 
‘truth’. As a qualitative researcher within the sphere of cultural and media studies, I consider 
research unable to be completely objective or value-free. As “[t]he qualitative researcher has 
to identify his or her biases and to articulate the ideology or conceptual frame for the study at 
the outset” (Henning, 2004: 26), I therefore briefly continue with outlining my position as 
researcher within this study.  
My identity as researcher can broadly be described as a white woman of middle-class income 
living in the Eastern Cape. My aim is to critically investigate the manner in which black, 
lower-income women living in the Eastern Cape have been represented in print news media 
with regard to birthing. In several ways I am outside the sphere of the subjects who are 
represented in the texts. I am not a mother (this has changed during the course of writing the 
thesis), yet I do feel a sense of connectedness with these women and their hardships since I 
have interviewed some of the women featured in the news reports and other women in similar 
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positions as journalist for Die Burger (Oos-Kaap). My position has allowed me to develop a 
sense of empathy for the represented women, which is another motivational factor for my 
thesis to possibly serve as a change agent for media practitioners to exercise greater 
awareness with future representations of birthing women in similar predicaments. 
I do not feel an affinity towards the birthing women in the texts simply because I am a 
woman myself. I guard against such simple deductions since I do not want to speak on behalf 
of these women, a criticism many Black/ Third World Feminists have uttered towards white, 
middle-class feminists in the past (hooks, 2000). I agree with Black Feminists that “women 
from different social groups – racial, economic, sexual, and so forth – experience different 
types of oppression” (Cudd, 2005: 8) and I do not pretend to understand what it had to be like 
for these women to be subjected to the intense trauma caused by their experiences within the 
state health-care system. My role as researcher is simply to scrutinise the representations of 
the birthing women and contextualise them within the discourses of race, class and gender – 
while remaining aware of my own subject position within the research. 
1.3.2 Who are “They”? 
On a textual level, the birthing women are the subjects of the news stories but they are also 
the focus of my research as it is their representations in the articles that are of concern. As a 
consequence of social inequalities manifested in inadequate health-care (negligence at 
hospitals, lack of ambulance services and other social factors), their biological processes 
associated with giving birth are depicted within the texts as newsworthy items. As media 
representations are the result of processes of selection that are limited, framed and mediated 
(Newbold, 1989: 261), this study makes visible how a sample of news media articles have 
constructed gendered, raced and class discourses.  
The birthing women within the texts are black and come from lower-income social 
groupings. This is evident as it is inscribed in the detail presented in the texts. At times the 
characterisation is covert in terms of reference to certain suburbs where the women live or 
their state of employment; and in other parts of the texts the women are overtly (blatantly) 
categorised in terms of their race and social status. To illustrate, I refer to the HIV texts 
(Silke, 2006) in which constant reference is made to the ‘dark skin’ of the HIV-infected 
mother and her baby. She is also directly called ‘black’ at one point. The birthing women in 
the texts are more covertly placed within the lower-income group when the suburbs where 
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they live are mentioned: Walmer township (Claassen, 2004), Mandela Village (Silke, 2006) 
and Booysenspark (Silke, 2006). These areas, as well as areas where the birthing women in 
the intertexts live, like Schauderville and Helenvale, are areas which are racially segregated 
and in general populated by low-income families.  
The classification of the suburbs in which the subjects of the news reports live in terms of 
their lower socio-economic status and racial groups, corresponds with information from the 
governmental demarcation board (Demarcation, 2008) in which a municipal profile was 
compiled from the last census statistics in 2001 about Nelson Mandela Bay, the municipal 
name given to Port Elizabeth, Despatch and Uitenhage. The sex breakdown (Appendix 1) is 
fairly even for residents living in Nelson Mandela Bay, with slightly more women than men 
living in the area: 494 246 women as opposed to 452 558 men. Race and class as social 
categories are much more evident in terms situating the birthing women in their demarcated 
living areas of Nelson Mandela Bay. A large segment grouped according to household 
income by the demarcation board (Demarcation, 2008), relates to households with no income 
(57 270) showing the serious problems associated with poverty in the region. “Black African” 
is the biggest population group counted with 228 488 households, while those classed as 
“Coloured” is 236 160, “Indian and Asian” as 11 236 and “White” as 166 026.  
In Appendix 2, the graph indicates how suburbs like Booysenspark, Schauderville and 
Helenvale fall within the blue section of the city of Port Elizabeth which is known as the 
‘Northern Areas’ and, as is evident on the graph, a large section of the population group 
classed as “coloured” reside in this area. Mandela Village in Uitenhage and Walmer 
Township, also known as Gqebera, in Port Elizabeth fall within the orange section – which 
indicates a majority “Black African” population group. From Appendix 3, it is clear that the 
areas where the birthing women reside in the Metro are lower-income areas with high 
unemployment figures (darker green colour indicates percentage of unemployment as 
opposed to the lighter green colour for employed families). The specific suburbs the birthing 
women live are therefore powerful indicators of the women’s living conditions in terms of 
race and class and situate them in terms of the rest of the Metro. 
1.4 Where and When? (Context) 
1.4.1 Institutional context 
Media Studies has emphasized the relevance of the institutional context of the production of 
news. This study relates to texts in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap), a South African daily newspaper 
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that belongs to the Media24 media conglomerate. Media24 publishes almost 60 titles and 
about 341.8 million newspapers annually, and with a daily circulation of over 800 000, 
Media24’s dailies account for a large portion of the national newspaper circulation (Media24, 
2008). Die Burger is the biggest Afrikaans daily in the Western Cape with a circulation of 90 
000 (Media24, 2008). Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) covers news events in the Eastern Cape in 
Afrikaans and has a circulation of less than 20 000. Although Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) is an 
Eastern Cape publication, it regularly covers specific news events in the Nelson Mandela Bay 
Municipal Metropolitan area (including Port Elizabeth, Uitenhage and Despatch) and 
distributes a big part of the circulation of Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) in this area. As the Metro 
would therefore be considered the specific publication’s target market, the texts analysed 
with the birthing women as topic, all took place in this regional area and describe poor state 
health-care services received at government hospitals in Uitenhage and Port Elizabeth.  
Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) is part of the mainstream news media that plays a role in normalising 
and naturalising particular discourses in society through mediated news texts. While I limit 
my research to this publication for practical purposes, such coverage relating to women, 
birthing and these biological processes arguably is not limited to one publication, as the news 
media tend to function similarly (Fourie, 2001) as an institution. Another Eastern Cape daily 
newspaper, Daily Dispatch, won three of what is considered to be the most prestigious 
journalism awards1 in the country for its coverage of the death of newborn infants at an East 
London state hospital, Frere Hospital, due to alleged negligence at the government health-
care facility. The articles “sparked a national debate on the state of the health system and neo-
natal care” (Van Zyl, 2008) in the country.  
Theoretical framework 
This type of journalism as critic or watchdog of the government is defined as one of the 
normative theories of the press (Christian, 2009). The media fulfils a monitorial role 
(Christians et al, 2009) by holding state authorities accountable with the publication of certain 
information and serving the interest of “the public as receivers” (Christians et al, 2009: 31) of 
this information. The media is assumed to be independent from all government institutions 
                                                            
1
 Daily Dispatch won the 2007 Mondi Shanduka Award for Investigative Journalism and the 2007 Taco 
Kuiper Award for Investigative Journalism for the articles on the infant deaths at Frere Hospital. The judges of 
the Vodacom Journalist of the Year Award, who awarded the Daily Dispatch the overall prize as SA’s Journalist 
of the Year for 2008, said the particular articles “held those in power accountable” (Van Zyl, 2008). 
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and interest groups: the news media assumes the role of the “the eyes and ears of a public that 
could not see and hear for itself – or indeed, talk to itself” (Carey, 1993: 14). Die Burger 
(Oos-Kaap) belongs to a well-established news media group that institutionally adds 
credibility not only to the publication but also to the representations in it. The nature of the 
news media institution itself often leads to hegemony: “the more the realism of a text is being 
accepted by audiences the less they are likely to question the representations it offers and the 
more these representations will seem natural” (Newbold, 1989: 262). My research identifies 
these hegemonic representations of the birthing women as a constructed reality.  
A concern with the news media’s role in circulating certain naturalised ‘truths’ is 
characteristic of a cultural studies approach to the media (Fiske, 1987). Culture is not 
understood as homogenous, but characterised by social contestation to fix meaning (Hall, 
1997). Poststructuralist cultural studies argue that power is in constant flux and the news 
media has the ability to define and redefine meanings in society (Storey, 1998). Institutions 
such as the news media tend to reinforce certain discourses and their truth-value within a 
specific historical moment in time, but as Van Zoonen notes, discourse is “never univocal or 
total, but ambiguous and contradictory; a site of conflict and contestation” (1994: 33). From 
this perspective, news production is understood as a discursive practice that can either 
reinforce or challenge power relations.  
The normative role of the liberal news media has been understood as a monitorial role that 
holds public figures and institutions accountable to the broad community (Curran, 1991; 
Janowitz, 1975; Christians et al, 2009). However, the commercial news media also responds 
to economic imperatives resulting in various strategies to draw high readership figures. 
Increasing amounts of sensationalised or titillating copy has been identified as a strategy to 
increase readership and in so doing tends to reproduce hegemonic discourses with reference 
to gender, race and class (Bertelsen, 1998; Carter; 1998). My research is concerned with how 
gendered power relations and the economics of news production shape the representations of 
birthing women in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap), and how the texts reinforce hegemonic power 
relations in society. 
 As these are news articles created by a mainstream newspaper such as Die Burger (Oos-
Kaap), the influence of journalistic practices and the production processes on the construction 
of the birthing women is an important factor in the analysis of these texts. The theoretical 
position I adopt in terms of the media aims to make visible the constructed nature of 
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journalistic practices and how these processes influence news production within the texts. Die 
Burger is a mainstream newspaper that makes use of conventional journalistic practices such 
as news value, gate-keeping, pressures of deadlines, objectivity and accountability. These are 
all constituent of the normative theory of the liberal press in media sociology (Janowitz, 
1975). An important element of the liberal press for the purposes of my study is holding the 
powerful, especially government or state entities, accountable by making information public 
in the news media. The news media’s monitorial role (Christians et al, 2009) is paradoxical in 
the sense that it can reveal abuses in the exercise of state authority but also use this role as an 
“excuse for the practice of publicity” (Carey, 1993: 15). 
1.4.2 Situational context 
Exposing poor/ negligent state health-care has become a recurrent topic in the country’s news 
media. It is lower-income families in particular who cannot afford private medical health 
services who have experienced this apparently poor service delivery which has led to 
tragedies such as the events depicted in the scope of news texts I analysed: miscarriages, 
death of infants, death of mothers, mix-up of babies, etc. (Maleka, 2008; Potgieter, 2008; 
Shaw, 2008, Silke, 2006; Claassen, 2004). In the texts the women discussed are identified as 
coming from lower-income socio-economic environments living in formerly racially 
segregated parts of the Metro. They are therefore predominantly dependent upon government 
healthcare services at clinics and government hospitals for all their health-care needs.  
Dora Nginza Hospital in Port Elizabeth, the government hospital that has a jurisdiction to 
handle maternity cases in the Metro, is referred to in several of the texts I examine about the 
birthing women. According to Sapa (2007) matters have deteriorated so much at Dora Nginza 
Hospital that the nurse-patient ratio was one to 90 in 2007. During a briefing of the National 
Council of Provinces (NCOP) in August 2007 Dr Fred Rank, clinical governance head of the 
Port Elizabeth hospital complex, is quoted as saying that the situation has reached crisis 
proportions: “Medical staff often doubled as porters and cleaners because the hospital was so 
short-staffed” (Sapa, 2007). 
Problems experienced at other hospitals in PE have similarly been attributed to staff 
shortages by Dr Lumalile Jamjam, Chief Executive Manager of the Dora Nginza, Livingstone 
and Provincial hospitals in Port Elizabeth in a previous news article (News 24, 2005). Dora 
Nginza Hospital treated about 1 000 patients per day in 2005 and had a 40% shortage in 
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nurses (Die Burger, 2005). In September 2008, at least two separate civil cases were won by 
mothers who sued the Eastern Cape Department of Health and Dora Nginza Hospital for 
cases of negligence that occurred in 2005 which caused death and brain damage to two babies 
treated at the hospital (Shaw, 2008). From the above media texts the situation between 2004 
and 2007, the time-frame in which the scope of my researched texts were created, was a 
trying period for public health-care in at least the area of the Nelson Mandela Bay. Women 
from lower-income families who could not afford private hospitals had no other choice but to 
be admitted to the Dora Nginza Hospital for maternity-related cases.  
1.4.3 Societal context 
As the texts in question mostly depict poor or working class and generally black women, it is 
necessary to consider the issues of gender, class and race in my study. My research has a 
strong gender component and draws on poststructuralist feminist theory which conceptualises 
gender as socially constructed (Van Zoonen, 1994; Weedon, 1997) and therefore to be 
understood as a discursive construct which varies in relation to its cultural and historical 
context. Connell (1987) conceives of patriarchal power relations as a gender order and an 
important determinant of the subjectivity of women and men. That which is construed as 
‘feminine’ is constructed as being ‘other’ and subordinate (but complementary) to the 
‘masculine’ in patriarchal societies. The female body is frequently at the centre of contesting 
discourses, not only in terms of gender, but also in terms of ethnicity and class, as gender 
cannot be analysed in isolation from discourses of race and class (hooks, 2000). This 
approach disallows the reduction of women’s subjectivity to their sexuality (Weedon, 1997) 
and is of particular relevance in relation to this study’s focus on birthing, a biological act that 
normally leads to a woman entering the socially constructed role of ‘mother’. Motherhood, 
rather than simply being a product of biology, is viewed as existing in a dialectic relationship 
with the socio-culturally contextualised conceptions of how women are defined in terms of 
their reproductive functions (Glenn, 1994).  
The poststructuralist feminist position holds that subjectivities are constructed through 
powerful discourses (including patriarchy) and that these are also inscribed in news media 
texts and are at play in sites of news production and the social world. The news media have 
been critiqued for their tendency to report on women and their bodies as objects of 
sensationalism/ publicity by constructing them one-dimensionally in terms of their 
reproductive functions (Van Zoonen, 1994). The focus of my analysis is on how birthing, 
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conventionally placed within the private sphere of motherhood, has now become 
newsworthy. The constructions of birthing women in the news have brought them visibility 
within what Habermas described as the public sphere (Habermas, 2004). The public sphere 
“mediates between society and state” (Habermas, 2004: 351) where public opinion is formed. 
As an extension of the public sphere, the news media are seen as mediators and promoters of 
the public good. Feminist scholars such as Nancy Fraser (1990) have critiqued Habermas’ 
conceptualisation as one that is excluding of women, the working class and other 
marginalised social groupings. Informed by this critique of the public sphere my research sets 
out to scrutinise the representations of birthing women and to question the politics of the 
inclusion of this normally private dimension in public discourse. 
Race 
Recent South African history has become synonymous with the ideology of apartheid, which 
“was founded on various racially based myths” (Fourie, 2001: 476). Race was used to 
discriminate against and privilege racial groups in the country. In apartheid times newspapers 
sometimes were criticised for focusing on black people “as criminals and barbaric” (Fourie, 
2001: 477). Despite apartheid officially ending in 1994 with the change of government, racial 
stereotyping still occurs in the SA cultural context today, even in such a public space as the 
news media. My research explores the role of race in the representations of the birthing 
women, based on the knowledge that the news media today still often stands accused of more 
subtle racist discourse despite the birth of democracy and equal race relations in the country. 
As my research proves later, some of the studied texts represent the black mothers and their 
biological birthing processes in a covertly racially loaded manner. The discourse of race has a 
strong presence in these texts, particularly when describing the “primitive” birthing 
processes. 
Gender 
Patriarchal or gender discourse, similar to race, is still inscribed in the public domain of the 
South African news media today. This despite the fact that when the new government came 
into power in 1994, women’s rights became one of the priorities in terms of eradicating 
inequalities in the country (Fourie, 2001: 406). The constitution contains clauses to protect 
and guard women against sexual harassment, gender-based violence and discrimination. The 
ethical code of Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) also advocates that journalists should practice fairness 
in their reporting by not representing women as victims (Claassen, 2002). These ideals of 
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non-discrimination on the basis of gender, however, fail to materialise in practice with the 
depiction of motherhood and birthing in the some of the texts within the scope of my 
research. In the remaining chapters of this study, I will show how the birthing women are 
represented as victims, their voices silenced or overshadowed by more powerful individuals 
(Claassen, 2004) and how their intimate birthing experiences become biological news items.   
Class 
The birthing women represented in the texts come from the lower-income South African 
sector of society (as determined by the women’s demographical identities in the “Who?” 
section above). Media critiques argue that the interests of the powerful elite can be seen as 
operating through the mainstream media by reproducing the current social climate and 
normalising the division between rich and poor. Language is used in newspapers to naturalise 
this inequality and neutralise dissent (Richardson, 2007: 6). My research explores the contrast 
between the more powerful working class individuals in the texts (e.g. employers, doctors, 
media practitioners and lawyers) and the vulnerable lower-class birthing women within a 
seemingly naturalised hierarchy. In exploring how people are “defined by their relationship to 
the mode of production” (Richardson, 2007: 3), I find that the women are represented as 
victims compared to the active role taken on by the working class characters, particularly the 
heroic media practitioner. 
1.5 How? 
This study takes the form of qualitative research that employs critical discourse analysis 
(CDA) to undertake textual analysis. Rich data is achieved with an interpretative approach to 
the texts being studied in order to locate them socio-culturally and give a “thick description” 
(Henning, 2004: 6) of the research phenomenon. A qualitative approach is chosen because it 
enables the researcher to make interpretative links between the three dimensions of a critical 
discourse analysis (CDA). I chose CDA as my method of analysis as it allows me to peel 
away the layered discourses in the texts and locate them in terms of power inequalities within 
the socio-cultural environment. 
My research sample consists of a selection of news articles dealing with birthing mothers in 
Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) printed between 2004 and 2007. I established the selection by doing 
a word search e.g. “geboorte” (birth), “baba” (baby), and “ma” (mother) in the electronic 
archives of Die Burger. I refined my search according to the theme of women giving birth 
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under unusual circumstances at state health-care facilities in the Eastern Cape. I made use of 
the qualitative typical-case purposeful sampling technique (Deacon, 1999) to identify a total 
of 15 texts in Afrikaans, nine of which were translated on the media24 news website, 
news24.com. Due to accessibility, the translated texts form the focus of my analysis while I 
will reference the Afrikaans texts where relevant. 
The analysis of the sample using CDA incorporates the three dimensions that are associated 
with this approach and method: “text, discourse practice and socio-cultural practice” 
(Fairclough, 1995: 59). These dimensions are included in my research firstly by undertaking 
critical textual analysis (the primary focus); secondly by positioning these textual findings 
with reference to production and reception practices; and thirdly contextualising them within 
the broad socio-cultural context – with specific reference to class, race, and gender. My 
actual textual analysis draws eclectically on several analytical tools e.g. intertextuality (Fiske, 
1987 and Bell, 1994), semiotic (Richardson, 2007 and Deacon, 1999) and narrative analysis - 
making use of the narrative theories of Todorov, Propp (Fiske, 1987) and Labov & Waletzky 
(Bell, 1994); Thompson’s modes of ideology (Janks, 1998 and Thompson, 1990); as well as 
Halliday’s checklist for linguistic analysis and the system of transitivity (Janks, 1997). This 
eclectic CDA approach has been effectively used by other scholars (Janks, 1997 & 1998; 
Prinsloo, 1999; Prinsloo, 2009; Thetela, 2002) to determine a deeper insight into taken-for-
granted texts and linking these to hegemonic discourses in the socio-cultural environment.  
1.6 So what? 
The question “so what?” is on occasion informally added to the formula of a tradition news 
article by savvy news editors – referring towards the relevance of the news item after all the 
essential components (who, what, where, when, why and how) have been established. I end 
off this introductory chapter by giving a synopsis of why I think this thesis is relevant to the 
field of journalism and media studies today. My research involves a tight focus (birthing) 
over a three-year period of publication in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap). The unusual topic of 
birthing allows me to ask uncomfortable questions with regard to race, gender and class in the 
socio-cultural environment in which the texts were created. In analysing the representations 
of the birthing women as abject objects of scrutiny, the monitorial role of the media as 
institution in terms of established journalistic practices and production processes comes under 
the spotlight. In doing so, this research aims to improve the manner in which women and 
their bodies are reported on within the news industry. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
This research addresses the question of how birthing mothers were represented in Die Burger 
(Oos-Kaap) over a three-year period from 2004 to 2007 and considers critically the 
relationship of these representations to institutional practices. This implies a multiple focus 
on representation, identity and journalistic practices and requires a constructivist framework. 
Therefore I draw on theories of poststructuralism and feminism, which I discuss in this 
chapter. In addition, I briefly discuss issues of race and class as these are relevant to the texts 
analysed. Finally, I conclude with a look at the media’s monitorial role as institution within 
the constructedness of the normative theory of the liberal press. 
2.1 Poststructuralism 
The constructivist approach to representation (Hall, 1997) draws on a postructuralist theory. 
It views mental concepts and language as arbitrarily constructed and meaning as dependent 
on other meanings in a classifying system or shared cultural map (Hall, 1997: 17). The 
representations of the birthing women therefore are constructs which are dependent on the 
cultural map in which they were produced. Language, and therefore also the newspaper texts 
about the birthing women, is not a mirror of the real world but a construct that is socially 
produced through accepted codes and social practices, for example the journalistic 
conventions of the media as an institution. The French philosopher and historian Michel 
Foucault was particularly concerned with these social practices and institutions. His focus 
was on questions of power which influenced the construction of meaning and his theory 
identified a system of exclusion within language (Foucault, 1972).  
Central elements of the postructuralist understanding include discourse, knowledge/ power, 
subjectivity and institutions, which I will continue to discuss briefly. The term ‘discourse’, in 
this frame, is not simply a linguistic concept but rather “the production of knowledge through 
language” (Hall, 1997: 44) at a specific historical moment in time. Discourse constructs the 
objects/ subjects in a discursive approach and produces knowledge about them as well as 
rules which govern socially acceptable ways of talking about them. A subject is constructed 
within discourse and “knowledge and practices around all these subjects, Foucault argued, 
were historically and culturally specific” (Hall, 1997: 47).  
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In order to produce knowledge, concepts, strategies and subjects constituted within 
discourses, power becomes the key to legitimise these knowledge claims. What counts as 
knowledge is located within discourse:  
all knowledge, all talk, all argument takes place within a discursive context through 
which experience comes to have, not only meaning for its participants, but shared and 
communicative meaning within social relations (Purvis & Hunt, 1993: 492). 
 The knowledge claims of any historically specific discourse become a potential site of 
contestation in relation to the definition of truth – it is a contestation over the power to define 
(Hall, 1997: 43). Power operates to produce discursive rules and practices which constitute or 
produce the discursive subject (Weedon, 1997: 110). In this way discourse delineates the 
parameters which direct and limit the actions, subjectivity and voices through the power of 
knowledge about what is acceptable ways of being and acting within a discourse.  
When dealing with representations such as the birthing women in Die Burger, the concept of 
discourse is central since it is productive of the power of temporarily fixing meaning to the 
subjects/ objects that are constructed. Poststructuralism allows for the analysis of how 
discursive power is exercised through discourse and the possibilities of change it might 
enable (Weedon, 1997: 19). Importantly, there are always contesting discourses at any 
moment in any discursive space. Meaning is understood thus as temporary, unstable and can 
change depending on whoever holds the power of knowledge production about certain 
subjects (Hall, 1997). New ways of defining knowledge and subjects arise in later discourses 
as a result of discursive contestation depending on who is assumed to speak with authority. 
Discourse needs to be viewed not as a negative expression only; it can also be productive 
since power “produces reality; it produces domains of objects and rituals of truth” (Storey, 
1998: 97). Even though discourses represent political interests which is associated with 
status, repression and power (Weedon, 1997), alternative discourses similarly produce a 
diverse reality with differing knowledge about subjects within the dominant discourse. Power 
in the discursive approach to representation can therefore “never [be] monopolised by one 
centre” (Hall, 1997: 49) and power enters the subject in a natural “capillary movement” (Hall, 
1997: 50). Government, for example, exercise power over an ordinary subject in what seems 
to be a natural way but an anarchist is able to resist this power and constitute a contesting 
discourse.            
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Knowledge therefore operates powerfully in producing the practices and positions of the 
subjects within discourses and “[w]hat falls outside an already existing consensus is hard to 
make sense of, except as ‘otherness’ or ‘deviance’” (Van Zoonen, 1994: 38). Discursive 
power produces knowledge of “definition and exclusion” (Storey, 1998: 96) of subjects. The 
constructed, socially produced subjectivity within a discourse can either confirm or deny the 
existence of subjects:  
Subjectivity is produced in a whole range of discursive practices – economic, social 
and political – the meanings of which are a constant site of struggle over power 
(Weedon, 1997: 21).  
The battle for power takes place within this field of subjectivity with the individual 
participating as an “active protagonist” (Weedon, 1997: 40) in the production of discourses 
which the subjects either conforms or rejects. The body is therefore placed “at the centre of 
the struggle between different formations of power/knowledge” (Hall, 1997: 50). The concept 
that the subject is produced within discourse “is one of Foucault’s most radical propositions” 
(Hall, 1997: 55).  
Poststructuralism thus rejects the Enlightenment notion of the unified subject with a cohesive 
sense of identity (Weedon, 1997). The conceptualisation of an essential subjectivity is 
disallowed by decentring the subject as one of many constructs which have meaning only 
when produced in the discursive space where knowledge (truth) claims are made about it. 
Rather, a subjectivity is proposed which “is precarious, contradictory and in process, 
constantly being reconstituted in discourse” (Weedon, 1997: 32). Even though the subject is 
“always the site of conflicting forms of subjectivity” (Weedon, 1997: 32), discourses will 
only become meaningful to the subjects of the discourse through them being constituted 
within that discourse and consenting to the knowledge claims and practices validated. The 
subjectivities normalised through discourse are endorsed through the power of the knowledge 
claims and discursive practices.  
An important aspect of Foucault’s theory is the body. It becomes “the screen on which the 
well-launched dramas of power and anxiety are projected” (Connell, 1987: 82) - a struggle 
over subject positioning that takes place on a daily basis in our socio-cultural environment. 
The subject position of the discursive approach entails that one can only meaningfully 
understand a discourse by placing oneself into the position of the subject. The subject can 
either submit or oppose a discourse, but her body is ultimately subjected to the power 
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produced by knowledge about her. Ways of defining the subject within a discursive 
contestation depends on who is assumed to speak with authority. In a patriarchal discourse, a 
woman’s body is defined by her subjectivity as a “lesser” or “weaker” subject to her male 
counterpart. Her identity is therefore produced in the discourse of patriarchy and she either 
consents or opposes this repressive definition of her subjectivity. 
The production of knowledge is inextricably linked to relations of power because discourse 
regulates the social conduct and practices of subjects. Power operates within institutional (i.e. 
government, schools, churches, media) apparatuses and its technologies i.e. the methods and 
techniques used to uphold discourses at these institutions onto the subjects (Hall, 1997: 47). 
Particular discourses are at play within many institutionalised discursive spaces, such as the 
newsroom, which regulates the conduct of journalists. My research focuses on gender, race 
and class manifested in the representation of the birthing women in Die Burger, and refer to 
the production process and technologies of the newspaper as a media institution. I deal with 
the media’s role as institution and the constructedness of the normative theory of the liberal 
press in more detail at the end of this chapter. I continue with a discussion of 
poststructuralism and feminist practice.  
2.2 Poststructuralism and feminist practice 
Feminist theory informs the critical analysis of the texts I undertake. While there are several 
feminisms or feminist paradigms, they all identify patriarchy as working to the subordination 
of women within society. Consequently, both feminist theory and research seek to “make 
intellectual sense of, and then to critique, the subordination of women to men” (Cudd, 2005: 
1). Patriarchal power relations have been described as functioning within a specific ‘gender 
order’ (Connell, 1987) where the masculine is constructed as powerful, rational and physical 
and the feminine is constructed as passive, emotional and weak. Gender roles and attributes 
are organised around perceived differences between the sexes. Moreover masculine 
hegemony, in its dominance, is dependent on emphasised femininities (Glenn, 1994), 
including as objects of sex and desire, motherhood and the family. Representations of women 
in the mainstream media are often as sex objects, but the less objected representations are 
also that of emphasised motherhood and the carer/ nurturer role of women in the family.  
The aim of my research is to investigate if and how patriarchal discourses frame the sample 
texts of my study. I identify and critique how naturalised or common sense perceptions of 
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patriarchy are either reinforced or represented differently in the texts and situate them within 
the context of the production process. As noted above, the common focus of feminisms is 
patriarchy and the patriarchal structure of society with its inherent dichotomy of women 
being treated and represented as inferior to men. Not only is this “one of the most powerful 
aspects of common-sense thinking, but it is a way of understanding social relations which 
denies history and the possibility of change for the future” (Weedon, 1997: 3). At the heart of 
the diverse and contested field of feminism is a united cause to bring about change for future 
generations of women by contesting patriarchy and contributing to the emancipation of 
women through exposing practices of prejudice and discriminatory definitions of women 
(Rakow & Wackwitz, 2004) and so enabling redefinitions. 
The poststructuralist feminist approach argues that women (and men) are constituted as 
particular gendered subjects within patriarchal discourses of the society in which they live. 
This position rejects an essentialist or biological explanation for gendered differences. To act 
as a ‘woman’ is not considered an essential or natural role that is biologically determined but 
a social construct, infused by discourses present in society (Glenn, 1994).  The emphasis on 
women’s role in the family and their reproductive functions (birthing and motherhood) as the 
basis of their subjectivity reduces women to a version of their sexuality (Weedon, 1997). It is 
argued that the so-called natural differences are “fundamentally mistaken” (Connell, 1987: 
67) since the biology of our bodies does not determine the basis of our social relations of 
gender - social practice and institutionalised hegemony affect this in powerful ways. 
Gendered discourses are not the only discourses that constitute such subjects as women (and 
men) in society. Other discourses e.g. race, class, geography, etc. can reinforce and contest 
the hegemonic gender discourse. 
Even though discourse seeks to restrict and naturalise certain ways of thinking, being and 
acting, it can also be resisted and subverted (Van Zoonen, 1994). This applies to feminisms 
which oppose patriarchal discourses and the gender identities it proposes and normalises, 
including the tendency to identify women in restricted ways such as in terms of their 
reproductive functions. A poststructuralist feminist approach allows the researcher to identify 
the discourses inscribed in the texts. It functions as “implicit assumptions in texts” 
(Fairclough, 1995: 14) and a poststructuralist feminist approach can seek to identify, 
deconstruct and contextualise these discourses. Discourses like patriarchy are unmasked as 
‘truths’ which are produced by those who have the power to produce meaning about subjects 
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in a specific socio-historical environment. According to Weedon, poststructuralism is not the 
answer to all feminist questions (1997: 19) but offers a useful theoretical position for 
“conceptualising the relationship between language, social institutions and individual 
consciousness” (1997: 19).  
Such a poststructuralist or discursive approach (as I have described above) provides a useful 
approach from which to identify and critique patriarchy. The knowledge claims of patriarchal 
discourse operate powerfully to produce women as ‘other’ to men, an otherness that is 
constructed as inferior to their male counterpart. This is achieved through the construction of 
binary opposed attributes such as male/ female; strong/ weak; rational/ emotional; powerful/ 
weak; and public/ private, a discourse in which ‘female’ becomes the lesser to desirable male 
attributes. These seemingly all-pervasive (Cudd, 2005) knowledge claims are so deeply 
entrenched in the social fabric of life, that this structuring of power relations and the attendant 
practices and subject positions are not only accepted by men but also by women - the so-
called subjects produced within the discourse of patriarchy. Many women arguably consent 
and collude their own oppression (Cudd, 2005) within the hegemonic gender order.  
The poststructuralist feminist position is considered the most appropriate theoretical position 
from which the analysis of the representation of the birthing mothers in Die Burger (Oos-
Kaap) can be undertaken. This theoretical position enables me to locate the birthing women 
historically and socially and draws attention to the importance of contextualisation and 
agency (Glenn, 1994) in the hegemonic representations of women. In terms of the theme of 
birthing in the texts, a woman’s identity may be constructed as primary nurturer of children in 
the nuclear family in line with her initial biological ability to give birth. She is therefore 
constituted exclusively as mother due to the hegemonic discourse of patriarchy. In the 
discourse of patriarchy the father is attributed a minor role in the labour of childcare. The 
mother is effectively placed within the private sphere while the father takes his placed in the 
public sphere.  
Subjectivity, and therefore gendered subjectivity, is understood within this framework as 
socially produced in relation to discourses that are variously hegemonic or marginal and in 
contestation in the news media and other institutions in our cultural environment. However, 
since this knowledge about the role of fathers and mothers in hegemonic society is 
determined only by the power relationship which constitutes it as a ‘truth’, alternative 
discourses can exist with a power shift and redefinition of the gender roles. The subjectivities 
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of the women within a patriarchal discourse can be identified, deconstructed and resisted with 
the poststructuralist feminist position.  
Gender order 
Poststructuralism displaces the assumption that most differentiations between men and 
women are because of their biological differences. A poststructuralist feminist position 
asserts that while the term ‘sex’ refers to the physiological difference between men and 
women, ‘gender’ refers to the cultural attributes assigned to the different sexes (Newbold, 
1989). The hegemonic differences between men and women are viewed as not biologically 
determined but rather products of culture (Cudd, 2005). Common-sense assumptions about 
the differentiation between ‘male’ and ‘female’ are culturally constructed and informed by 
dominant patriarchal discourses in society. Attributing rationality, strength and assertiveness 
to men and not women is determined by powerful discourse rather than being ‘natural’ or 
biological gender distinctions. The naturalised manner in which these gender identities 
operate in everyday life, and so also in the media, is proof of how gender discourse 
“structures material and symbolic worlds and our experience of them” (Van Zoonen, 1994:3).  
Patriarchal discourse constructs and contains the ‘truth’ claim that favours masculinity over 
femininity by making normal the gendered social practices or social identities (Weedon, 
1997) of the subjects constituted within the discourse. Patriarchal power is based on this 
“gender order” (Connell, 1987) that creates categories of inclusion and exclusion: masculinity 
is constructed as the rational, powerful and public subject position while femininity is 
constructed as emotional, dependent and private. These “emphasized femininities” (Connell, 
1987) become the binary opposite of “hegemonic masculinity” (Connell, 1987) present in a 
society where patriarchy is the dominant discourse. The validated gendered roles of what is 
considered masculine and feminine are naturalised as ‘truth’ within a society but 
poststructuralism provides a way of explaining resistance as a contesting discourse - an 
alternative feminist discourse can exist to resist these subjectivities. 
Motherhood 
Reproduction is considered by some to be the “absolute basis of gender and sexuality in 
everyday life” (Connell, 1987: 66). Motherhood, like gender, is a social construct born from 
within a long-standing patriarchal history of gender dominance. Women are frequently 
defined and then evaluated in terms of their reproductive functions and even children become 
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the subjects of the gender discourse before they are even capable of reproducing (Connell, 
1987). Being born a girl or a boy ensures that one is inserted into the gender order of the 
family and societal institutions. Practices include choice of toys such as girls being given 
baby dolls (surrogate babies) that proposes, naturalises and reinforces this gendered role of 
motherhood. Glenn describes mothering “as a historically and culturally variable relationship 
in which one individual nurtures and cares for another” (1994: 3). Within the dominant 
gender order, motherhood or mothering is a social construct upheld by both men and women 
in culturally and historically specific situations and is not a natural biological phenomenon 
like birthing and reproduction. 
Mothering is identified by Glenn as the aspect of gender that “has been subject to essentialist 
interpretation: seen as natural, universal, and unchanging” (1994: 3) the most. The 
reproductive division of men and women is the basis of this patriarchal discourse of 
emphasized femininity. The identity of ‘woman’ is conflated with that of ‘mother’ (Glenn, 
1994) in patriarchal discourse. By producing motherhood as natural and the essence of 
femininity, patriarchy “locks women into biological reproduction, and denies them identities 
of selfhood outside of mothering” (Glenn, 1994: 9). This monolith is constantly being 
challenged by alternative feminist discourses in which reproduction and the role of the 
nurturer are redefined with alternative representations of motherhood and mothering. 
2.3 ‘Other’ identities 
A multitude of discourses is present in the texts of the birthing mothers depicted in Die 
Burger (Oos-Kaap). For the purposes of my research, I focus on gender but discourses of 
race and class are repeated refrains in the texts reporting on the birthing women. While the 
analysis adopts a poststructuralist feminist approach, gender discourse frequently implicates 
race and class. Postcolonial theorists have warned against the “dangers of ignoring race and 
class differences while concentrating on gender” (Gross, 1998: 89) only. Particularly in the 
South African context, race and class discourses are inextricably linked in the fibre of the 
cultural-historical context in which subjectivities and knowledge about subjects are formed. 
These discourses are articulated in the construction of the birthing women within the texts. I 
briefly look at race and class as discourses present in the texts and conclude by pointing out 
the prevailing prejudice towards HIV in some of the texts linked to these identity positions. 
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The different ways of experiencing motherhood or gender oppression is a significant divider 
between working class white mothers and poor black mothers. Their racial and economic 
positions create different struggles for mothers: poor black mothers are often concerned with 
their children’s right to exist and their importance of survival in contrast to higher-income 
white mothers (Glenn, 1994). In the texts studied, the birthing women were struggling for 
their own and their babies’ survival and the struggles were not always successful (Claassen, 
2004; Silke, 2006; Shaw, 2008; Potgieter, 2008). Like gender, race and class, cultural 
constructs are determined by discursive practices and their power to define and constitute 
subjects in those discourses in their socio-historical contexts. These subjects are ‘governed’ 
(Hall, 1997) by certain truth or knowledge claims, often implicitly about white superiority 
within the racial discourse. An alternative non-racist discourse, where the lives of both white 
and black children are of equal importance, provides the converse to the racial discourse. 
Colonial discourse analysis and post-colonial theory essentially “critiques the process of 
production of knowledge about the Other” (Williams & Chrisman, 1994: 8). As with the 
gender order, racial discourse is based on classification and subsequent exclusion and 
inclusion of ‘us’ (dominant social grouping) and ‘them’ (the Other). Racist discourse governs 
these constructed subjectivities with the “ability to define, through the power of conquest, the 
control of knowledge, and the framing of meanings” (Rakow, 2004: 205). The discourse of 
race therefore works on the shared social representation of public opinion (Van Dijk, 1998). 
The Other is predominantly represented as a deviant to the accepted norms and values of the 
dominant group, for example the exotic, sexually promiscuous manner in which the Other 
woman is often represented and viewed in a racist, sexist discursive context. The ethnic or 
biological differences are emphasised in a racist discourse often from the perspective of 
“supremacist derogation stressing the Other’s intellectual, moral and biological inferiority” 
(Van Dijk, 1998).  
In news media the subjectivity of being ‘black’ can be constructed as the ‘Other’ with various 
lexical, metaphorical and intertextual choices (Thetela, 2001). In the case of the 
representation of the birthing women in my scope of research, several of the studied texts 
construct the black women as the Other. However, instead of being sexualised as the exotic 
and desirable women of colour, these women are represented as ‘savage’ or ‘barbaric’ as 
opposed to the ‘civilised’ white subjectivities with whom they are contrasted. The 
representation of the birthing women as animal-like when describing their biological 
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processes of birthing and other actions in the texts, is found on the negative emphasis on 
“stereotypes of savagery” (Bhabha, 1994: 72) when constructing the Other. It can be linked to 
portrayals of “barbarism” (Dines, 2003: 21) and is based on the powerful construct around 
race that black people are essentially primitive and close to nature (Dines, 2003: 22). Despite 
a multitude of other racial stereotypical assumptions which are culturally and institutionally 
ingrained in the news media (Ferguson, 1998), my focus is on the construction of the 
‘savage’ vs. ‘civilised’ in the texts. 
These misconceptions of race are not ethnically determined but rather culturally constructed, 
which works powerfully to naturalise racial discourse and definitions of groups in society 
today (Dines, 2003). This can take place with overt racism - “openly racist arguments or 
advancing racist policy” (Dines, 2003: 20) or inferential racism - “apparently naturalized 
representations of events and situations relating to race, whether ‘factual’ or ‘fictional’, which 
have racist premises and propositions inscribed in them as a set of unquestionable 
assumptions” (Dines, 2003: 20). The inferential racist discourse operates powerfully in many 
news reports, which reproduce the hegemonic racial discourse of the socio-cultural context in 
which the texts were created. News ethics, institutional practices and government legislation 
generally manage to guard against overt racism in the media but it is more difficult to identify 
and act against inferential racism in media texts since this type of racism is so pervasive and 
naturalised in various social spaces.  
As mentioned earlier, their positioning in society in terms of gender, race and class had 
forced the birthing women in the texts into a fight for survival for themselves and their 
babies. This is a common theme among poor, working class women. Connell argues that 
“discrimination against women in forms like less food and less medical attention is operating 
at a level where life is at stake” (1987: 108). My research is concerned with the subjects of 
the life and death battle over medical attention on the part of poor, working-class women. 
The birthing women are constructed in the texts as dependent on state health-care because of 
their position in the class system of the South African context (See Chapter One for a 
discussion on the women’s social status). The news media proposes to act on behalf of these 
women for the campaigning of better state health-care, but the newspaper’s position as an 
economic entity within a capitalist frame cannot be ignored. 
It is necessary to include class as analytical category discourse because the working class or 
unemployed status of the women are depicted as natural or at least not problematised in the 
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texts. Class refers to “categories based on the economic resources of different groups of 
people in a given society, and the social and cultural arrangements that stem from this 
division” (Berger, 1995: 47). The economic and social division leads to the establishment of a 
ruling class or elite, who owns the means of production, and the working class, who 
experience themselves as commodities (Berger, 1995: 50). The birthing women’s working 
class subjectivities are produced within the discourse of capitalism in the texts due to the 
mainstream news media’s ownership of knowledge production. As with race and gender, the 
class differences between individuals in a capitalist society are naturalised.  
The discourse of capitalism occurs at a textual level as is demonstrated in the ways in which 
the women’s working class statuses are identified and depicted, but the economic order of 
capitalism operates also at a production level where commercial imperatives represent the 
women in sensational ways and so commoditise the women in the media texts. The news 
media produces visceral representations of the birthing women and so articulates discourses 
of gender, race and class. Therefore, the body of the ‘Other’ becomes an object of 
commoditisation (Van Dijk, 1998). The economic purpose of making a profit becomes an 
important factor in the production of news texts. Murdock identifies this tension between 
consumerism and the exercise of citizenship, “the pursuit of equality and fraternity as well as 
of individual liberty” (1992: 19), as the natural order of the rise of mass communication and 
mass democracy in the modern capitalist society. 
HIV as a discriminatory epidemic is another important discourse in several of the texts 
studied (Van Staaden, 2005; Currie, 2006; Silke, 2006). The representation of HIV as a 
disease of shame is done through negative and discriminatory references in the texts to the 
subjects identified as HIV positive, who are depicted as the Other. The representations of 
illness and HIV are vehemently criticised by Sontag as “metaphors and myths” (1991: 99) 
which she wishes to be liberated from. As (in Sontag’s language) the ‘myths’ surrounding 
HIV in these texts are closely linked to discourses of race and class, I briefly discuss HIV as 
discourse of stigmatisation in relation to the subjectivities of race and class in the South 
African context. The medical condition known as AIDS is the last of three stages (Sontag, 
1991: 102) of the disease. The first stage is “infection with a human immunodeficiency virus 
(HIV)” (Sontag, 1991: 107), which is the stage of the disease that is dealt with in the texts. 
Stage 2 refers to the asymptomatic stage where people can live with the virus for years before 
their immune system becomes affected. 
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Some researchers believe the associated stigma, discrimination and denial “is as central to the 
global AIDS challenge as the disease itself” (Aggleton, 2002:1). HIV/ AIDS has been 
associated with death, horror, punishment, guilt, shame and otherness which reinforce and 
legitimise the stigmatisation and discrimination of people who have the disease (Aggleton, 
2002: 1). Exclusion and ostracizing within the discourse become the result of the binary 
opposition between ‘them’ (the Other) and ‘us’ – those with and without the disease. 
HIV/AIDS is seen as a life-threatening illness that people are afraid of contracting and 
associate with shame and death. The discourse of discrimination associated with the epidemic 
is reinforced by the perception that HIV/AIDS as a disease affects ‘the Other’ - especially 
those who are already stigmatized because of their race or socioeconomic status (Aggleton, 
2002:3). 
HIV is therefore inextricably linked to dominant discourses of race and class within the South 
African society: HIV is hegemonically associated with the poor and, as Sontag noted in her 
discussions, “people with darker skins” (Sontag, 1991: 113). This construction is not only 
based on dubious accounts in which HIV is said to have originated in Africa and is linked to 
animalism (Sontag, 1991: 137, 138), but it is also evidence of the deeply permeated discourse 
of race with the “racist assumptions about ‘African sexuality’” (Aggleton, 2002: 2). Because 
HIV has developed during a period of rapid globalization and growing polarization between 
rich and poor, the stigmatisation of associating HIV with the poor has led to a situation where 
“poverty increases vulnerability to HIV/AIDS, and HIV/AIDS exacerbates poverty” 
(Aggleton, 2002: 2). In Africa, HIV is a heterosexual disease compared to the association of 
the disease with homosexuality in the northern countries, such as the United States of 
America. However, omitted from this discourse is that no one is immune to HIV – it prevails 
across the social spectrum. 
2.4 News production, discourse practice and discursive strategies 
As this research is concerned with news reports of birthing women, I turn to considering the 
institutional dimension of news production from a critical perspective in relation to how 
newspapers may be implicated in the production and reproduction of social inequalities 
pertaining to certain gender, race and class discourses. According to Richardson, a text 
cannot be researched in isolation from the institution in which it was produced. He refers 
particularly to news when analysing “the continuing existence of prejudice and social 
inequalities without reference to the formative influence of journalism” (2007: 1). The 
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normative theory of the liberal press in media sociology is a widely theorised field that 
considers the context of democratic public discourse. In considering my research question, 
the complex relationship between public discourse, democracy and the media can best be 
understood when defining the media as actor or “participant” (Christians et al, 2009) in this 
democratic society. 
My research is particularly concerned with the media’s ability to become an instrument of 
social action or change by not simply reflecting and observing events but acting as a critic or 
watchdog in the interest of the public. Therefore the monitorial role of the media as that of 
“vigilant informer” (Christians et al, 2009: 30) is most appropriate for my research purposes. 
Despite the wide terrain of the media’s information function within the monitorial role, a 
particular characteristic of the monitorial role involves social consciousness that overlaps 
with the facilitative role of the media. The facilitative role of the media is defined as 
supporting and strengthening civil society (Christians et al, 2009) and involves institutional 
values of integrity, credibility and independence. The media’s role within the normative 
theory of the liberal press is determined by its “degree of participation as actors in political 
and social events” (Christians et al, 2009: 32). In practice the monitorial role is, however, 
vulnerable to numerous failures (Christians et al, 2009: 156), as my research reveals in terms 
of the reproduction of discourses of race, gender and class.  
By identifying these discourses within the institutional boundaries of the normative theory of 
the liberal press, my approach to the news media is informed by poststructuralist 
understandings towards the production of knowledge (Hall, 1997). The news media operates 
from within specific institutional boundaries and employ certain normalised conventions. The 
media practitioner is not only the subject of institutionalised news media discourse but also 
the possible subject of the hegemonic discourses relating to race, gender and class that prevail 
in the particular socio-cultural environment. It is considered important to analyse all levels of 
power and knowledge production to fully contextualise a news text for research purposes 
(Fairclough, 1995; Richardson, 2007; Janks, 1997). Even though news representations are 
created by journalists and/or editors in the media, discourses are not the product of individual 
consciousness or intention - rather we formulate our intentions within discourse (Dines, 2003: 
19). The choice to represent the birthing women in the texts, for example, in a racist or 
patriarchal manner is therefore a reinforcement of hegemonic power relations in the socio-
historical environment and not the individual intention of the news producer. On an 
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institutional level, media discourse produces the ‘objects’ of knowledge in their discursive 
regime.  
News discourse is characterised by an institutionalised system and the values upon which it is 
based, which commonly shares certain production techniques and professional practices 
(Richardson, 2007:77). This encompasses a wide field of institutionalised journalistic 
practices, which contradict one another in terms of the organisational and professional values 
of journalism. According to Richardson, journalists are constantly torn between the 
“economic values of the market” (2007:82) and their self-regulatory code of ethics. I continue 
to briefly consider the professional values concerning the media ethics of objectivity and 
conclude with the organisational practices of news value. Firstly, however, it is important to 
consider particular concepts that relate to news as discourse including the public sphere and 
the media’s monitorial role. 
2.4.1 Public sphere 
The definition of an ideal public sphere is “a sphere which mediates between society and 
state, in which the public organizes itself as the bearer of public opinion” (Habermas, 2004: 
351). The concept created by Habermas refers to the eighteenth century and the “bourgeois 
public sphere” (Habermas, 2004: 352) when a public body of private individuals gathered to 
deliberate and protect their interests against the state. The public sphere became a site where 
the production and circulation of discourses that were often critical to the state could be 
shared democratically amongst individuals for the benefit of the public good. Although 
newspapers initially fulfilled this function as the “bearers and leaders of public opinion” 
(Habermas, 2004: 353), by the 1830s in England, France and the United States the 
“transformation from a journalism of conviction to one of commerce began” (Habermas, 
2004: 354). The commercial interests of media conglomerates practiced ‘publicity’ instead of 
public opinion with the coming of industrialised advanced mass democracy (Habermas, 2004: 
354). The news media as public sphere is argued to have been transformed to a mere 
publicity vehicle for private interests.  
Due to unequal resource distribution in society, Marxist critics believe the ideal public sphere 
never existed (Garnham, 2004: 361). The public sphere’s existence in a market-driven, 
capitalist society has not only been critiqued variously but also brought into question whether 
it existed at all in the ideal bourgeoisie society first described by Habermas. The public 
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sphere was conceptualised as a place where public opinion could be formed and importantly, 
“Access [was] guaranteed to all citizens,” (Habermas, 2004: 350). Due to inequalities linked 
to class, gender and race, not many individuals had access to the public sphere, which served 
as a primary arena for producing hegemony (Fraser, 1995). The possibility of this ‘true’/ 
original public sphere is questioned on the basis that women and people of colour and lower 
classes were excluded from Habermas’ bourgeoisie society who conferred in the coffee 
houses, and later the newsrooms.  
A particular criticism of the concept of the public sphere relates to the division between what 
is considered public and private and it problematises who exercised the power of definition of 
these categories (Fraser, 1995). A poststructuralist feminist position, it was argued earlier, 
identifies how patriarchal discourse constitutes the objects and subjects of femininities as 
relating to the private sphere whereas the public sphere is considered a male-dominated 
arena. Fraser proposes that “categories of publicity and privacy are multivalent and 
contested” (1995: 306). Her example of how the topic of sexual harassment was initially a 
taboo public subject matter and considered a private event (Fraser, 1995) demonstrates that 
this subject did eventually become topical to the public sphere. Contesting discourses can 
shift the boundaries of the public sphere despite social inequities and therefore public opinion 
by definition is ever-changing depending on the contesting relations of power and definitions 
of “truths”.    
Despite such academic critique, mainstream news media still define themselves as acting 
within a public sphere that operates separately and independently from the State, economy 
and political field, by producing public opinion for the sake of the public good (Garnham, 
2004). The communicative function of the media to provide information and debate within 
the public arena, allows the media “under the banner of balance and objectivity, [to] claim to 
carry out both functions and to do so in the name of the public” (Garnham, 2004: 364). This 
claim by media practitioners that they act in the interest of the public is held up to scrutiny in 
my research concerned with how birthing is represented. The newspaper’s motivations in 
representing birthing and the birthing women in the scope of texts are in question: were the 
women exploited for sensationalistic purposes of news popular appeal or did these 
representations serve an information role to hold the government accountable for the public 
health interests of the community? This question forms the crux of my research in terms of 
whether the reproduction of hegemony can be justified in the interest of the public good. 
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2.4.2 Monitorial role 
Inherent to the notion of the news media acting as public sphere, is the professional ideal that 
they are an entity that can act in the best interest of the public. This was traditionally argued 
to be the liberal primary democratic role of the media - to act as a public guardian/ protector 
overseeing the state. The media, in its role as liberal press guardian, would often reveal 
“abuses in the exercise of state authority” (Curran, 1991: 84). The media would hold the 
government responsible for events and policies that affected the public. This notion of the 
public sphere has evolved in the twentieth century (Carey, 1993: 13) to the Fourth Estate2, 
which generally refers to the press as autonomous. The role of opposing the state is extended 
as Fourth Estate to represent and protect community interests by challenging dominant 
groups, i.e. corporate companies, political parties, interest groups and other institutions 
(Curran, 1991). However, the poststructuralist approach disallows the news media to be 
understood as separate from these other institutions since the news media itself functions 
within the limitations of media discourse and institutionalised practices. Media practitioners 
are also subjects of hegemonic discourses within the socio-cultural environment and therefore 
do not act completely outside dominant groups.  
The monitorial role (Christians et al, 2009) of the media, as discussed earlier, is exercised 
when the media constitutes itself as the eyes and ears of the public “that could not see and 
hear for itself – or indeed, talk to itself” (Carey, 1993: 14) - as in the case of the silent women 
in the birthing texts. While this type of journalism justifies itself in the public’s name, it is 
noteworthy that the subjects of the texts are not given an active role but an audience role – “a 
receptacle to be informed by experts and an excuse for the practice of publicity” (Carey, 
1993: 15). The public, in this view, becomes mere spectators of events while the journalist 
actively participates by speaking and acting on behalf of the public, which he or she considers 
being their professional responsibility. In relation to the birthing texts, it might be argued that 
Die Burger assumes the position as guardian on behalf of the women who had received poor 
health-care from the government (state authority). This monitorial role (Christians et al, 
2009) involves that a journalist reveals information that is considered to be in the public 
interest or in the interest of repressed social groups (Janowitz, 1975: 619). My research is 
                                                            
2
 Writer Thomas Carlyle used the term ‘Fourth Estate’ first in his book French Revolution (1837), and 
referred to the other three estates as those of the French States-General: the church, the nobility and the 
commoners. 
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concerned with how this tension – the monitorial role of the media in exposing poor state 
health-care might simultaneously have silenced the women, for the purposes of publicity and 
profit in the institutionalised production process. 
2.4.3 Professional ‘objectivity’ 
One of the news industry’s cornerstone principles is the claim of professionalism, which 
entails among other ideals a commitment to truth, fairness and objectivity in news reporting. 
Professionalism in journalism is justified by a strong claim for professional autonomy 
(Curran, 1987:67) and the public’s ‘right to know’ in line with the notion of the Fourth 
Estate. This ideal of professionalism is unachievable with the problematisation of truth claims 
in the poststructuralist paradigm since several hegemonic discourses and other institutional 
constraints influence the production of a news text. Despite noble ideals of objectivity and 
separating fact from opinion, journalists encounter institutionalised pressures and socio-
cultural discourses that determine and influence the news production. Sensationalised 
depictions of women are included to attract readers to buy the paper and advertisers to invest 
their revenue in the company. News has a commercial and industrial nature due to the private 
interests of the media conglomerates in the modern, capitalist society news is produced in. 
This institutionalised commercial imperative is at odds with the media’s role as guardian of 
the rights of the public (which in this case is women’s rights).  
According to Richardson, “to file an objective report a journalist needs to distance him or 
herself from the truth claims of the report” (2007: 86). All opinions stated in the text should 
be that of sources and not the value judgements of the reporter. However, this does not mean 
that an objective report is the same as a neutral report since “value judgements are built into 
the process of news making at all stages of the production process” (Richardson, 2007: 86). 
For example, the journalist cannot escape the discourses of class and race in newsgathering 
since it seems to work at a level of indirect discrimination (Connell, 1987: 100). Certain 
influential or economically elite sources are preferred sources in news production while those 
considered non-elite – the working class or unemployed, i.e. many of the women in the news 
reports examined, are voiceless. These unspoken rules of who counts as “a legitimate definer 
of news events” (Carter, 1998: 128) are informed by the capitalist and/ or racial order of 
society in which the media texts were produced. 
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From the commercial imperatives of the media industry to the selection of sources for the 
news text, production affects the professional commitments of the reporter. Objectivity in 
news production is an ideal never to be realised in practice since what counts as ‘truth’ is 
determined by whoever has the power to define these knowledge claims. If truth is 
discursively produced and if texts are the result of processes of selection and construction, 
representations can never be fully objective or reflective of events. Facts cannot be separated 
absolutely from values at the level of media language and news can therefore never be neutral 
(Carter, 1998). An attempt by the journalist can be made to make a text appear neutral and 
value-free but he or she will always have to operate within the institutionalised constraints 
and discursive practices of the ‘news paradigm’ (Berkowitz, 1997). According to Berkowitz, 
the news paradigm inescapably operates “within the ideological sphere, particularly in 
relation to hegemonic processes” (1997: 425).   
As argued previously, nothing is meaningful outside of discourse and therefore the 
mainstream media arguably provides “not information but confirmation, not to alter attitudes 
or change minds but to represent an underlying order of things” (Van Zoonen, 1994: 37). The 
‘taken-for-grantedness’ of the professionalised norms that govern journalistic routines and 
conventions can be difficult to identify and challenge (Carter, 1998: 5). For example, most 
newsrooms are argued to be masculine spaces and “news discourse still constitutes a 
‘masculine narrative form’” (Carter, 1998: 7). It is imperative then to challenge the taken-for-
granted discourses in news production and the socio-cultural environment. This does not 
necessarily constitute an attack on the journalist, editors or individual institutions in which 
these hegemonic texts are produced, but simply an aversion to the manifestation of discourses 
of patriarchy, racism and gender discrimination. Representations should be read not simply as 
good or bad images but as “practices arising from economic and ideological interests and as 
meanings that embody relationships within and outside the text” (Rakow & Wackwitz, 2004: 
176) i.e. discursively. 
2.4.4 News values 
When we speak of news values and newsworthiness, we are engaging with one of the 
naturalised sets of conventions that operate within the discursive regime of the newsroom. 
News values are understood as “the criteria employed by journalists to measure and therefore 
judge the ‘newsworthiness’ of events” (Richardson, 2007: 91). News values are the 
subjective criteria determined by editors who select and prioritise news stories as well as by 
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reporters who identify and present news stories to their editors. The general and widely 
defined concept of news values has been identified as a “slippery concept” (Harcup & 
O’Neill, 2009: 162) which becomes a learned skill for media practitioners in the journalism 
industry. Harcup & O’ Neill have extensively researched this newsroom phenomenon and 
modernised the taxonomies of news values, as established by pioneers such as Galtung & 
Ruge (as quoted in Harcup & O’Neill, 2009) and other theorists, to include the commercial 
news values of modern media production. They identified the following set of news value 
criteria: “power elite, celebrity, entertainment, surprise, bad news, good news, magnitude, 
relevance, follow-up, newspaper agenda” (2009: 168). They found that news texts generally 
fit one or more of these news values. 
The birthing texts analysed contain several of these news values of which the most important 
to my research question is the news value of ‘entertainment’ – news that is of a “compelling 
nature” (Nel, 1998: 35 and Richardson, 2007: 92) and therefore to a high degree of interest to 
the reader. This commercialised news value of providing drama and entertainment to the 
market audience can easily transform into what is known as the news trend of sensationalism. 
Sensationalism is born from the desire of media practitioners to connect with their readers in 
as direct and immediate a way as possible (Richardson, 2007: 122). Sensationalism has also 
had, however, a negative connotation with its use of sleaze, hyperbole, violence, 
discrimination and scorn to attract readership. Discourses of patriarchy, racism and sexism 
often serve the purposes of sensationalism and stand in direct opposition to the media ethics 
of the ‘professional’ media practitioner. As in the case of the monitorial role, the media 
practitioner acts within the discursive practices of the media as institution despite the 
contradictory nature of news value, which can lead to sensationalism as opposed to the news 
media as advocate for the public good of the community.  
This tension forms the basis of my research question about the representation of the birthing 
women in the studied texts. The articles all meet the requirement of the news value of 
entertainment as defined by Harcup & O’Neill as “stories concerning sex, show business, 
human interest, animals and unfolding drama” (2009: 168). The entertainment value of the 
articles is determined by the human drama - deaths of infants and mothers due to scandalous 
and shocking state medical services – as well as the former taboo subject matter: birthing. 
Even though birthing is a phenomenon associated with the private sphere and considered to 
be a ‘feminine’ topic in patriarchal discourse, it is placed within the public sphere as it is 
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linked to public health institutions. Birthing as a former private ‘feminine’ experience 
becomes newsworthy in the public arena. My research determines whether this crossover 
from private to public serves more noble purposes of investigating and exposing the 
inadequate health services or whether it served the commercialised imperatives of the 
newspaper.  
2.5 Conclusion 
In summary, the poststructuralist feminist position provides the theoretical approach for my 
research question. The concepts of discourse and truth, power and knowledge as well as 
subjectivity are central to this position. Not only does the approach offer a feminist lens 
through which to view how the representations of the birthing women had been shaped by 
discourses of race, class and gender but it also identifies the media as a discursive regime 
(Hall, 1997). The institutionalised journalistic practices of the public sphere, monitorial role, 
professional objectivity and news values offer insight into the production of the texts within 
my scope of research.  
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
The methodological approach used in conducting the research “When Motherhood makes the 
news: the depiction of birthing in Eastern Cape printed news” is qualitative and critical in 
design. A sample of news reports about mothers giving birth in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) are 
qualitatively analysed using Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). CDA is an encompassing 
method that involves critically analysing different spheres of the texts, discourses and socio-
cultural practices. This approach enables me to achieve rich data for my findings in which the 
layered discourses in the texts are made visible and explained in terms of socio-cultural 
practices external to the texts. I start this chapter by explaining why my research falls within 
the qualitative methodological approach; I continue to discuss the sampling method used to 
determine the scope of the research; and finally I deal with CDA as an approach and a 
method, and describe the analytical tools I make use of to do the critical reading.  
3.1 Why qualitative? 
With qualitative research, the researcher “begins with just a question, not with a clear, well-
defined theory or hypothesis” (Van den Bulck, 1995: 60). It has also been termed the ‘theory 
comes last’ approach that is based on the “logic that reasons from a specific case to a general 
theoretical conclusion” (Van den Bulck, 1995: 60). The specific case of the representation of 
mothers in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) revolves around a few central questions underpinning my 
research: how are these women represented; why are they represented in this manner; and 
what do their representations reflect about the environment the texts were created in? These 
specific research questions are answered by making use of qualitative and critical research 
methods in order to lead to general theoretical conclusions in the findings chapter of my 
thesis, particularly with regard to the depiction of race, class and gender in the South African 
context.   
The differences between qualitative and quantitative research methods have been identified 
as “conceptual-theoretical, methodological and analytical” (Van den Bulck, 1995: 59). 
Theoretically, qualitative research is grounded in an interpretative tradition that assumes that 
“there is no such thing as an objective, social reality, but instead that ‘reality’ is a social and 
cultural construction” (Van den Bulck, 1995: 59). This concept is a central premise of the 
poststructuralist approach that I discussed in Chapter Two. The methodological approach to 
qualitative research seeks to be “flexible and sensitive to the social context in which data is 
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produced, aiming at compiling ‘rich’ data” (Van den Bulck, 1995: 59). Analytically, the 
researcher must be aware of the complexity, context and detail (Van den Bulck, 1995: 59) of 
the text. This understanding of qualitative research speaks directly to the methodology I use 
in my research. CDA is therefore not only the theoretical but also methodological and 
analytical approach I employ to establish rich, detailed and complex data from the texts - 
typical of a qualitative approach.  
I do not employ quantitative methods such as content analysis, in which, for example, in 
considering my chosen body of texts the researcher can count how often women giving birth 
are depicted as the objects of a text. Instead of counting the ‘quantities’ of a large body of 
texts, I focus on the ‘qualities’ of the texts (Henning, 2004: 3). Instead of counting the 
birthing women, I ask questions about how the women are represented and placed at the 
centre of the texts and about the nature of the discursive or power relations that inform these 
articulations. I do this in my attempt to makes meaning from the data “by seeing the bigger 
picture and by converting ‘raw’ empirical information (the ‘thin description’ of the 
phenomenon) into what is known in qualitative research as a ‘thick description’” (Henning, 
2004: 6). With a qualitative approach to research, information is interpreted in the light of the 
theoretical framework that locates the study in order to give a thick description of the 
research phenomenon.  
My intention is to make visible discourses of gender, race and class, where they occur as 
discussed in the theory chapter (chapter 2), and to contextualise the texts in terms of power 
relationships as well as the socio-cultural practices in which they are constructed. As a 
researcher, I am “directing attention to some things rather than others,” (Henning, 2004: 2). 
Qualitative research and CDA in particular aim to make visible these power relationships at 
work at a deeper level than what quantitative analysis of the texts can achieve and to make 
interpretative links between the texts, discourses and socio-cultural practices. The thick 
description of research phenomena has layers of depth and not only aims to find a pattern of 
representation but also a reason for this representation (Henning, 2004: 6) i.e. why situations 
are defined in a particular way in the texts. 
3.2 Sampling method 
The focus of my research, as stated above, is the way in which a particular group of women, 
mothers giving birth, are represented in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) over a three-year period. The 
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texts were thus purposefully sampled (Deacon, 1999: 41) to reflect aspects of news reporting 
on a certain subject (birthing mothers) over a specific time period (three years). My research 
findings do not propose to be representative of a universal truth but in making use of this 
specific sample of news texts, I aim to give a reflective view of several contesting discourses 
within the socio-cultural environment in which the texts were created. The sampling method 
falls within the qualitative sphere of research methodology as “illustrative of the broader 
social and cultural processes” (Deacon, 1999: 43).   
My sampling method can be described as a purposeful sampling method, a sampling method 
that is “not determined by chance” (Deacon, 1999: 53) but rather determined by the 
researcher and the research phenomenon. I did not make use of the theoretical sampling 
technique in choosing my sample of texts since contrasting types of representations, and thus 
discourses, are at work within the chosen texts. I therefore did not choose these texts with a 
specific hypothesis in mind. The specific form of purposeful sampling, although organic and 
informally selected, can best be defined as a typical case sampling technique that “seeks to 
identify a case that exemplifies the key features of a phenomenon being investigated” 
(Deacon, 1999: 53). The key features the texts chosen for my case study had to adhere to 
(beside for the fact that it had to be printed in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) over the specified 
three-year period) were that the texts had to deal with women and birthing under so-called 
newsworthy circumstances.  
The analysis looks at news articles sampled over a period from January 2004 to January 2007 
that report women giving birth under difficult circumstances, including under degrading 
conditions at government hospitals or in public open spaces. The body of texts also deals with 
the consequences of the birthing-process: miscarriages, deaths of infants and breastfeeding. I 
purposefully choose this focus to allow for in-depth analysis: “qualitative research tends to 
use comparatively small samples which are generated more informally and organically than 
those most typically used in quantitative research” (Deacon, 1999: 43). I link my research 
findings with theories of hegemonic power relationships between different genders, races and 
classes in South African society. My research ideally aims to make visible broader social and 
cultural power relationships within the South African context. 
To establish the sample my initial search used words such as “geboorte” (birth), “baba” 
(baby), “Dora Nginza-hospitaal” (Dora Nginza Hospital), and “ma” (mother) on the official 
search engine of Die Burger at http://www.koerantargiewe.media24.com. I refined my search 
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according to the theme of women giving birth under newsworthy circumstances in the 
Eastern Cape and found 15 Afrikaans texts in the archive system of Die Burger (Oos-Kaap). 
Of the 15 texts found, nine were translated into English and posted on the News24 website at 
http://www.news24.com/News24/Home/. News24, part of the same group as Die Burger (Oos-
Kaap), sources news items from all the Media24 publications for the site. In total 15 texts 
within the time frame (January 2004 to January 2007) are used in my research. I use the 
translations of five of these texts as it appeared on the News24 website for my close critical 
analysis. In my research, I refer only to the Afrikaans versions when meanings are lost in 
translation or parts of the original texts are left out, as well as for the visual analysis of the 
original texts as it appeared in print. The five core texts are studied critically and links are 
made between them and the other ten texts with intertextual∗ referencing in Chapter 4.   
In sampling the five core texts (Text 5, 8, 10, 11 and 12), a degree of practicality led to the 
decision to use the specific texts since not all the texts were translated and used on the 
News24 website. In reducing the sample from the nine translated articles to the five core 
texts, I chose the articles that manifested the strongest themes. The following table (Table 1) 
sets out the 15 chosen texts (in chronological order) and how they are grouped into core texts 
and intertexts:  
 Text Name: Writer: DOP: Intertext: Translated: Theme: 
1  “Baba in drom: Ma het 
dalk inkopies gedoen” 
(Intertext) 
Sauer, D. 19-02-04 Text 8 No Birthing mother 
represented as 
neglectful. 
2  “Hartseer: Seuntjie per 
abuis in massagraf 
begrawe” (Intertext) 
Preller, C. 20-02-04 Text 5, 8, 
11, 12. 
Yes, “Baby 
burial horror”. 
Hospital staff 
represented as 
neglectful. Links to 
media as hero with 
follow-up article 
(Text 9). 
3  “Vrou van 1,28 m 
verbied by baba se 
sterfbed” (Intertext) 
Schoeman
, V. 
12-03-04 Text 4, 5, 
10, 11, 12. 
No Shows Dora Nginza 
Hospital as 
neglectful. 
                                                            
∗
  My unique understanding and use of intertextual referencing is explained later in this chapter. 
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4 “Hospitaal ‘het plig 
nagekom’” (Intertext) 
Schoeman
, V. 
13-03-04 Text 3 No Follow-up to Text 3. 
5  “Vrou en baba dood na 
hul glo sleg in hospital 
behandel is” (Core Text) 
Claassen, 
E. 
12-10-04 Text 3, 4, 6, 
10, 11, 12. 
Yes, “Women 
must give birth 
alone”. 
Neglect at hospital by 
staff. Stronger news 
element than Text 6. 
6 “Dora Nginza: Hospitaal 
weer in nuus oor 
geboortes” 
(Intertext) 
Claassen, 
E. 
13-12-04 Text 3, 4, 5, 
10, 11, 12. 
Yes, “Mom’s 
horror hospital 
ordeal”. 
Neglect at hospital by 
staff.  
7  “Baaise baba gebore 
voordat ambulans 
opdaag” (Intertext) 
Van 
Staaden, 
H. 
11-06-05 Text 8, 10, 
11, 12.  
No Lack of government 
transportation for 
birthing mothers. 
Some referencing to 
HIV. 
8 “Drawwer vang haastige 
baba op sypaadjie” (Core 
Text) 
Silke, N. 31/05/06 Text 7, 10, 
11, 12. 
Yes, “Jogger 
delivers baby”. 
Birthing in public 
open space due to 
lack of transportation. 
Some referencing to 
HIV. 
9  “Ma kry R700 000 na 
baba verdwyn” (Intertext) 
Williams, 
L. 
26-07-06 Text 2, 10, 
11, 12. 
Yes, “Money 
can’t fill the 
void”. 
Follow-up to Text 2. 
Media represented as 
hero. Neglect due to 
hospital staff. 
10  “Baba met MIV-besmette 
melk gevoed”  
(Core Text) 
Currie, M. 04-09-06 Text 5, 8, 
11, 12, 13, 
14, 15. 
Yes, “Baby fed 
HIV-tainted 
milk”. 
First article in 
running story on HIV 
baby swapping 
drama. 
11  “Ma wil glo baba hê na 
sy hom dalk MIV gee” 
(Core Text) 
Silke, N. 05-09-06 Text 5, 8, 
10, 12, 13, 
14, 15. 
Yes, “PE mom 
‘kept from 
seeing baby’”. 
Second article in HIV 
drama, written in 
different style. 
12  “Ma kry baba terug na 
omruil-drama” (Core 
Text) 
Silke, N. 06-09-06 Text 5, 8, 
10, 11, 9, 
13, 14, 15. 
Yes, “PE mom 
gets ‘her’ baby 
back”. 
Conclusive article in 
3-day series of events 
surrounding HIV 
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drama. 
13 “Dis ernstige nalatigheid”  
(Intertext) 
Verwey, 
G. 
06-09-06 Text 10, 11, 
12. 
No Letter by reader 
regarding HIV drama. 
14  “Siek diens”.  (Intertext) Editor on 
duty 
06-09-06 Text 10, 11, 
12. 
No Editorial comment on 
HIV drama. 
15  “Twee uitgewys vir 
tugverhore na baba geruil 
word” (Intertext) 
Silke, N. 03-10-06 Text 10, 11 
and 12. 
Yes, “HIV 
feeding: 2 staff 
in trouble”. 
Follow-up on action 
taken after HIV 
drama. 
Table 1: The sample of 15 texts (in chronological order) and their grouping into core texts and intertexts. 
Text 1, 2, 3 and 7 did not have translated versions and this is the reason why they were not 
chosen as core texts. In deciding between Text 5 and 6, two very similar types of articles 
dealing with negligence at Dora Nginza Hospital, I decided to make Text 5 a core text since 
the newsworthy element came across stronger than with Text 6. Text 8 was chosen as another 
core text because it illustrated strong discourses of race, gender and class and also made 
reference to HIV, which is a theme in the remaining core texts: Texts 10, 11 and 12. Text 2 
and 9 dealt with a story that I personally wrote as a reporter for the publication, which would 
have made the close analysis more problematic and this is the reason why they are only 
identified as intertexts and not core texts. Texts 10, 11 and 12 deal with a running story over a 
three-day news period, which makes the analysis of how the articles differ and agree with one 
another very useful in identifying discourses of gender, race and class in the texts. Texts 13, 
14 and 15 are commentary and follow-up articles relating to Text 10, 11 and 12 that cannot 
be justified as core articles but still serve as good intertexts for the last three core texts in the 
sample.  
3.3 CDA 
Discourse analysis as method is interpretative, explanatory and historical (Richardson, 2007: 
27). However, a critical discourse analysis takes the analysis further as the imperative is to 
unmask discourses and make certain power relations in the texts visible. CDA seeks to do this 
by linking language to the social context, which other forms of qualitative textual analysis 
alone fails to do. A critical discourse analyst seeks to probe the discourses inscribed by means 
of the symbolic forms or representations that are created by the powerful (and powerless) in a 
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specific social and historical context. It is concerned with social justice and underpinned by 
the questions of at what or whose cost hegemony is maintained? Hegemonic discourses are 
“mobilized for the maintenance of relations of domination” (Thompson, 1990: 8) within 
specific societies. In other words, the symbolic forms are strategically deployed to maintain 
certain subject positions (e.g. birthing women as inferior), power relationships (e.g. women 
vs. men/ medical staff/ government) which are ultimately upheld by discourses (patriarchy, 
racism, class). With a thorough CDA of the chosen texts, my research aims to unmask the 
various discourses present in the texts which are arguably indicative of the socio-historical 
environment of the birthing women represented in the articles.  
An appropriate model to use for this purpose is Fairclough’s analysis of a communicative 
event that connects the systematic links between text, discourse practice and socio-cultural 
practice. 
 
        (Fairclough, 1995: 59) 
The dimension of ‘text’ refers to written, oral or visual texts and in the case of my research 
sample, the texts of the birthing women in the print news media are written (linguistic 
elements of the article) and visual (photographs, layout and/ or other graphics). Sociocultural 
practice is the wider context in which the communicative event is being created. Discourse 
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practice can either reproduce hegemony or reconstruct it (Fairclough, 1995), which is a 
question central to my research. The dimension of ‘discourse practices’ links the texts to the 
‘sociocultural practice’ by text production and consumption (Fairclough, 1995). In the case of 
my scope of research, the focus is on the production element of the discourse practice within 
the institution of the media. For practical reasons the element of text consumption is not dealt 
with in this research. Text production is the sphere of research where the normative order of 
discourse is manifested with the exploitation of the birthing women in the sensationalistic 
portrayals of birthing for commercial imperatives. Text production can also include sensitive 
representations of birthing which reconstruct hegemony. 
Discourse practices act as mediator or link between the text and the sociocultural practice. 
Sociocultural practice refers to the social and cultural context in which the text is produced 
and can be classed as “situational, institutional, societal” (Fairclough, 1995: 16). In the case 
of my research, this includes the health-care conditions in Port Elizabeth (situational), the 
media institution of Die Burger (institutional) and the race, class and gender discourses 
(societal) as outlined in Chapter 1. The discourses in the texts exist in a dialectical 
relationship with the broader social and historical context and conventions within which the 
texts have been created (Henning, 2004: 44, 45). For this reason, it is important that texts 
need to be analysed in relation to their historical specificity and situated within this socio-
historical cultural framework. 
All three dimensions of a CDA are included in my research as I study the texts with an in-
depth critical textual analysis; I interpret these textual findings by identifying the discourse 
practices at work within the texts (from a production perspective only) and finally I explain 
the discourses in terms of a social analysis. Informed by poststructuralist feminism, as 
discussed in Chapter Two, my research interrogates how the mothers in the texts were, for 
instance, represented in terms of patriarchal power relations, an aspect of the socio-cultural 
practices of the culture in which they lived. The socio-cultural practices respond to the 
context in terms of the women’s immediate environment (situational), the media institution 
the texts were produced in (institutional) and the cultural framework at the time (societal). In 
Chapter One I discussed the socio-cultural context in and further build onto this contextual 
background when making the links between the discourses at work in the texts about the 
birthing women and their socio-cultural environment in Chapter Four of my research.    
CDA as method does not operate neatly in linear boxes, as the illustration of Fairclough’s 
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model may appear to represent. In my research I adopt a set of tools to help me unpack the 
social constructedness of the texts and the discourses within the socio-cultural environment. 
In identifying the relations of power at work within the texts, the discourses can be connected 
to the situational, institutional and cultural socio-historical practices in the contextual 
environment (Richardson, 2007: 37). In order to achieve this, my critical textual analysis 
broadly begins by linking each text thematically with one another and I move into smaller 
representational elements of these discourses within the texts - by analysing the semiotic, 
narrative and lexical structures of the core texts. Richardson’s model of textual analysis 
works in the opposite direction to mine, from the level of Micro-textual analysis - words and 
sentences - to the level of Macro-textual analysis – presupposition, rhetoric and narrative 
(Richardson, 2007: 47). My research approach to textual analysis resembles that of Deacon 
(1990) more closely. He moves from macro textual elements to micro textual elements by 
analysing texts firstly for position, composition and intertextuality, secondly for narrative and 
framing elements, then for lexicalisation and finally he links the themes in the textual 
analysis (Deacon, 1999: 183-184). Based on Deacon’s model, I make use of additional 
methods and approaches in my analysis.  
CDA moves beyond simply identifying themes in the texts, which is often why textual 
analysis is criticised for being too text-based, but links the themes emergent in the texts with 
discourses and the socio-cultural environment. An eclectic use of analytical approaches draws 
on different academic disciplines: media studies use of the intertextual, semiotic and narrative 
approaches, social theories of the modes of ideology in language, as well as Critical 
Linguistics’ use of lexical approaches to the texts. I have combined these approaches for my 
analysis. I only report the relevant research findings and make use of the approaches that best 
suit the research phenomena studied. “Often the analysis of the separate elements produces 
patterns that are confirmed across the elements” (Janks, 1997: 335) and the following 
methods help me find these patterns in order to identify the discourses present in the texts.   
3.3.1 Intertextuality 
The linking or relatedness of different texts, referred to as the phenomenon of intertextuality 
by linguists such as Fairclough is as important theoretically as methodologically for the 
purposes of my research. Intertextual analysis “is a bridge between the ‘text’ and the 
‘discourse practice’ dimensions in the critical discourse analysis framework” (Fairclough, 
1995: 75). This CDA view of intertextuality is differentiated from Media Studies in which 
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media genres are fore grounded (Fiske, 1987: 108). Intertextuality is central to the model of 
CDA I employ in my scope of research. Not only do themes and discourses connect different 
texts in a CDA but by linking and cross-referencing these texts their similarity and 
relationship to the socio-economic environment can be made clear. This similarity is due to 
hegemonic power relations in the social contexts the texts were created. An important 
characteristic of poststructuralism as defined in Chapter Two is intertextuality – the manner 
in which texts ‘speak’ to each other, often repeating one another and in doing so, 
(re)producing important facets about the socio-cultural environment.  
Intertextuality is a pervasive element in modern culture, especially in the media, and people’s 
social maps consist of a complex web of intertexts: “reality itself, is intertextual” (Fiske, 
1987: 115). In line with a poststructuralist framework, texts cannot be analysed in isolation 
from each other and it is by linking them intertextually that the discourses within them are 
made visible. Texts are not produced or consumed in isolation: “all texts exist, and therefore 
must be understood, in relation to other texts” (Richardson, 2007: 100). While I focus on five 
texts, I compare the sample of 15 texts published between January 2004 and January 2007 in 
Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) as intertexts linked to one another while I demonstrate the links 
between the discourses and themes emerging in the texts. I coin and use the term ‘intertexts’ 
to refer to these 10 intertexts which I cross-referenced with the five core texts. 
A distinction is often made between internal and external intertextualities (Richardson, 2007: 
100) of which internal intertextualities would refer to referencing within the text itself and 
external intertextualities would be reading the texts in relation to other texts and other social 
practices (Richardson, 2007: 100). The fragmented internal intertextual nature of newspaper 
articles consists of quotes from various role players or sources, technical information 
(medical jargon) as well as the personal opinions of the narrator that all form a part of one 
text. The internal intertextuality of the texts is explored in the lexical analysis part of the 
CDA and I therefore focus more specifically on the external intertextualities in the 
intertextual section of my analysis of the 15 texts.  
A running story in news reporting is an example of external intertextuality where the same 
theme in a story is followed up on the next day in the same publication. In my research, the 
texts are all external intertexts of one another: one story refers to another story as 
background, quote from it or even just loosely follows the same theme of birthing women 
and/or poor health-care. Discourses either are confirmed or disconfirmed (Janks, 1997: 331) 
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in the various texts reporting on the birthing women. In linking the intertextual discourses in 
my research focus, I aim to identify the positioning of the women within the texts and the 
similarities and differences to the women in the other texts. 
3.3.2 Denotation 
A good place to start with critical textual analysis of the individual text is the visual signs 
(Fairclough, 1995: 57) by determining how factors such as the page layout and design, 
photographs and graphical devices (charts, graphs and even cartoons), captions, headlines, 
fonts, and other visual devices shape the news representation. When taking this approach, it is 
important to do a “multisemiotic analysis in the case of the press and television, including 
analysis of photographic images, layout and the overall visual organization of pages” 
(Fairclough, 1995: 57). A semiotic analysis of a visual sign should identify it with the second 
set of signifieds, where the “completed sign is interpreted in terms of the wider realism of 
social ideology” (Hall, 1997: 38, 39).  The basic level of meaning, the denotation, therefore 
has a second level of meaning that is culturally constructed and is known as the connotative 
meaning of a sign.  
In studying visual signs more closely, wider social practices and questions of power are 
identified as influencing the visual representation. The discursive approach is concerned with 
“relations of power, not relations of meaning” (Hall, 1997: 43) and much more historically 
grounded than the semiotic approach. Discourses are made visible through this approach to 
visual representation in the texts and the institutional or discursive environment is often the 
context where these discourse practices about how visual signs should be represented, are 
constructed and thrive. In print news media, visual elements of a news story are generally 
accepted as illustrations and authoritative, stemming from a “strong belief in the camera as an 
automatic recording device” (Richardson, 2007: 186). This authoritative acceptance of visual 
illustrations is created with the conventional use of photographs alongside news stories.  
The common-sense practice of news reporting as ‘objective’ is also institutionalised in the 
graphics departments of media houses where layout artists are taught to do their work in a 
certain manner - they do it without really thinking about why they design a page in a specific 
‘naturalised’ manner. “[C]hallenging this assumption by uncovering the social processes at 
work beneath the appearance of ‘business as usual’ is essential to any research project that 
aims to offer a critical perspective” (Deacon, 1999: 190). In print hard news the positioning 
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of the article in the newspaper is significant in terms of what is deemed important by the 
media producers.  The angle from where pictures are taken, whether it is a full, medium or 
close-up shot, as well as lighting and colour, are all devices used by photographers to position 
subjects in certain ways in visual news reporting. Such techniques in analysing the visual 
signs offer a critical lens to view the images and identify connotative elements, which can be 
linked to discourses in the written texts as well as the context in which it was produced and 
consumed.  
3.3.3 Narrative 
Narrative analysis provides a valuable analytical method to probe beneath the surface of a 
text to reveal discourses within the socio-cultural environment in which the text was created. 
In my research, the narrative theories of Labov & Waletzky, Propp and Todorov are applied 
to reveal discourses within the texts. Narrative theory as analysis responds to the ability of 
storytelling as a sense-making mechanism. Since the beginning of time people have been 
telling stories to make sense of events and actions in their lives and, arguably, in the modern 
day the media has become one of the biggest battlegrounds of contesting narratives today. 
The close study of narrative structures in media texts unmasks the stories as cultural 
constructs and illustrates how these stories “relate to the wider disposition of social power” 
(Rayner, 2004: 29).  
Social power is contested and secured through various discursive struggles within the socio-
cultural environment in which the media texts are created, mostly within the institutional 
context of the media - but the discourses are also constituted within the social and situational 
context. The institution of journalism is a commercialised and modern form of storytelling 
and in news production the ideal is often to be ‘objective’ in the reporting (telling) of stories. 
Poststructuralism recognises the impossibility of this and Fairclough argues that “journalists 
don’t only recount events, they also interpret and explain them, try to get people to see things 
and to act in certain ways, and aim to entertain” (Fairclough, 1995: 91). Several narrative 
elements are present in news ‘stories’ and the manner in which these methods are employed 
to favour certain discourses is of importance for a CDA of news texts. 
The genre of news production in the texts analysed is called hard news. The institutional 
conventions shared between different genres of news productions might constitute a 
“formula” which is determined by the economically-driven aspects of news production. In 
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addition to this, as Fiske states “Genres are popular when their conventions bear a close 
relationship to the dominant ideology of the time” (Fiske, 1987: 112). Hegemonic discourses 
are therefore generally present in hard-news stories, presented as objective accounts of the 
world. It is a common journalistic practice within print news production to give account of 
events considered newsworthy in a realistic manner. However, such texts are never 
“objective reproduction(s) of the real world” (Fiske, 1987: 130) as is often aspired to by 
journalists, but instead a “transparent mode that attempts to hide its nature as discourse” 
(Fiske, 1987: 131).        
These discourses are prevalent not only in the institutional conventions of news stories as 
genres but also dependent on the actual structure of news stories. “At the heart of a personal 
narrative is the sequence of events” (Bell, 1994: 105) and this is true of both storytelling and 
news reporting. The actions in a news article are seldom in chronological order as with 
everyday storytelling. In contrast to the sequential format of events, the action considered 
most newsworthy to the reporter is in the lead paragraph of a news story. Journalists regularly 
use the most commonly practiced structure of a news story, the inverted pyramid, where the 
most newsworthy information is placed at the beginning of the article. The ‘climax-first’ 
institutionalised structure (Richardson, 2007: 71) of hard news stories is a simple way of 
identifying discourses within the social and situation environment in which the texts were 
created by looking at what people, ideas or places were fore grounded in the texts. 
Labov & Waletzky 
Apart from this fundamental difference in structure, personal narrative and news stories share 
similar narrational elements which Labov & Waletzky (Bell, 1994: 101) classify into six 
elements. The first element - the abstract - is the main point of the narrative and in news 
stories the abstract can often be found in both the headline and the lead paragraph. Similar to 
comparing the chronological events with the structure of the news story, discourses come to 
light when what is considered as the most important factor in an event (abstract) is isolated in 
research and identified as being ‘the most important aspect’ in the text. The orientation, also 
known as scene setting, includes the 4 W’s of basic journalistic practice and can be found in 
the first two to three paragraphs of the story: who?; what? when? and where? Discourses can 
also be identified in this manner in news stories when persons or places are omitted or 
deemed more important than others. Often what is not said in a news text is just as important 
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as what is said and CDA researchers should therefore be “sensitive to absences as well as 
presences in texts” (Fairclough, 1995: 57). 
The complicating action is the central part of the story and sets off the sequence of events 
(Bell, 1994: 105). The manner in which actions are listed in a story by a reporter to serve a 
certain purpose (also referred to as the angle of a story) demonstrates why events are 
reportable and this is called the evaluation. Evaluation is the element of Labov & Waletzky’s 
theory of narrative structure that involves the newsworthiness of a text. These two elements 
of story-telling are very important when analysing a news text critically since power relations 
will often emerge clearly when the angle the story was written from (evaluation) is identified 
as well as the cause of the newsworthy event (complicating action) as determined by the 
narrator. Only the complicating action and some degree of evaluation are obligatory 
components of the personal narrative (Bell, 1994: 101) whereas, in a traditional hard news 
story, all four of the narrational elements discussed thus far must be present in the text.  
The last two elements of Labov & Waletzky’s narrative theory – resolution and coda – are 
often absent from news stories but are typical elements of a personal narrative. The resolution 
serves as a conclusion to events and the coda “serves as an optional conclusion to the story, 
to mark the finish” (Bell, 1994: 106). Very few news stories have a coda but resolutions 
sometimes do occur in news stories. Because of the pressure of deadlines and time-based 
production of news stories, the resolution to one news story published on a specific day is 
sometimes only given in a follow-up story published a day or more after the first story. 
Follow-ups “cover any action subsequent to the main action of the event” (Bell, 1994: 113).  
Todorov 
Another useful narrative method to identify discourses in the texts is Todorov’s model in 
which the structural events in a narrative are divided into a state of equilibrium, or social 
harmony, and disequilibrium, or disruption to the social order. “Newsworthy events, then, are 
those that disrupt or restore equilibrium” (Fiske, 1987: 139) and what is significant when 
using Todorov’s technique to analyse a news story is to scrutinise what is regarded as an 
equilibrium and what is regarded as a disequilibrium in the socio-historical context the text is 
produced in. The equilibrium is in most cases a state of hegemony within the socio-cultural 
environment. The equilibrium is seen as a “reproduction of the values of the current social 
order” (Fiske, 1987: 140) and “mythologized into the taken-for-granted, the common-sense 
view of how things really are” (Fiske, 1987: 140).  
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In general the equilibrium of a news story would reflect the socio-cultural environment and/ 
or beliefs and practices people in this environment ascribe to. The disequilibrium represents 
the “conflict between the social order and disruptive forces” (Fiske, 1987: 139). Mostly news 
articles report on a disequilibrium – something unusual disrupting everyday life - and 
therefore it fits the media’s standards of a newsworthy event. As text analysts, it is important 
to scrutinise who or what event had caused the disruption of the social harmony in the 
narrative since this often reveals discourses present in the socio-cultural environment. The 
disruptive forces – a person or group of persons responsible for causing the disequilibrium - 
are regarded as the enemy of the hegemonic conditions of the socio-cultural context. This 
enemy is identified in Propp’s character functions (to follow below) as the ‘villain’ (Fiske, 
1987: 138). When the conflict is reconciled in the equilibrium a second, more stable 
equilibrium is achieved (Brierley, 1995: 165) in the narrative but this is not often the case in 
news reporting, since the disequilibrium is the most newsworthy aspect of the narration. 
Propp 
Propp’s narrative theory consists of 32 narrative functions that he identifies as universal to 
most narrative texts. Even though the narrative functions can be applied to certain hard news 
articles, I consider it generally more suitable to other media genres. However, I found the 
characterisation of the different actors in Propp’s narrative theory very useful for my research 
focus. Propp’s characters are defined in terms of their spheres of actions (Fiske, 1987: 137) 
and this type of analysis is more concerned with what the characters do than with who they 
are. Propp’s analysis “is not concerned with the definition of characters in the psychological 
terms of ‘beings’, but rather as participants in the discourse” (Wigston, 2001: 159). In other 
words, who is saving the day and who is making life unpleasant for the others? This is again 
a very simple but significant exercise in determining the discursive practices present in a text.  
Propp’s characters that I use in my analysis are the villain, hero, false hero and helper. 
Similar to Todorov’s narrative theory, the Villain or person who disrupts the equilibrium and 
the Hero or person who restores or defends the equilibrium are significantly placed in a news 
text. The hero recognizes a problem and takes action whereas the villain “harms a member of 
the family” (Proppian narrative function 8 as identified in Fiske, 1987: 135). In identifying 
these character roles in a news narrative, discourses present in the socio-cultural context are 
made visible and the reason why subjects were positioned either as heroes or villains can be 
explained by these discourses. The false hero generally makes “unfounded claims to the 
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hero’s sphere of action” (Fiske, 1987: 137) and appears as good but eventually is revealed as 
bad in the narrative (Wigston, 2001: 160). The helper “solves difficult tasks and transforms 
the hero” (Fiske, 1987: 137). Propp’s model has a universality about it that can be used to 
analyse the role players within the narrative of many media texts. 
3.3.4 Thompson’s Modes of Operation of Ideology 
Social theorist J.B. Thompson illustrates how language use can be mobilized socially as 
“meaning in the service of power” (Thompson, 1990: 7). His definition of ideology is linked 
to domination and the negative use of power (Janks, 1998: 198) and instead of a concern with 
unequal power relations between classes only, like his Marxist predecessors, he broadens this 
to race, gender and nation, for example the unequal power relationship between black and 
white races, female and male genders and First and Third World nations. Thompson proposes 
that the study of symbolic forms (texts) should be “historically specific, socially structured 
and characterized by institutions of various kinds” (Thompson, 1988: 362). He calls this the 
depth hermeneutic-approach. In the analysis of a newspaper article, for instance, it would be 
important to situate it socio-historically, critically evaluate the type of media institution that 
published this article and the conditions it was produced in as well as the symbolic meanings 
embedded in the text. I have aimed to situate the texts of my research focus socio-historically 
and institutionally in Chapter 1 and will now explore why Thompson’s approach to textual 
analysis is useful for my research purposes. 
Thompson distinguishes five general modes through which ideology can operate which I use 
as method in my CDA to make visible the discourses in the texts. These modes have different 
sub-categories as to how they can be achieved. Legitimation is the process by which relations 
of domination may be established and maintained (Janks, 1998: 199) and it is achieved 
through rationalisation, universalisation and narrativisation. Dissimulation is the process by 
which relations of domination are concealed or obscured (Janks, 1998: 199) and it is achieved 
through euphemism, displacement and trope. “Unification and fragmentation are related 
processes in that they work in opposite directions – one seeks to unite and join people for 
ideological purposes and the other seeks to split people off from one another” (Janks, 1998: 
199). Unification is achieved through standardisation and symbolisation while fragmentation 
is achieved through differentiation and the expurgation of others. Reification refers to the act 
of turning processes into that of an object or event: “Reified things just are – their socio-
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historical origins are concealed” (Janks, 1998: 200). Reification works with devices such as 
naturalisation, externalisation, passivisation and nominalisation. 
Not all these modes are present in all the texts I analyse and the modes have the ability to 
crossover, interact and reinforce one another in the selection of texts about the birthing 
mothers. This type of approach to the media cannot be successful without creative 
interpretation: “the role of interpretation is to explicate the connection between the meaning 
of symbolic constructions and the relations of domination which that meaning serves to 
sustain” (Thompson, 1988: 372). The creativity lies in linking the modes identified in the 
texts with the discourses in the socio-cultural environment, as established in terms of the 
institutional, situational and social context. Thompson’s modes present a very useful method 
to apply to texts. While Thompson’s focus is on ideology, this research frames its concerns in 
relation to discourse in a Foucauldian sense. Although Thompson’s conception of ideology 
and power is different to that of Foucault’s conceptualisations of discourse and power, his 
approach is valuable in its description of the five modes of ideology. It is not incompatible 
with discourse analysis since both Richardson (2007) and Janks (1998) draw on Thompson. 
3.3.5 Linguistic analysis 
A useful strategy for analysing the verbal elements within my texts of the birthing mothers 
represented in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) sample is to draw on Halliday’s checklist for linguistic 
analysis (Janks, 1997: 335 and 336). Halliday’s checklist is fairly technical from a linguistic 
point of view but offers constructive tools in identifying power hierarchies in the written 
texts. In terms of the theoretical aspects of CDA and news reporting, this reinforces the point 
that the text is constructed not by an individual reporter but by the discourses and socio-
cultural practices influencing the reporter to construct the specific words in the media text to 
the benefit of specific power relationships in the outside world.    
Halliday’s checklist for linguistic analysis 
The use of language, according to Halliday, has ideational, interpersonal and textual 
functions (Janks, 1997: 335) which in terms of the CDA framework can be understood as 
“systems of knowledge and belief (ideational function) and social relations and social 
identities (interpersonal function) in text” (Fairclough as quoted in Deacon, 1999: 150). In 
order to identify the different levels of the functions of language in texts, Halliday compiled 
a checklist of elements to analyse: “lexicalisation; patterns of transitivity; the use of active 
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and passive voice; the use of nominalisation; choices of mood; choices of modality or 
polarity; thematic structure of the text; information focus; cohesion devices” (Janks, 1997: 
335). In my analysis, I start with the macro elements in Halliday’s checklist like thematic 
structure and modality before moving to the micro-elements such as nominalisation and 
active and passive voice. In making use of these general linguistic methods, discourses can 
be identified in the texts. The taken-for-grantedness of something as simple as sentence 
construction (active and passive voice), choice of words and the manner in which sentences 
are structured together, offers a rich body of analysis for the CDA when analysed critically 
in this amount of detail. 
System of transitivity  
Even though the system of transitivity is part of Halliday’s checklist for linguistic analysis, I 
treat this as a separate linguistic analytical tool since it offers rich data for the purposes of my 
research. While “[t]ransitivity is not as easily visible to producers and readers as other 
linguistic features because of the complexity of its encoding” (Janks, 1997: 338), it is a good 
technique in identifying discourses in the texts. Transitivity elements are difficult to pick up 
when looking at a text for the first time. This suggests “less conscious control by the writer 
and it require more conscious effort for the reader to analyse it” (Janks, 1997: 338).  
The system of transitivity is a method that simply involves identifying every verb and its 
associated process (Janks, 1997: 336). This method of analysis is very detailed but offers 
fruitful data in terms of the actions of the subjects and how they are positioned because of 
their actions in the text. The verbs are simply categorised in six different types of clauses. 
These can be material e.g. doing or creating something; verbal e.g. saying something; mental 
e.g. feeling, thinking or perceiving something; relational e.g. different states of being and 
having; behavioural e.g. physiological or psychological; and existential e.g. things that exist 
or happen (Janks, 1997: 336). On an interpersonal functional level of language this method is 
important in identifying how the characters are constructed in the texts, for example, active 
(many material verbs), intelligent (many mental verbs) and have the right to voice their 
opinions (many verbal verbs).   
Conclusion 
The critical analysis of my texts’ lexical and visual elements does not follow a specific 
formula but instead the CDA makes use of an eclectic use of linguistic tools, modes of 
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ideology, narrative, semiotic and intertextual approaches. By moving from the macro textual 
elements towards the micro textual elements, I analyse the components in the texts and link 
them to themes, which identify the discourses in the socio-cultural environment in which the 
texts were produced. If any analysis of discourse is “therefore necessarily an analysis of 
power” (Janks, 2998: 196), this serves the purpose of the study: to identify prevalent 
discourses and contestations in the texts reporting on the birthing mothers in Die Burger 
(Oos-Kaap) over a period of three years. Because CDA “is not always linear” (Janks, 1997: 
330) the techniques are adapted and combined to the needs of my research. Only the most 
useful findings are presented in Chapter Four. 
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Chapter 4: Critical Discourse Analysis 
This chapter critically analyses the 15 texts in which the birthing mothers were represented in 
Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) over a period of three years (2004 – 2007) drawing on Critical 
Discourse Analysis (CDA) and employs an eclectic approach that goes beyond the linguistic 
strategies presented by Fairclough (1995). The analysis consists of two stages. First I conduct 
work at a macro textual level where I consider all 15 sampled texts. Then I move to a micro 
level to undertake a detailed analysis of the five core texts, as described in Chapter 3. In stage 
1 I identify four common or intertextual themes in the sample of 15 texts, and in stage 2 I 
look at how the core texts and their intertexts correspondingly manifest discourses of race, 
class and gender in their representations. Here the research becomes more detailed with a 
close visual and verbal analysis of the narrative structure, semiotics and lexicalisation of the 
five core texts. The four themes and their associated discourses, as identified in the first 
section of the research, are comprehensively identified with the close reading of the core texts 
and linked to the socio-cultural environment in which the texts were produced. 
4.1 STAGE 1 
As established in the previous two chapters, intertextuality is not only an important 
characteristic of my theoretical approach, poststructuralist feminism, but also a vital element 
of the discursive approach in a Critical Discourse Analysis. External intertexts (Richardson, 
2007; Fairclough, 1995) occur when a news article refers to another as background, quote 
from it or even just loosely follow the same theme, i.e. birthing women or poor government 
health-care. Internal intertextuality, which was discussed in the methods chapter and refers to 
intertexts that are references within the article itself, will be dealt with in the close lexical 
analysis of the core texts (stage 2). I continue now to discuss how these broad themes are 
externally intertextually linked. 
All 15 texts share the same thematic external intertextuality since they report on women 
giving birth under difficult circumstances either at government hospitals or due to 
ambulances being unavailable. I categorise the different focuses of the texts under four 
themes. Some focus more on the consequences of the birthing-process: miscarriages, deaths 
of infants and breastfeeding while others focus on the actual birthing process. Either the 
mothers (Text 1, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15) and/ or public medical services (Text 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15) are portrayed as neglectful and the cause of the birthing 
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blunders. Some mothers are stigmatised as HIV infected (Text 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 
15), which is depicted as a disease that is loathed and feared by the general public. The heroic 
role of the media is another theme that is present in certain texts (Text 2, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 
and 15). The 15 texts that make up the sample are thematically presented in the following 
table (Table 2) to show the intertextual links to one another:  
Inhumane, neglectful 
mother 
Incompetent, 
neglectful medical 
services 
HIV stigmatisation 
and discrimination 
Media as hero 
“Baba in drom: Ma het 
dalk inkopies gedoen”. 
(1) 
 
  
 
“Hartseer: Seuntjie per 
abuis in massagraf 
begrawe” (2) 
 
“Hartseer: Seuntjie per 
abuis in massagraf 
begrawe” (2) 
 
 “Vrou van 1,28m 
verbied by baba se 
sterfbed” (3) 
 
 
  
“Hospitaal ‘het plig 
nagekom’” (4) 
    
 
“Vrou en baba dood na 
hul glo sleg in hospital 
behandel is” (5) 
    
 
“Dora Nginza: Hospitaal 
weer in nuus oor 
geboortes” (6) 
   
 
“Baaise baba gebore 
voordat ambulans 
opdaag” (7) 
“Baaise baba gebore 
voordat ambulans 
opdaag” (7) 
 
“Drawwer vang haastige 
baba op sypaadjie” (8) 
 
“Drawwer vang haastige 
baba op sypaadjie” (8) 
 
 
“Ma kry R700 000 na 
baba verdwyn” (9) 
 
 “Ma kry R700 000 na 
baba verdwyn” (9) 
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“Baba met MIV-
besmette melk gevoed” 
(10) 
“Baba met MIV-
besmette melk gevoed” 
(10) 
“Baba met MIV-
besmette melk gevoed” 
(10) 
“Baba met MIV-
besmette melk gevoed” 
(10) 
“Ma wil glo baba hê na 
sy hom dalk MIV gee” 
(11) 
“Ma wil glo baba hê na 
sy hom dalk MIV gee” 
(11) 
“Ma wil glo baba hê na 
sy hom dalk MIV gee” 
(11) 
“Ma wil glo baba hê na 
sy hom dalk MIV gee” 
(11) 
“Ma kry baba terug na 
omruil-drama” (12) 
“Ma kry baba terug na 
omruil-drama” (12) 
“Ma kry baba terug na 
omruil-drama” (12) 
“Ma kry baba terug na 
omruil-drama” (12) 
 
  
“Dis ernstige 
nalatigheid”. (13) 
 
  “Siek diens”. (14) 
 
  
“Twee uitgewys vir 
tugverhore na baba geruil 
word” (15) 
Table 2: The categorisation of 15 texts according to theme. 
 
4.1.1 Theme 1: Inhumane, neglectful mother 
The recurrence of representing the mother as inhumane and neglectful constitutes the first 
theme and is evident in text 1, “Baba in drom: Ma het dalk inkopies gedoen”/ Baby in bin: 
Mom apparently did shopping3 (Sauer, 2004), which links strongly to Text 8 “Jogger delivers 
baby” (Silke, 2006), one of the core texts analysed in more detail later in this chapter. In Text 
1 the anonymous mother gives birth in a public toilet at a shopping centre. Her actions are 
described as ‘throwing’ the baby in a sanitary bin (“vullisdrom gegooi het”) and letting a 
blood trail follow her as she carries on with her shopping at two clothing stores (an allegation 
made by eye witnesses at the shopping centre, according to the text). This text not only 
portrays the birthing mother as grossly neglectful and uncaring but also uses visceral images 
to describe biological processes associated with birthing: leaking blood (“druppende bloed”) 
and birthing cord (“naelstring”).  
                                                            
3
   The title of the original Afrikaans text is presented first when dealing with a text with no English 
translation. A rough translation in English is given thereafter. I refer to the English translated title for all other 
translated texts.  
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The description of the birthing process and representation of the mother as inhumane in Text 
1 links intertextually to the description of the birthing mother of Text 8 who gives birth on a 
sidewalk. This mother may not be portrayed as neglectful as the anonymous shopping centre 
mother but the representation similarly has racial and gendered undertones. The racial 
identity of both mothers is evident in the photos accompanying the articles. In Text 1 the 
baby has a dark skin, which implies that the mother is probably black. This can become racist 
if the pattern is repeated without further commentary or more compassionate detail. In Text 8 
the birthing mother is identified as a black woman as opposed to the white woman in the 
photo next to her. The mothers are one-dimensional characters described only in terms of 
their biological processes of giving birth in a sensationalised manner. They are portrayed as 
being negligent towards their babies and inhumane in their actions. This is arguably a 
gendered discourse for they are judged in relation to not fitting the conventional position for 
mothers – the emphasized femininity of nurture. No background detail is led that might 
depict the mothers’ plight. 
4.1.2 Theme 2: Incompetent, neglectful medical services 
The birthing mothers of the 15 texts are either presented as inhumane and neglectful as in 
Text 1 and 8, the first theme I identified, or as the victims of the failing public health-care 
system, which is a common theme found in almost all the texts in the sample. To some 
degree, the birthing mothers are allowed agency in a few of the texts (Text 2, 9 and 10) but 
they are still portrayed as helpless victims who are subjected to the incompetent public health 
system. In Text 10, 11 and 12, which deals with an HIV mother who breastfed the wrong 
baby at the Dora Nginza hospital, the mother of the breastfed baby is portrayed as a victim 
whereas the other mother, who has HIV, is represented as neglectful and inhumane. Similar 
to Text 1 and 8, a raced and gendered discourse frames this portrayal. I will explore the 
negation of the two mothers in Text 10, 11 and 12 in more detail with the close analysis of 
these core texts later in this chapter. 
Text 3 “Vrou van 1,28m verbied by baba se sterfbed”/ Woman of 1,28m denied at baby’s 
deathbed (Schoeman, 2004) also depicts the birthing process in a graphic manner. It 
emphasizes the circumstances as bizarre as the mother is a midget whose baby was too big 
for her to give normal birth. The explicit imagery links to Text 1 and 8, which is dealt with in 
more detail in stage 2 of the analysis, but the more dominant theme emerges in this text 
where the medical services are represented as at fault. One of the allegations against the 
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hospital is that the mother, Nafisa Brown, was forced to give natural birth at the hospital even 
though her clinic scheduled her for a C-section due to her small body size. The article further 
states that ‘to top it all’ (“om alles te kroon”) Brown and her parents were not allowed to see 
her child until he died from brain trauma the next day: “stoksielalleen in die broeikas dood is” 
– ‘he died completely alone in the incubator’. The hospital is not only represented as 
neglectful but also as inhumane. Comment from an official at the hospital was only published 
the following day in a smaller article as an conventional follow-up inside the newspaper, Text 
4 “Hospitaal het plig nagekom”/ Hospital did its duty (Schoeman, 2005), whereas Text 3 was 
published in colour on the front page. 
Text 6 “Mom’s horror hospital ordeal” (Claassen, 2004) similarly uses visceral imagery to 
describe the birthing process and birthing mother. It deals with the story of Eleanor Fourie 
who gave birth unattended at Dora Nginza Hospital and laid in her bed for five hours with a 
dead baby between her legs before staff removed it. This article similarly fits the theme of the 
neglectful, inhumane hospital facility and staff who fail to care for the birthing mothers and 
their unborn infants. Text 6 not only links thematically with the other intertexts and core 
texts, but in the last two paragraphs it also refers directly to Text 5 “Women must give birth 
alone” (Claassen, 2004). Core text 5 is analysed in greater detail in stage 2. It recounts two 
narratives in which a mother and her unborn child as well as another baby died within a week 
of each other at the hospital, ostensibly due to a lack of medical attention.  
Text 6 was published on 13 December 2004, two months after Text 5 appeared on 12 October 
2004 with similar themes of death and neglect at Dora Nginza Hospital. By referring to a 
previous news article published two months previously, the journalist presents background 
information to Text 6 (Nel, 1998), which covertly serves as social commentary by implying 
that it is not the first time that a baby or mother have died at the hospital. In this way blame 
for the deaths is therefore attributed to the hospital by the media. Text 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 present government medical services, government ambulances and/or 
government hospitals, as neglectful. Text 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 refer 
specifically to Dora Nginza Hospital whereas Text 7 “Baaise baba gebore voordat ambulans 
opdaag”/ Bay baby born before ambulance arrives (Van Staaden, 2005) and Text 8 “Jogger 
delivers baby” (Silke, 2006) relate to state ambulance services. In Text 8 the mother is forced 
to give birth on the sidewalk after she started walking to the hospital with her partner because 
the ambulance never arrived at her home. Text 7 deals with a woman who gave birth at a 
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community member’s house after waiting for four hours for an ambulance to arrive. Apart 
from the shopping centre mom (Text 1), all the other texts partially or completely blame the 
lack of government health services on the difficult births and associated chaos to which the 
birthing women were subjected.    
4.1.3 Theme 3: HIV stigmatisation and discrimination 
The general theme of neglect at government health institutions continues with a series of 
articles that deal with HIV. They relate to a series of events that deal with an HIV mother 
who breastfed the wrong baby as a consequence of a baby being swapped by staff at Dora 
Nginza hospital. The manner in which the HIV mother is stigmatised and discriminated 
against, comes across strongly as a theme in the core texts I analyse closely later in this 
chapter: Text 10 “Baby fed HIV-tainted milk” (Currie, 2006), Text 11 “PE mom ‘kept from 
seeing baby’” (Silke, 2006) and Text 12 “PE mom gets ‘her’ baby back” (Silke, 2006). The 
texts form a running story, a common news convention and an obvious example of external 
intertextuality where the same story is followed up on the next day in the same publication, 
often with new facts or events (Nel, 1998). The ongoing story recounts new mother Liezel 
Jacobs’ initial shock at finding out that her baby was breastfed by another mother at the 
hospital, who was identified as being HIV positive, the hospital’s refusal to show either 
mother their babies, and the final reunion between Jacobs and her baby in Text 12.  
Subsequent intertexts give commentary on the HIV baby-swapping drama. In the same day’s 
publication the opinions of both a reader who wrote a letter to the Letter’s Column of the 
newspaper, Text 13 “Dis ernstige nalatigheid”/ This is serious neglect (Verwey, 2006), and 
the editor in the Editorial comment section of the paper, Text 14 “Siek diens”/ Sick service 
(Die Burger, 2006), are given. Both are equally condemning of the actions of the hospital and 
staff. Text 15 concludes the HIV drama in which two staff members were identified and 
summoned to a disciplinary hearing and in which Liezel Jacobs still awaits the blood tests of 
her baby to confirm whether the child contracted HIV through the breast milk. In this running 
story both the anonymous other mother, who is identified only as being black and HIV 
positive, as well as the HIV disease itself are demonized. HIV is depicted as an evil disease 
which is stigmatised and discriminated against as the close analysis of the three core texts 
dealing with the HIV baby-swapping drama demonstrates later in this chapter. The editorial 
piece (Text 14) describes contracting HIV through the ‘tainted’ breast milk as a mother’s 
worst fear (“grootste vrees”).  
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In addition to this running story, Texts 7 and 8 in the sample make reference to HIV. As 
previously mentioned, Text 7 reports on the neighbour who delivered a baby while the 
mother waited for an ambulance for four hours. The neighbour is quoted as saying that she is 
always aware that she can contract the HIV virus (“met die MI-virus besmet kan word”) 
when assisting community members in giving birth. This statement implicitly implicates the 
birthing mother, Nadine Potberg, who is not given a voice in the text although it is implied 
that she could have HIV. Similarly in Text 8 the white jogger is represented as “fortunately” 
wearing gloves when she delivers the black women’s child on the sidewalk in Uitenhage, 
implying that she was protecting herself against possible HIV infection from the mother’s 
blood. Again, this mother is given no agency but impugned by implying that she could have 
HIV. These depictions of HIV, although not the main theme in the texts, portray HIV as a 
feared disease loosely associated along lines of race and class, or more specifically poor 
black people. 
4.1.4 Theme 4: Media as hero 
The visceral descriptions of the birthing process and mothers, the representation of 
government health services as incompetent and neglectful as well as the discrimination and 
stigmatisation of HIV are strong themes revealing race, gender and class discourses in some 
or all of the texts. Another theme links Texts 2, 9 and 10 to 15: the media assumes the role of 
the saviour of the birthing women in the chaos of the medical blunders committed at the 
government health facilities. However, in all 15 of the sampled articles, a type of heroism is 
at least implicitly attributed to Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) for exposing the conditions at 
government hospitals like Dora Nginza as well as exposing poor ambulance services in the 
public domain of the news media. The monitorial role (Christians et al, 2009) of the media as 
Fourth Estate (Carey, 1993) can be described as being exercised by Die Burger when they act 
on behalf of the birthing women to expose apparent poor government health services in the 
country. The research explores the tension between the sensationalistic parameters of news 
production and the media’s monitorial role that aims to hold public figures and institutions 
accountable to the community. 
Text 2 “Baby burial horror” (Preller, 2004) is about a couple whose child died during birth at 
Dora Nginza Hospital after which the baby’s body was “unwittingly discarded in a mass 
grave filled with unknown babies”. As a former reporter for the newspaper, I wrote this 
article myself. Even though it is difficult to present a close reading of this text, my personal 
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experience as the writer enables me to present inside information that relates to the article as 
an intertext, especially when linking it to the HIV series of articles. In both the HIV series 
and “Baby burial horror”, lawyers contacted the newspaper after reading the articles in Die 
Burger and requested to be put into contact with the mothers in order to represent them 
legally. I personally gave the details of the lawyer to the mother (“Baby burial horror”), after 
which it would have been up to her to pursue the legal route against the Department of 
Health. Similarly, after the appearance of the first article in the series of articles that dealt 
with the baby being nursed by an HIV positive mother (Text 10), a lawyer from Pretoria 
contacted Die Burger in order to represent the mother and her baby in a civil court case. No 
case has been lodged for this mother in court yet but in the event of the baby burial blunder of 
Text 2, the case did go to court and the mother subsequently was awarded R700 000 by the 
Department of Health, though she told Die Burger in another follow-up article, Text 9 
“Money can’t fill the void” (Williams, 2006), “there is a void in my heart that money will 
never be able to fill”. I study the manifestation of the media as hero in more detail with the 
close reading of the core texts within the HIV series of articles (Text 10, 11 and 12) to follow.  
4.2 STAGE 2 
Here I consider the five texts chosen for close analysis by focusing in on a detailed reading 
with attention to the textual elements of the core texts. The close reading of the core texts will 
further highlight the broad themes as identified in stage 1, which linked the sample of 15 
texts intertextually. Stage 2 hones in on these broad themes by making visible discourses of 
race, class and gender in the five core texts. Each individual text is analysed firstly from a 
general point of view, where the visual and verbal features of the texts are considered in 
greater detail, whereafter the research delves even deeper by analysing the internal elements 
of the texts in terms of specific narrative, semiotic and lexical methodological tools. Only the 
most relevant findings about the themes, as identified in stage 1, are discussed in the 
remainder of this chapter. 
4.2.1 Core text 1: Women must give birth alone  
Overview 
The first of the core texts I consider is “Women must give birth alone” (Text 5), published on 
page two of Die Burger of Tuesday, 12 October 2004. The dateline and by-line indicate that 
it was reported from Port Elizabeth and that the reporter was Enrico Claassen. The main story 
on page two on this day, also written by Claassen, reports on the threat posed to the dolphins 
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at Bayworld Aquarium by people throwing plastic balloons filled with water into the pools. 
“Women must give birth alone” is therefore not the main story on the page and has no photo 
attached to it. The stories that appeared on the front page of Die Burger on 12 October 2004 
reported on the Schabir Shaik’s corruption court case4 (nationally newsworthy) and problems 
with the Eastern Cape’s Matriculation Examinations (provincially newsworthy).  
In “Women must give birth alone” two narratives are recounted in one news text: the story of 
Lisa Jansen whose baby was stillborn and the story of Nkowezi Adams, who died along with 
her unborn baby at the Dora Nginza Hospital. Their stories are told together because they 
relate to a single theme: complications during childbirth at the same hospital which occurred 
a week apart. Covering more than one event with a similar news theme in one article is a 
common news technique (Nel, 1998). In using the transitional phrase “Meanwhile” 
(paragraph 10), the story of Adams in paragraphs 1 to 9 is linked with the story of Jansen in 
paragraphs 10 to 14. The lead and headline encompasses the stories of both women: “Women 
must give birth alone” and “Pregnant mothers are allegedly left to give birth on their own” 
(Paragraph 1). The lead and headline presents the reader with the central issue of the 
narrative: women are forced to give birth alone at Dora Nginza hospital that leads to the 
deaths of both infants and mothers. 
Comment from the medical superintendent of Dora Nginza in paragraphs 15 to 17 relates to 
both women’s situations. Significantly, the comment from the hospital is placed at the end of 
the text. This positioning of the hospital’s comment is thus relegated to low importance 
according to the conventional inverted pyramid-structure of journalism (Nel, 1998). 
According to the inverted pyramid convention whatever is deemed the most important or 
newsworthy aspect comes at the top of the article followed by less important information 
(Nel, 1998). The comment from the medical superintendent, although placed as almost an 
afterthought, fits another journalistic criteria that proposes that events must be told in an 
‘objective’ or balanced manner which requires ‘both’ sides of the story be reported on (Nel, 
1998). Although the story of Jansen is more immediate - it happened “on Monday” (par 10), 
the story of Adams is considered more newsworthy for its degree of negativity since both her 
and her baby died (“last week” par 2) compared to the death of a single stillborn baby in 
                                                            
4
  The Schabir Shaik trial was arguably one of the most important court trials of the decade in South 
Africa and involved a corrupt relationship between Durban-based businessman Schabir Shaik and South 
African president Jacob Zuma. 
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Jansen’s case. Unlike the chronological order of events, the text starts off with the most 
shocking (and thus newsworthy) detail of the events: the death of both mother and baby (par 
1 and 2) and the death of a stillborn baby (par 10). The fact that Jansen’s baby died is 
repeated in paragraph 14 and so emphasised. 
The article merges the stories of Jansen and Adams for the purpose of stressing the bad 
conditions women are forced to give birth under at the Dora Nginza Hospital. This 
unification is achieved through referring to the women as a collective in paragraph one 
“pregnant mothers…left to give birth on their own” and again in paragraph 11 “pregnant 
women had to give birth without any help”. The medical superintendent, Dr Ntombi Qungule, 
refers to the mothers only as “patients” (par 15 and 16) and their hardships in the hospital as 
“cases” (par 17). This detachment appears inhumane, as it presents the mothers as faceless 
cases rather than suffering people. In unifying the two women’s stories, the newspaper 
similarly moulds their personal suffering and different experiences in a sensational manner, 
while perhaps presenting it as the practice of the Fourth Estate. 
Critical reading 
The application of Todorov’s narrative model (Fiske, 1987) to this news narrative helps to 
clarify the discursive positioning in the text. The state of equilibrium presents the values of 
the current social order “mythologized into the taken-for-granted, the common-sense view of 
how things really are” (Fiske, 1987: 140). The state of equilibrium or social harmony in this 
news text is assumedly when both women and their unborn children were still alive but, more 
importantly, the equilibrium was when proper health-care was given at public health-care 
facilities. The complicating action of storyline 1 is when Adams is found in a shocking 
condition at Dora Nginza hospital by her colleagues (par 5). Then, although the reporting of 
Jansen’s birthing experience (storyline 2) is very condensed, possibly due to space constraints 
in the newspaper, its complicating action relates to her birthing experience in paragraph 12 
when Marran looks for a bed for her daughter and the nurses ignore her. In both storylines the 
complicating action involves the first experience of negligence at the hospital, which 
eventually leads to the death of the infants and one mother. The disequilibrium is what is 
reported on – the chaos of the hospital as opposed to the places of relative order and care they 
are meant to symbolize. The final equilibrium is not achieved in this account since no change 
has been reported on taking place at the hospital. 
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The value of applying Proppian character functions (Fiske, 1987) to a text enables an analyst 
to identify what constitutes the quest and the identity of the hero and villain, thus discursive 
positioning becomes clear. Adams and Jansen, as well as their babies, are portrayed as 
victims in Propp’s terms, as “members of the family” who “lack or desire something” (Fiske, 
1987: 135) and who have been harmed by a villain. Not only are they identified in terms of 
others with more power than them (see further analysis below of how the women are 
positioned in terms of an employer, husband and mother), but they also have no voice to 
speak for themselves. There is a generic villain in this narrative in the form of the negligent 
public health system with its agents the nurses and the doctors. The nurses “ignored” (par 12) 
Lisa’s mother when she wanted a bed for her daughter and in general it is implied in the story 
that the medical staff were not present when the women were in severe pain. By not attending 
to Jansen or Adams and letting the deaths happen in the hospital under their care, the medical 
staff are depicted as the negligent and uncaring villains.  
In Adams’ storyline, it is significant to see how her employer Dave Webber, who is the 
owner of the coffee shop where she worked, is presented as opposed to Adams’ husband, 
Louis. When she fell sick Webber took her to the doctor (par 3) and when his employees 
(Adams’ colleagues) who visited her at the hospital, found her in shocking conditions at the 
hospital, they “immediately notified the manager of the coffee shop about Adams’ condition” 
(par 7). Webber, a white man obviously financially better off, is represented as someone who 
Adams and her colleagues turn to in a time of crisis. However, he had no idea that she was 
eight months pregnant. This relates to the issue of financial insecurity for working class 
women who hold onto employment late into their final trimester of pregnancy, which is 
simply absent from this narrative. Louis Adams is incidental to the narrative structure as an 
inactive character compared to Webber (see also their patterns of transitivity below). Webber 
is quoted as an authoritative source much sooner in the story than Louis Adams, suggesting 
that what he has to say is more credible than Louis Adams’ comments. Adams is quoted as 
only saying “Nothing will bring back my wife and child” (par 9). 
The positioning of an active Webber as opposed to the inactive Louis Adams, as well as the 
women and babies as helpless victims, is confirmed through a transitivity analysis. The 
system of transitivity in the clause involves identifying every verb and its associated process 
(Janks, 1997: 336) in order to determine the positioning of characters in the text. Webber is 
attributed with verbal and material processes that illustrates that he has the power to speak 
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and act as opposed to the women and their babies who do not. This has significance in terms 
of the dominant patriarchal and race discourses, which the women are locked into in the text. 
Louis Adams is given mental processes to express his emotion about the loss of his wife and 
child as well as verbal processes but he is depicted as inactive with no material (doing) 
processes. His status as a man gives him some agency from within the patriarchal discourse 
but this is undermined by his class and race position as a poor black man. The most powerful 
character in this narrative according to the transitivity analysis is not the hospital staff, who 
uses relational processes and is depicted as the villains, but in fact, the white upper-class male 
in an authoritative role.  
The representation of Adams and Jansen as victims of the negligent hospital, as identified 
through their Proppian character functions, is further evident when undertaking a transitivity 
analysis in order to examine the processes attributed to them. Adams and Jansen have no 
material (doing), verbal (saying) or mental (thinking) actions in the text. The verbs used to 
describe their processes and that of their babies’ are behavioural e.g. “didn’t feel well” (par 
3), “lying curled up”, “give birth” (par 11) and “born” (par 14) as well as existential: either 
being pregnant (par 4) or dead (par 14). These behavioural processes are also almost 
exclusively physiological and relegate them to being victims of their anatomy in terms of 
birthing and pregnancy.  
That Adams and Jansen are described only in terms of their biological functioning “curled 
up”, “moaning with pain” and “full of blood” (par 6), emphasises their victim status and also 
positions them as binarily opposed to the hospital staff in various ways. The women, their 
babies and their bodies, seemingly out of their control because of the birthing experience, 
represent chaos as opposed to the order of the hospital. Order is achieved through various 
hospital practices – health is supposedly restored with the use of objects like “needle” and 
“drip” (par 6) as well as “bed” (13) by the subjects of the hospital order - the doctors and 
nurses. However, it is clear that these objects and subjects of order do very little, if anything, 
to contain the chaos or disequilibrium. While critical of the hospital’s neglect, the text 
simultaneously rehearses the hegemonic discourse that naturalises the western medical or 
allelopathic knowledge (‘truth’) and discursive practices (including hospital procedures) and 
the assumption that they heal the sick. This extends to the assumption that giving birth should 
occur in a hospital. This assumption is naturalised in the text and so gets legitimation in 
Thompson’s terms (Janks, 1998).  
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When the naturalised assumptions surrounding birth and the medical discourse are not 
achieved, the reliability of the discourse is thrown into tension and events become 
newsworthy. This is identified as a narrational element by Labov & Waletzky (Bell, 1994: 
101), which is called the evaluation. The evaluation is evident in what counts as the 
disruption of the news narrative and in text 1 this is established in paragraphs 1 and 11 where 
the shocking fact that pregnant women are forced to give birth alone at a government 
hospital, where they are legally entitled to proper medical care, is stated. In the case of these 
two women no legal action was taken and although their cases were investigated (par 17), it 
can be deduced that no other resolution to the tragic events occurred. It could perhaps be 
argued that the only recognition they receive lies in the telling of their stories in this news 
article. In this sense, the newspaper did bring some form of recognition to the women through 
the publication of their stories, albeit with racial, class and gendered undertones. The media’s 
role of holding the state responsible for poor health-care at state hospitals has been achieved 
despite the sensationalism. In shocking the readership with the stories of Jansen and Adams, 
the conditions at Dora Nginza Hospital, a state hospital, are brought to the public’s attention. 
However, it is not clear whether any action was taken by the state after the publication of the 
article. 
4.2.2 Core text 2: Jogger delivers baby  
Overview 
The next core text “Jogger delivers baby” (Text 8) was published on the front page of Die 
Burger of Saturday, 13 May 2006. The dateline reveals that the events occurred in Uitenhage 
and the by-line indicates it was written by reporter Norman Silke. The topic was regarded as 
newsworthy enough to be placed on the front page although it is not the lead story. The lead 
reports on the death of three workers at Volkswagen South Africa’s (VWSA) factory in 
Uitenhage and is distinguished from the two other front page articles by means of bold 
typographical choice. Perhaps to balance the very serious matter of the three deaths of 
VWSA workers in the weekend paper (published on a Saturday) in line with the convention 
of daily news reporting, two lighter stories were chosen for the front-page to contrast with it: 
Bukelwa Yesi’s pavement birth and Jake White choosing a new captain for Springbok rugby. 
This is an example of the “entertainment” and “humour” (Harcup & O’Neill, 2009) news 
values of conventional journalism. 
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The story of Yesi giving birth is placed above the lead story with a smaller picture, attributed 
to Heilie Combrink5, of Yesi, her newborn baby and the woman who jogged past her and 
delivered her baby. This type of article is colloquially termed a “stoep-storie” in the 
Afrikaans media to refer to stories that are not always terribly newsworthy but written with 
humour and generally placed at the top or bottom of the front page to amuse and entertain 
readers. The picture depicts a smiling white jogger (Margie Du Toit) who holds the new baby 
boy while Yesi looks on. Yesi does not look at the camera but down at the baby, with a 
strained half-smile on her face. This representation is echoed in the print component. Du Toit 
is depicted as in control, the active participant in the visual text, with Yesi as the silent 
observer, not even holding her own baby in the photo. The baby’s eyes are closed, indicating 
that he is sleeping, but I suggest this also gives him a passive submissive quality in relation to 
the people surrounding him in the visual text. 
Similar to a personal narrative (Bell, 1994) the article about Bukelwa Yesi giving birth on a 
pavement in Uitenhage develops chronologically with very few variations, except for the lead 
of the article. The lead refers to “a baby born on a pavement in Uitenhage” (par 1), an event 
which occurs halfway through the chronological events but is selected as lead for its 
perceived newsworthiness. Apart from this, paragraphs 2 to 11 follow the chronology of 
events. The last four paragraphs (12 to 15) do not introduce any new information. Paragraph 
12 presents background information in relation to the jogger Margie du Toit who assisted at 
the streetside birth: “Du Toit, who has two children of her own, said that she knew how to 
care for babies as she helped new mothers having trouble breastfeeding”. Paragraph 13 and 
14 restate the event described in paragraph 9 when Du Toit pulled the membrane from Yesi’s 
new-born baby’s head while paragraph 15 repeats a detail described in paragraph 10 (when 
the baby started crying). 
A comparison between the Afrikaans text and the translated version provides especially 
interesting insights in relation to the discourse of race that emerges. The comparison indicates 
three omissions in the English version. A section of narration is omitted from paragraphs 10 
and 11, when Du Toit flags down a bakkie to give her and Yesi a lift to the hospital and when 
Yesi and her baby are admitted to the maternity ward, thus omitting the trip to the hospital in 
                                                            
5
  A reporter at the free community newspaper in Uitenhage and Despatch, entitled UD, which is a 
sister publication of Die Burger (Oos-Kaap). 
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the translated English version of the text. The excluded sentence in the Afrikaans text reads, 
“Yesi is agter op die bakkie gelaai en Du Toit het die baba in ‘n ou T-hemp toegedraai en 
voor ingeklim” which directly translated means: “Yesi was loaded on the back of the bakkie 
and Du Toit wrapped the baby in an old T-shirt and climbed in the front”. This sentence was 
arguably cut to avoid offending readers since it points to racist practices and attitudes 
whereby black people are loaded onto the back of vans, while their white counterparts travel 
inside, especially in rural areas.  
The other two Afrikaans version paragraphs that were left out in the English version are less 
significant in relation to the discourses articulated and relate to the production practices of the 
newspaper. A paragraph identifying the running club Du Toit belongs to is omitted, possibly 
because it is deemed irrelevant to the national readership of news24.com in contrast to local 
Eastern Cape readership of Die Burger. The last paragraph, which according to journalistic 
practices is cut first when space is a problem (along the lines of the inverted pyramid story 
structure), was possibly cut to save space because it was not deemed important information. 
The paragraph quotes a spokesperson from the hospital saying that Yesi and her baby were 
doing well in hospital. The resolution in the English version is that Yesi and her baby were 
admitted to the Maternity Ward of the hospital. This choice carries implications in relation to 
the media’s role here - the welfare of Yesi and her baby counts as less important than the 
entertainment factor of giving birth in public. 
Critical reading 
The orientation, according to Labov’s model (Bell, 1994) as discussed in the previous 
chapter, is provided in the first two paragraphs and it frames the actors of the story. Yesi’s 
husband is identified as only that, with no other identity or name. The de-personalisation 
extends to the baby who is similarly unnamed. The informal settlement where Yesi and her 
unidentified husband come from, Mandela Village, is clearly identified and stands in contrast 
to the affluent suburb which is identified as Du Toit’s home, namely Vanes Estate. It is 
noteworthy that the state hospital is much further away from Mandela Village than Vanes 
Estate, and accounts for the ‘newsworthy’ incident occurring as it did. However, the 
disruption (according to Todorov’s model) is not the great distance lower-income families 
have to travel to get access to state health-care in Uitenhage, but rather it is playfully 
identified as the fact that “the baby decided to arrive” (par 2) early.  
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The initial equilibrium relates to Du Toit jogging along her usual route with no woman in 
labour “Margie du Toit, who jogged from her home in Vanes Estate through Ross Gradwell 
every morning” (par 4) and Yesi planning to have her baby in hospital (out of sight of the 
public eye) or being at home in Mandela Village. This disruptive event is evaluated as 
newsworthy for its unexpectedness for the baby was not born in the hospital but out in the 
open street on a pavement. The final equilibrium occurs when the baby and mother are doing 
well in hospital and Du Toit is free to jog again in Uitenhage’s suburbia. Significantly the 
equilibrium and disequilibrium are created in the text from the point of view of Du Toit and 
not Yesi and/ or her husband. It is Du Toit who recognises the disequilibrium and who acts 
and it is therefore her quest that is fore grounded and not Yesi’s. 
If Todorov’s model enables the identification of the five stages, it is clear that Du Toit is the 
hero figure in the narrative that acts and goes on a quest in terms of Propp’s narrative 
functions (Fiske, 1987). She is depicted as knowing exactly how to act to save Yesi and her 
baby’s life. Yesi and her nameless husband are voiceless and the only source quoted in the 
English text is the depicted hero herself, Du Toit. By silencing the black woman and her 
husband and depicting the white woman as a hero, this text articulates a discourse that has 
both race and class dimensions. Yesi, her baby and her husband are depicted as the victims in 
the text, having no control over the birthing process and in need of intervention from the 
white, middle-class women (Du Toit). No clear villain emerges from the text. The baby 
certainly is the cause of all the drama because it “decided to arrive” (par 2) on the way to the 
hospital and not in the hospital. 
Through narrativisation, one of the strategies Thompson identified as working to the 
legitimation of ideology (Janks, 1998), Du Toit is legitimated as heroic in the text. Her 
actions are seen as appropriate, even to the wearing of gloves during the birthing process 
which is constructed as ‘fortunate’ (par 8). Quite why is not clear, but one might well deduce 
that it relates to the fear and danger of HIV transmission through bodily fluids. The discourse 
of race is implicitly legitimised. The rationalisation that the gloves are protecting her against 
the cold is construed as ‘fortunately’ there to protect her against Yesi’s blood: “Du Toit, who 
was fortunately wearing gloves to protect her hands against the cold, bent down just in time 
to catch the baby boy” (par 8). The adverb ‘fortunately’ is linked to preconceptions, that are 
class and race based, and relate to township-living and HIV/Aids.  
Such insights in terms of race and class can be further made evident by considering 
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transitivity and the processes used to represent these social actors. Yesi, her husband and 
baby are primarily constructed with behavioural and material processes in reaction to the 
events happening to them outside of their control. The baby is, understandably, attributed 
with largely behavioural processes in relation to the physiological birthing process: “born” 
(par 1), “was blue” (par 9) and “started crying” (par 10). Yesi’s husband reacts to the birthing 
by “hurrying” (par 2) and he “ran to get help” (par 3) for Yesi when she went into labour in 
the street. Even their admission to hospital is expressed in the passive and therefore outside of 
Yesi and her baby’s control: they “were admitted” (par 11). The three characters are 
effectively rendered powerless and unable to control events around them or in Propp’s terms, 
they are victims in this narrative construction. 
Although the so-called victim, Yesi, has some material verbs attributed to her, they relate to 
the birthing process and tend to be involuntary actions. She “sat down” (par 3) on the 
pavement because she went into labour. When Du Toit sees Yesi, Yesi is “groaning” (par 5), 
presumably because of the pain which is not mentioned. In contrast to the act of groaning like 
an animal, Du Toit runs towards Yesi and “asked what was wrong” (par 6), Yesi 
“immediately pulled down her pants” (par 7) according to the text. Again, no words are 
attributed to Yesi and she is simply depicted as out of control, arguably in a dehumanising 
manner. 
In contrast to Yesi, Du Toit is represented with more than 10 verbal and mental processes 
(apart from other material verbal processes) in the text. She is depicted as capably thinking 
through her actions when delivering the baby: she “pulled the membrane from his head and 
patted him on his bottom” ([my italics] par 9) (material), “she knew how to care for babies” 
(par 12) (mental), “motherly instinct led her to remove the membrane from the baby’s head” 
(par 13) (material) and “make sure he was breathing” (par 15) (mental). As the main source 
of information in the text, she also does all of the talking “asked” (par 6) and “said” (par 12, 
13 and 15). Du Toit’s intelligent, competent actions are in stark contrast to Yesi’s silence and 
behavioural reactions to the birthing process. 
The contrast between the active, decent Du Toit and silent, somewhat indecent Yesi is an 
example of Thompson’s mode of ideology referred to as fragmentation (Janks, 1998) in 
which differences are created and emphasized in the text. Not only is Yesi contrasted with Du 
Toit but she is also, I suggest, expurgated as the Other, as a groaning, silent black mother in 
need of assistance by Du Toit to restore order and decency. The only source of information in 
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the text is Du Toit whereas the other role players (Yesi, her husband and baby) are silent 
participants in the narrative events. This could be for practical reasons i.e. the journalist could 
not get hold of Yesi and her husband but unfortunately it presents a one-sided depiction of 
events, which articulates racial as well as class discourses. This is exacerbated by the playful 
tone of the article.  
A very serious social problem, the lack of access to basic health-care services for poor black 
people living in the township, is presented in a humorous, tongue-in-cheek manner. In the 
lead paragraph of the article, humour is created by the suggestion that this street should be 
named after the baby boy since he was born there, even though “[f]ew streets are named after 
children” (par 1). The honour of having a street named after a person is in stark contrast to 
the dishonour of giving birth on a street pavement and thus is arguably an inappropriate and 
misplaced metaphor. The tongue-in-cheek style of writing continues in paragraph 2 with the 
words “the baby decided to arrive” instead of foregrounding the mother who went into labour 
under non-ideal circumstances. This example of a euphemism is used in the text for 
humorous effect, at the cost of the serious issue of access to state health-care. The metaphor 
in paragraph 8 “catch the baby boy” indicates an unwillingness of the author to use more 
neutral or serious words to depict the birthing process. Rather the physiological process that 
implicates women is framed as humorous in terms of its unexpectedness or newsworthiness 
of the situation. In this instance in the potentially life threatening event of a mother giving 
birth on a pavement is presented as a distraction in relation to the main news event. 
4.2.3 Core text 3: Baby fed HIV-tainted milk 
Overview 
 “Baby fed HIV-tainted milk” (Text 10) was the lead story on the front page of Die Burger of 
Monday, 4 September 2006. The dateline and by-line indicates that it took place in Port 
Elizabeth and was written by reporter Maike Currie. In the original Afrikaans copy of the 
article a subheading reads “Ma se angs nadat baba omgeruil is” (Mother’s anguish after baby 
was swapped). It is positioned alongside a political story detailing overpopulation in the 
Eastern Cape prisons. The placement of the report on the mother whose child was breastfed 
by a HIV-positive woman as lead story is indicative that it was considered more newsworthy 
than the prison story. That it is shocking, sensational and immediate to the living conditions 
of the readership meets the news imperative of “surprise”, “bad news” and “relevance” 
(Harcup & O’Neill, 2009). Also on the front page is a captioned photo of a cabaret singer 
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which is in strong contrast to the only other image, indented in the text of the HIV-
breastfeeding story, of the mother, Liezel Jacobs. The pretty blonde cabaret singer, who 
confidently looks at the camera with styled hair and manicured nails, stands in stark contrast 
to the shocked and slightly dishevelled Jacobs who looks away from the camera rubbing her 
eyes with short nails with scraps of nail polish on it and hair that sticks up. Whether 
intentional or not, before a word is read Jacobs is already visually depicted as a victim.    
Unlike the chronological account of the previous core text, “Jogger delivers baby”, the 
sequence of events presented in the text “Baby fed HIV-tainted milk” follows hard news 
conventions with facts considered most newsworthy presented in the lead paragraph. They 
relate to the swapping of two babies, an experience construed as “a young mother’s worst 
fears” (par 1). The lead is followed by an even more explosive event: the swapped baby was 
breastfed by an HIV-positive mother in paragraph 2. The second paragraph deals with the 
revelation that a baby was fed HIV-tainted milk in a hospital, thus serving as both the abstract 
and evaluation of the article since the concern has shifted from the initial swapping of the 
babies after birth in hospital, to one of the babies possibly contracting HIV due to this error. 
As noted in Chapter 2, HIV is frequently represented discursively as an abject disease and 
treated with fear and loathing in the broad socio-cultural environment through discourses of 
exclusion, discrimination and ostracising (Sontag, 1991). The possibility that the innocent 
baby might have contracted HIV is what makes the text highly newsworthy. A slippage 
occurs in the text with the displacement of the medical condition of the mother, who is HIV 
positive, to AIDS (par 6 and 7). This displacement acts as a hyperbole in the text with the 
severity of the disease being highlighted: the baby might have HIV, which will lead to AIDS 
and finally, it is assumed, death. 
Paragraph three focuses on the mother, Jacobs, who “cried as she told” what happened from 
when she gave birth on Thursday to when the newspaper interview is conducted on Sunday. 
In this way, the reporter evokes empathy for Jacobs before continuing with the narrative. The 
rest of the text follows a chronological order as told by Jacobs to the reporter. Comments 
from both the Medical Superintendent of the hospital, Dr Aydin Vebhi (par 16 and 17), as 
well as the Communications Director of the Department of Heath, Mzukisi Ndara (par 18), 
are placed at the end of the article. Even though this gives a platform for the hospital to 
defend the staff or give another side of the story, their version is considered less newsworthy 
and neither representative gives substantial comment. The opinion of Jacobs’ sister, Heidi 
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Smith, precedes the comment of the medical spokespersons and her point of view, which 
condenses the newsworthy elements of the story: “What will we do if the baby has Aids? All 
because the hospital was negligent” (par 15).  
Critical reading 
Drawing again on Todorov’s narrative model (Fiske, 1987), the event that serves as the 
disruption in this narrative occurs when the babies’ name tags are swapped and they are given 
to the wrong mothers to breastfeed, with one being HIV-positive. This misfortune effectively 
makes it newsworthy. Similar to the first core text, “Women must give birth alone”, the 
equilibrium must be assumed to refer to a more perfect context in which such mistakes do not 
occur in public health-care facilities. The second/final equilibrium, or final resolution in 
Labov’s terms, has not been reached since the mistake of swapping the babies had not yet 
been rectified: Jacobs’ baby “was still in the incubator at Dora Nginza paediatric unit, right 
next to the baby she had been swapped with” (par 13).   
The HIV-positive mother is identified and positioned as ‘Other’ than Jacobs. Neither she nor 
her baby is named and this anonymity distances the reader from them. In contrast, greater 
detail is given for the named and emotional Jacobs with her “first-born” (par 2) baby 
daughter. Neither the sex of baby X nor whether Jacobs also breastfed this baby is mentioned. 
The HIV-positive mother, identified early in the text by only her ‘diseased’ status, is also 
called the “wrong mother” (par 8). She is further implicitly represented as neglectful for 
leaving the hospital and ‘going missing’. Direct translation of the Afrikaans “glo nêrens te 
vind nie” (par 13, Afrikaans text) would be “she was apparently nowhere to be found”. 
Jacobs and her baby girl are portrayed as victims or as “members of the family” who “lack or 
desire something” (Fiske, 1987: 135). They are identified mostly by the injustices they 
experience. Jacobs is characterised as a “young mother” (par 1), “18” (par 3) who cries (par 
3) as she speaks to the media about what had happened to her at Dora Nginza.  
Even though the HIV mother is represented as someone who potentially causes harm, the true 
villain in terms of Propp’s character functions (Fiske, 1987: 137) in this text is the nursing 
staff. Not only did they make the fatal mistake of swapping the babies (par 8) because they 
got the tags mixed up (par 4) but they are represented as acting in an underhand manner. 
They took blood samples from Jacobs without explaining to her what they were for (par 5) 
and they also apparently stole her file (par 11) – which implies that they did it to cover up 
their own involvement in the swapping of the babies. The staff also treats Jacobs “as if she 
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had done something wrong” (par 15) according to her sister. There is one exception and this 
is the doctor in the paediatric unit who is represented differently and serves as a helper to the 
hero in Propp’s sense: he tells Jacobs the truth about her baby (par 3). Not only does he 
apologise to Jacobs (par 8) but he “was very angry about what had happened” (par 9). He also 
treats the baby with antiviral drugs to prevent her from contracting the HIV virus.  
However, it is clear the media recognises, acts and so takes on the role of the true hero. The 
media becomes more heroic than the doctor in the sense that the events surrounding Jacobs 
and her baby are exposed in the public domain with the publishing of the article. Both the 
Medical Superintendent of the hospital, Dr Aydin Vebhi, and the provincial Communications 
Director of the Department of Heath, Mzukisi Ndara, are made aware of the apparent 
negligence at the hospital by the media and Vebhi promises to investigate the matter. The 
narrative is moved closer to resolution because of the recognition and action of Die Burger as 
hero-figure. That Die Burger can be identified in the hero role apropos Propp links to the 
central concern of the thesis: the tension between holding public figures and institutions to 
account and sensationalism to attract readership. The newspaper takes on the role of the 
Fourth Estate by exposing the shocking (sensational) events surrounding the baby swapping 
drama at the state hospital. 
A transitivity analysis enables further important insights in relation to the construction of the 
Proppian characters. This is the first of the five core texts where the birthing mother is used 
as a source in the text, as worthy of an interview. She is depicted in an empathetic manner 
and this becomes evident in the close analysis of the verbs or processes. Not only is Jacobs 
given the authority and power to speak through four verbal processes in the text, she is also 
attributed with five mental processes which shows that she is a feeling, thinking and 
perceiving human being. She is the first ‘victim’ who speaks and thinks for herself. Despite 
this very different depiction of the birthing mother, Jacobs is however not an active character 
in the text. She existentially “shares” (par 10) a room with another mother because the staff 
moved her there. She is further represented with behavioural processes – she “gave birth by 
Caesarean” (8) and “she cried” (par 3). She is depicted as a victim in the text with the 
absence of any material processes attributed to her. Despite her victim status, Jacobs uses a 
variety of verbal processes and is a rounded character in the text with some authority over her 
body and personal circumstances despite the actions of the hospital staff. 
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In contrast, the other mother is depicted in a one-dimensional manner. Besides the passive 
behavioural action of breastfeeding Jacobs’ baby (par 2 and 6), the other mother is described 
through existential processes: she “had Aids” (par 6) and “went missing” (par 13) as well as 
the behavioural process of giving birth (par 8). She is therefore defined only in terms of her 
gendered and diseased status, as an HIV positive woman who had given birth at the Dora 
Nginza Hospital. Her actions are construed implicitly as being negligent towards another 
woman’s baby as well as towards her own for going missing in the midst of the baby-
swapping crisis.  
The other construction of a group of people to be critical of is the Dora Nginza staff, similarly 
negligent, but they are represented primarily with material and some verbal processes, thus 
with more agency than the HIV mother. It is precisely their careless actions (material 
processes), mixing up the names tags (par 4) and giving the baby to another woman to 
breastfeed (par 6), as well as their devious handlings (material processes) towards Jacobs 
(taking her blood without any explanation [par 5] and removing her file from her bed [par 
11]) that depicts them as actively negligent. The other characters held responsible for the 
baby drama, the Medical Superintendent of the hospital, Dr Aydin Vebhi (par 16 and 17), as 
well as the Communications Director of the Department of Heath, Mzukisi Ndara (par 18), 
are assigned only verbal and mental processes in the texts to indicate that the incident was 
being investigated by the authorities at the hospital and Department of Health.  
 A more rounded and complex character is the authoritative doctor at the paediatric unit of the 
hospital who shared the news of the baby swapping drama with Jacobs. Even though he 
works for the hospital and therefore represents the hospital, the doctor is “angry” (par 9) and 
“sorry” (par 8) about the events. These adjectives present him as more humane than the staff 
and authoritative figures representing the hospital in the text. He acts as a messenger with 
several verbal processes (par 3, 6, 7, 8) revealing the events surrounding her baby possibly 
contracting HIV at the hospital, to Jacobs, giving her the truth which the other staff members 
deliberately seemed to have withheld from her. His actions include two material processes, 
namely giving an anti-retroviral drug to Jacobs’ baby (par 7) and doing blood tests (par 7) on 
the child that are medically informed and indicative of a sense of professionalism. 
In line with news practices to validate ‘objectivity’  and ‘balance’ (Nel, 1998), the journalist 
refrains from placing blame on the hospital, staff or the HIV mother by making use of 
nominalisation (Janks, 1998). The journalist evades the issue of blame by quoting two 
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characters, the doctor and Jacob’s sister, who openly attribute the negligence to the hospital 
staff. The doctor at the hospital tells Jacobs that “staff had got her baby daughter’s name tag 
mixed up” (par 4) and that “they had given my [her] baby to another woman to breastfeed” 
(par 6). Jacobs’ sister plainly states, “It was Dora’s mistake…because the hospital was 
negligent” (par 15). The hospital is framed through euphemistic and evasive language. The 
actions that make it possible to contract the potentially life-threatening HIV-Aids is referred 
to euphemistically as “the ‘mistake’” (par 6), “the incident” (par 16, 17), and “something like 
this” (par 18). Similarly, Jacobs’ file euphemistically “disappeared” (par 11) from her 
hospital bed instead of stating that a nurse concealed the file to cover up her/ his involvement 
in the baby swapping incident. 
As the above nominalisations might suggest that the text is objective, consideration of the 
modality and polarity is revealing. The choice of words and sources of information - or 
information focus as identified by Halliday (Janks, 1997) - create sympathy towards Jacobs 
and her baby for the shocking treatment they received at Dora Nginza Hospital. In using 
Jacobs (par 3 to 13) and her sister (par 14 and 15) as the main sources of information and 
placing their version of events before the more diluted comments from the representatives of 
the hospital in paragraphs 16 to 18, an affinity towards the women and their situation and an 
alienation towards the hospital staff and the HIV mother is created. The sense of serious 
negligence as well as sympathy for the young mother and her baby is established early in the 
text with the introduction “young mother’s worst fears” (par 1) and the first description of 
this mother is that she is crying (par 3). This polarity occurs throughout the text where Jacobs 
and her baby are depicted as the victims as opposed to the hospital staff and HIV mother as 
the villains. Even though the journalistic practices of seeking ‘balance’ informs the 
construction of this text, the article is clearly sympathetic towards Jacobs. This positioning 
can however be justified as the newspaper acting on behalf of Jacobs. Despite the sensational 
theme of the article, events are presented in an empathetic manner towards the victim 
(Jacobs) who is allowed to speak for herself in the text.  
4.2.4 Core text 4: PE mom ‘kept from seeing her baby’ 
Overview 
PE mom ‘kept from seeing baby” (Text 11) written by Silke in Port Elizabeth again, appeared 
on the front page of Die Burger of Tuesday, 5 September 2006. Even though Currie broke the 
first story (“Baby fed HIV-tainted milk”) about Jacobs and her baby the day before, Silke was 
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the Health Reporter at the time of publication and therefore took over the story from Currie 
on the Monday when the full staff complement was back at work, as is common newsroom 
practice at daily newspapers. That it is the lead on the front page indicates that it was deemed 
more newsworthy than the accompanying environmental and rugby stories, despite the fact 
that the HIV baby drama was headlined the previous day. The layout includes a heading, first 
and second sub-headings to signify its importance. The article is accompanied by a photo 
taken by Ewald Stander, which takes up equal space with the written text. 
Jacobs is fore grounded in the picture with a white man, identified in the caption as her 
lawyer Ruann Kruger, who is positioned in the background. Kruger, who is deliberately 
photographed out of focus, is looking at Jacobs’ back with a serious, albeit expressionless, 
face while the focus is on Jacobs, who is wiping her eyes, staring emotionally straight into the 
camera. The close-up eye contact photo of Jacobs creates a sense of intimacy with the young, 
shy-looking mother. She is wearing a headscarf and dark, casual clothing which is in contrast 
to the light-coloured formal shirt Kruger is wearing. The picture appears posed, a common 
photographic practice when there is little or no action or spontaneous moments. Kruger is 
presented as the protector or helper of Jacobs, who is depicted as the crying victim of 
circumstances. It is significant to note that the white male is represented in the photo as the 
helper or guardian of the black female. 
The “PE mom ‘kept from seeing her baby’” article follows the sequence of a typical news 
story by first presenting facts deemed most important to those considered least important or 
newsworthy. The introduction of the article presents what is considered the most newsworthy 
or the latest revelation in the HIV drama: the other mother “apparently claimed she was the 
baby’s mother” (par 1). Nowhere else in the text is there another mention of this claim or the 
source of this information. The next two paragraphs (2 and 3) gives background information 
in this running story of the HIV drama with a short synopsis of what was published in the 
previous article. It thus provides background to readers who did not read the previous article. 
The abstract of the article occurs in the headline and the introduction of the story. It 
highlights the unfairness of the situation and contrasts one mother, the innocent victim who 
was ‘kept from seeing [her] baby’, with another mother, who apparently deviously “claimed 
she was the baby’s mother” (par 1). This audacity, as previously mentioned, is not 
subsequently substantiated and forms the most shocking or newsworthy part of events as 
presented for a second news day by the media. It even contradicts facts given later in the text 
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where the other mother is exempt from the blame: “baby was accidentally [my emphasis] 
breastfed by the wrong mother” (par 3). These inconsistencies in the text, in contrast to the 
previous text, are written less professionally arguably serving to sensationalise (rather than 
expose) conditions at the hospital. 
The sequence of paragraphs is slightly altered in the English translation of this article with 
comment from the CEO of the Port Elizabeth Hospital Complex (par 7 and 8) moved down 
lower than in the original Afrikaans article, where it appears in paragraph 4 and 5. Comment 
by the local CEO on the baby swapping drama might be newsworthy to locals and relevant to 
an attempt at balanced reporting in the Afrikaans text. It is, however, less relevant for the 
news24 website since the audience is national and international. The next five paragraphs 
follow a chronological order where Die Burger – now an active character partaking in events 
– accompanies Jacobs’ family to her bedside. Thereafter in paragraphs 11 and 12 there is a 
flashback by Jacobs of what her baby looked like at birth and paragraphs 13 and 14 deal with 
initial tests done after the birth to determine the two babies’ HIV-status. 
The typical news story format (inverted pyramid) moves between the past (birth, tests, etc), 
present (Die Burger’s visit to the hospital) as well as the future. In paragraph 15 and 16 it is 
mentioned that more tests have been sent to Pretoria and will only be available in 10 days 
time from the publication date. It is also insinuated that a court case may follow should 
Jacobs “decide to sue the hospital” (par 18) since an attorney offered his assistance free of 
charge to Jacobs and her family. Ruann Kruger from Ludik and Booysen in Pretoria flew to 
Port Elizabeth after reading about Jacobs online on the news24 site. The monitorial role of 
the newspaper becomes significant since it is the publicity of Jacobs’ story the previous day 
that had caused Kruger to offer his assistance.  
Critical reading 
Continuing the saga on day two of the news topic in “PE mom ‘kept from seeing baby”, the 
news report picks up on a further disequilibrium which is established when hospital staff 
continue to act negligently (par 5 and 6) towards Jacobs despite the newspaper publicity of 
the previous day. As an update follow-up news story anticipates, a similar re-equilibrium as 
the previous text, which implies a time or space when women received adequate care at the 
state hospitals, exists. 
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Again the other mother is left voiceless. The sources called upon to give their opinions are 
Jacobs, her sister, and the authoritative voices of officials of the medical institution and a 
related NGO: the CEO of the PE Hospital complex, Dr Lulamile JamJam, and the EC 
Spokesperson for the Treatment Action Campaing, Phillip Mokoena. The manner in which 
the hospital is depicted as a negligent space is important in terms of the scene setting in 
positioning or orientating this text. Even though reports are being compiled (par 7), tests are 
being done (par 15) and people expressed their shock (par 19) about the incident, the cause of 
all the trouble has not been addressed, i.e. “Jacobs’ baby was still wearing a name tag with 
the other woman’s name on it” (par 10). This is related to the complicating action of the news 
story: Jacobs was kept from seeing her baby by nursing staff (par 5). This angle gives the 
story, which broke the previous day, a fresh perspective which still has enough shock factor 
to be deemed newsworthy enough for the front page. A hint at a possible resolution to the 
narrative is that the lawyer (par 18) will sue the hospital on behalf of Jacobs and her baby. 
Applying Proppian insights in terms of character functions, it becomes clear that the villain in 
this narrative is the nursing staff. The staff were attributed with this role in the initial drama 
of swapping the name tags of the babies (par 2) and continued acting carelessly or cruelly 
towards Jacobs by refusing her access to her baby (par 5) and telling her that she must not 
establish a bond with her baby since “she had already been fed by the other woman and was 
closer to her” (par 6). This action is contrasted with the victim status of a “tearful Jacobs” 
(par 6). The nurses “harm a member of the family” (Fiske, 1987) in the Proppian sense by 
acting negligently and as bullies towards the victim, Jacobs. 
Significantly Jacobs’ sister, Heidi Smith, and legal guardian, Jeannie Jass, do most of the 
talking for Jacobs in this text and act on her behalf by insisting on visiting the nursery and 
seeing the baby. In spite of this, the newspaper claims the hero role in the text. By writing in 
the first person (par 4), the newspaper becomes a character in the text. Since making the story 
of the HIV drama public in the first text (“Baby fed HIV-tainted milk”), in one day Die 
Burger has forced a demand for a comprehensive report on the incident by the CEO of the PE 
Hospital Complex, Dr Lulamile JamJam, for more blood tests to be done and resulted in a 
lawyer offering free legal representation. The role of the newspaper as hero is evident in 
bringing this helper, a lawyer, to Jacobs through the act of publishing her story.  
The character roles again become more clearly delineated if one considers how the hero and 
victim versus the villains are constructed to achieve what Thompson refers to as 
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fragmentation (Jank, 1998). The fragmentation is effected through the differentiation and 
expurgation of the ‘Other’. In this case there are two sides: on the one Jacobs, her baby, Die 
Burger, lawyer Ruann Kruger, Jacobs’ sister, Heidi Smith, and legal guardian, Jeannie Jass 
and on the other the nurses, other mother and her baby. The first camp is represented as 
unified, despite their differences of race and class, in their plight for Jacobs and her baby. The 
second camp is not represented as unified but is grouped together as the enemy, or the 
‘Other’, who has caused all the pain and suffering Jacobs has had to endure. They are directly 
and indirectly blamed for the possibility that Jacobs’ baby contracted HIV at a government 
hospital. 
In par 4 the first camp collectively visits the hospital to get some answers and they are 
differentiated from “the nurses” (par 5) and the “other woman” (par 6). Playing on the 
double-meaning of the phrase ‘other woman’ during infidelity in the marriage, the woman 
who breastfed Jacobs’ baby is referred to twice as the “other woman” (par 6 and 10) as well 
as the “wrong woman” (par 3) and the “HIV-positive woman” (par 1). She is contrasted with 
an emotional Jacobs who is represented as a more rounded character with feelings, thoughts 
and agency in the text. The babies are similarly also contrasted with one another. The HIV 
woman’s baby, who is still not identified by name or by gender, is described as “another” 
(par 2) and “black” (par 12) while Jacobs’ baby is described as “healthy baby girl” (par 2), 
“first-born” (par 2), and notably with a “very light complexion” (par 12). This detail 
highlights the issue of race in the text: Jacobs’ baby is a so-called coloured baby with a 
lighter complexion than that of the other woman’s baby – who has darker skin pigmentation. 
As insignificant as the race differences between the first camp’s members (reporter and 
lawyer are white and Jacobs and her family are not) are presented in the unification process in 
the text, the significance of the race difference between the HIV mother and her baby and 
Jacobs and her baby is marked.   
A transitivity analysis reveals that the victim status of Jacobs is once again emphasised and 
extended her. Jacobs’ relative autonomy evident in speaking for herself, almost exclusively in 
the previous core text, is limited in the subsequent text of the running HIV series. Die Burger, 
lawyer Ruann Kruger, Jacobs’ sister, Heidi Smith, and her legal guardian, Jeannie Jass all act 
on her behalf. Jacobs’ single verbal process (“said” par 5) is in contrast with the six verbal 
processes associated with Die Burger, Kruger, Smith, Jass and “the family” (par 15) where 
Jass and Smith are grouped together. Even more telling is Jacobs’ lack of any material 
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processes, compared to the four material processes attributed to the lawyer, Jass and Die 
Burger (“accompanied”[par 4], “went into” [par 9], “flew”[par 18], and “offer”[par 18]). Not 
only does this group act on behalf of Jacobs, they also speak on her behalf. This portrayal of 
Jacobs as the almost silent victim reverts back to the first representations of the birthing 
women of the core texts, “Women must give birth alone” and “Jogger delivers baby”. 
Both babies are unsurprisingly represented as merely passive victims. The HIV mother is 
attributed one verbal process “she apparently claimed she was the baby’s mother” (par 1) but 
this claim is based on hearsay and cannot be validated as the HIV mother’s own words. She 
is further described only in terms of the fact that she breastfed (par 1 and 3) the wrong baby. 
The nursing staff also features very little in the text even though they are depicted as the 
villains that are responsible for the exchange of the babies. Again, their verbal process is 
hearsay for Jacobs recounts the events “They said I must not…” (par 6). Despite the 
conventional comment from the CEO of the Port Elizabeth Hospital Complex (par 7 and 8) 
and a TAC Spokesperson (par 19 and 20) the article appears to be one-sided and 
sensationalised.  
Despite the first two texts in the HIV series sharing a similar choice of polarity: sympathy 
towards Jacobs and her baby and condemnation towards the nursing staff and other mother, 
the styles of writing are very different. As mentioned previously, the information focus has 
shifted slightly from exposing the huge mistake at the hospital (Baby fed HIV-tainted milk”) 
to the continuing negligent treatment of Jacobs and her baby (“PE mom kept from seeing her 
baby”) by nursing staff. However, in order to give the story, which broke the previous day, a 
fresh perspective the reporter/ editor sensationalised some of the known facts to make it 
newsworthy enough for the front page. This sensationalism includes the unsubstantiated 
claim that the HIV mother said “she was the baby’s mother” (par 1), the remark by nursing 
staff that the HIV mother and Jacobs’ baby had already formed a bond (par 6), as well as the 
racial implications of the light skin of Jacobs’ baby as opposed to the black HIV baby.  
A strong theme in this text is the heroic role the newspaper takes on in the depiction of 
events. The newspaper not only becomes an active participant in the text by visiting Dora 
Nginza Hospital with Jacobs’ family, it also manages to bring about free legal council for 
Jacobs. The metaphor used to describe this legal aid brought on by the newspaper exposing 
the baby swapping drama the previous day is “an unexpected helping hand” (par 17). In the 
original Afrikaans text the lawyer, Ruann Kruger, is also metaphorically described as a 
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‘Good Samaritan’ (“Barmhartige Samaritaan” par 17). No mention is made of the financial 
gain such a court case would hold for Kruger’s company if successful or the free publicity he 
would get by this act of ‘kindness’. Despite the newspaper’s role of acting on behalf of 
Jacobs, the production premise of sensationalism and the discourse of race affects this ideal 
and arguably makes the prominence of the newspaper in the article seem self-serving. 
4.2.5 Core text 5: PE mom gets ‘her’ baby back 
Overview 
Unusually, another article on the same topic appeared for the third day running and again as 
the lead story on the front page of Die Burger of Wednesday, 6 September 2006. “PE mom 
gets ‘her’ baby back” (Text 12) shares the front page with two shorter crime stories below it. 
The layout of the article is very similar to the previous core text, “PE mom ‘kept from seeing 
baby’” (Text 11), with an even bigger close-up picture of Jacobs and her baby as well as the 
same sophisticated layout of a heading, first and second sub-headings. Jacobs is wearing the 
same black headscarf as in the main photo of the previous day but instead of crying, she is 
now smiling shyly while holding her daughter next to her face. In the caption, she is 
described as “’n Emosionele me. Liezel Jacobs” (an emotional Ms. Liezel Jacobs) and her 
baby’s name is revealed as “Tamia”. The headline from the previous day “Nog trane oor 
baba” (More tears over baby) evolves into the heading “Trane word vreugde” (Tears become 
joy). Similarly the English headlines of the translated versions that appeared on the web, “PE 
mom ‘kept from seeing baby’” develops into “PE mom gets ‘her’ baby back”. The text 
becomes the conclusion to this series of front page articles about Jacobs and her baby and 
meets the news criteria of “good news”, that is “stories with particularly positive overtones 
such as rescues and cure” (Harcup & O’Neill, 2009: 168). By splashing this last article, as is 
evident by the bold layout and positioning of the article on the front page, the heroic role of 
the media is further highlighted and the newspaper takes credit for reuniting Tamia and 
Jacobs with one another. 
The text deploys the inverted pyramid format of news reporting, foregrounding the most 
newsworthy event: the happy reunion of mother and baby after several days of anguish due to 
the baby-swapping drama. The next three paragraphs (par 2 to 4) elaborate on the reunion of 
Jacobs and Tamia but no mention is made whether the reunion of the other HIV-positive 
mother and baby even occurred. Some background is given in paragraphs 5 to 7 by recapping 
events reported on in the first two articles in the series. Paragraphs 8 to 14 present 
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information supplied by Dr Aydin Vebhi, medical superintendent at Dora Nginza Hospital, 
which cronicles the chronological order of actions taken by the hospital since the discovery of 
the baby switch from the initial basic testing (par 9) to future testing and action to be taken by 
the hospital (par 15 to 18). 
The placement of the two sources, Jacobs and Vebhi, is in order of importance as opposed to 
the representation of their credibility as sources. Jacobs is placed first but only three 
paragraphs (par 2 to 4) deal with her actions and words. In contrast, after presenting the 
background (par 5 to 7), a total of ten paragraphs (par 8 to 18) consist of comment and 
information supplied by Vebhi. Even though Jacobs is placed first as a source in this text, her 
credibility is undermined in comparison to Vebhi’s. He is presented as an expert who is 
authoritative through his medical control. He offers scientific knowledge by using medical 
jargon e.g. “Nevarapine” (par 10), “colostrum” (par 12) and “antibodies” (par 13). In 
contrast, Jacobs is represented as emotional: “crying with happiness” (par 4) and irrational: 
“It doesn’t even matter if she is HIV-positive or not” (par 4). Vebhi is presented as masculine 
and is therefore rational, logical and knowledgably. Jacobs is presented as feminine and is 
therefore emotional, illogical and ignorant. They are positioned as opposites and this 
representation articulates a hegemonic gender discourse. 
Critical reading 
Both the headline and lead paragraph (the abstract of the narrative) refer to the reunion of 
Jacobs and Tamia – signalling it as the central focus of the article. It is interesting to note that 
instead of blaming the nursing staff as in the previous two core texts in the HIV series, the 
hospital is attributed responsibility for the error in the lead paragraph: “The hospital allegedly 
responsible for allowing a newborn girl to be breastfed by the wrong mother…” (par 1). The 
shift in blame is further explained in paragraph 14, 15 and 16 where either the doctors (par 
16) or the nurses (par 15) can be held responsible through an internal investigation into who 
caused the “problem with the mothers’ medical files” (par 14). The problem with the medical 
files had led to the switching of the babies and would therefore also be considered the 
complicating action of the narrative – similar to the complicating action of the previous two 
core texts (Text 10 and 11). 
Contrary to most news stories, and certainly the two texts discusses in this series of the baby 
swapping drama, it is not the disequilibrium that is reported on but the restoration of the 
equilibrium which makes events newsworthy in “PE mom gets ‘her’ baby back”. The reunion 
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of mother and daughter, the action taken by the hospital to correct their mistake and the 
restoration of some degree of justice for Jacobs brought on by the efforts of the media 
institution are the key elements of this second equilibrium. “PE mom gets ‘her’ baby back” 
shares a similar disequilibrium with the previous two core texts (Text 10 and 11) but reports 
on the successful conclusion of the newspaper’s intervention in events. 
When seeking to establish the discursive positioning or the orientation of the narrative, 
significantly on day three of reporting on the same events, the voice of the other mother is 
still missing from the text. She is described only by her HIV status “a woman with HIV” (par 
1) and her race “unknown black woman” (par 5). None of the other persons in this article is 
identified by their race although her baby’s race was identified in the previous article, “PE 
mom ‘kept from seeing baby’” (Text 11). The purpose of identifying both mother and baby as 
black serves no news value and reveals the discourse of race within the text. The ‘Ethical 
Code for Reporters, Photographers and Graphic Artists of Die Burger’ states: “The race of a 
person may not be mentioned in a news report unless: [t]he person’s race is relevant” 
(Claassen, 2002: 6). No reason why the race of mother and baby may be relevant is evident in 
the text. The ‘wrong’ mother’s baby is finally identified by her sex (par 5) but remains as 
anonymous as her mother in terms of any further identification. This representation is in stark 
contrast to the emotional representation of Jacobs and Tamia. 
The newsworthiness (or evaluation in Labov’s terms) of the narrative is closely linked to the 
resolution of this series of news texts (Text 10 to 12): a conclusion to events is reached when 
Tamia and Jacobs are reunited. The role of the media in orchestrating this reunion is 
considered elemental by the media institution and therefore the story is written from the angle 
that a happy ending has finally been achieved thanks to the help of the media putting pressure 
on the hospital to act. The media’s role is represented as being vital in righting the wrongs at 
the hospital and providing Jacobs with a sense of justice. This resolution is not necessarily the 
end of the extended narrative. Jacobs can still institute a civil case against the hospital, 
Tamia’s HIV-status is not yet determined and the internal investigation into the matter at the 
hospital is not yet resolved. Due to the immediacy of news production compared to 
institutions such as the law, administration and medical laboratories this final stage is not 
achieved. However, as mentioned when discussing Text 15 earlier in this chapter, two nurses 
were eventually found responsible for the baby switch and were awaiting their punishment. If 
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baby Tamia was to be found HIV-positive, a subsequent civil case would almost certainly 
follow but nothing has since been reported on by Die Burger.  
In terms of Proppian character functions, the hero of the text, similar to Text 11, becomes the 
newspaper itself, Die Burger. The paper as hero recognises the problem and acts by going on 
a quest to make the baby switch drama public knowledge and pressurise the hospital with 
three front page stories on the matter. Dr Vebhi is represented as a helper in the sense that he 
took action by doing further “DNA tests” (par 8) and leading an “internal investigation” (par 
14) into the matter. Yet he represents the hospital where the baby switch drama occurred and 
therefore the newspaper takes the final credit despite Vebhi’s role, especially since the article 
the previous day (Text 11) reported that very little had been done about the situation by the 
hospital leadership.  
The villain and victims of this narrative remains the same as in Text 10 and 11. The ‘wrong 
mother’ is still partially blamed for her involvement in the breastfeeding drama although the 
hospital is held responsible for the baby switching, which caused all the problems in the first 
place. The villain has shifted from the nursing staff to the collective ‘hospital’ in Text 12. 
Jacobs and Tamia are still represented as the victims in the narrative, especially Jacobs who is 
described as being in an emotional and fragile state. The manner in which she has been 
represented in the studied text has regressed from her fairly independent representations in 
Text 10 and Text 11. The representation of Jacobs’ first response when seeing her baby for 
the first time in five days was to breastfeed her (par 2). In this text, this act is represented as 
an essentialised mother/ feminine instinct. The tone in this paragraph is sensationalistic, 
fuelled by the news value and irony of Jacobs now breastfeeding, the same act which resulted 
in most of the drama of the narrative in the first place. The possible danger that Tamia has 
contracted HIV also still gives her a victim status, despite her mother’s claim that it didn’t 
matter whether she had HIV or not (par 4). 
The prejudice towards people with an HIV-positive status, i.e. the ‘wrong’ mother, as well as 
the horror of baby Tamia contracting this fearful disease is naturalised and reified in terms of 
Thompson’s modes of ideology (Janks, 1998). The ‘wrong’ mother is openly ostracised in the 
text because of her HIV status: she is depicted as anonymous (par 5), villainous (par 7) and in 
a racially charged manner (par 5). Even though it is stated in Die Burger’s code of ethics 
(Claassen, 2002) that “[t]he fact that someone is HIV positive may not be mentioned without 
the person’s permission” (2002: 8), it follows that “[r]eporters must at all times in their 
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reporting avoid the stigmatisation of people suffering from HIV/Aids” (2002:08). This 
mother could have been offered the dignity of a voice to give her side of events – whether it 
be under her real or a false name. Alternatively, the way in which she was represented could 
have been done in a less discriminatory manner. As in Text 11, however, the ‘wrong’ mother 
is represented as the ‘Other’.  
The construction of HIV as a dire disease is further perpetuated in the article with the words 
spoken by Vebhi. He states it is a “good aspect that the baby was only breastfed once” (par 
11) by the HIV mother. This statement further naturalised the stigmatisation associated with 
HIV. The status of HIV as a feared disease is reified. Vebhi arguably dissimulates and 
prevaricates in his account of the baby swapping drama. Though baby Tamia has been 
identified, he calls her “the baby breastfed by the wrong mother” (par 10) and “the baby” (par 
11). He uses the metaphor that the hospital is “now 99.99% sure which baby belongs to 
which mother” (par 8). Words used to describe the negligence at the hospital that caused the 
baby swapping drama are euphemised as a mere “confusion” (par 9, 14) and “problem” (par 
14).  
As in Text 10 and 11, the babies and HIV-positive mother are given very little agency and 
mostly use passive material and behavioural processes in relation to breastfeeding (par 1, 6, 
11, 12) and birthing (par 5). Jacobs is given more agency than the other mother and the 
babies with four material processes in relation to things she is doing with her baby (par 2 and 
3), a mental process “pleased” (par 3) and behavioural process “crying” (par 4). Far fewer 
verbal processes are attributed to her, however, in comparison to Vebhi’s: Jacobs has three 
verbal processes (par 3, 5 and 6) in comparison to Vebhi’s five (par 8, 9, 12, 13 and 14). His 
mental process “didn’t want to” (par 14) is also a lot stronger than Jacobs’ mental process 
“pleased” (par 3).  
Race, gender and class remain implicit discourses in this concluding text in the HIV series 
reporting on Jacobs and baby Tamia. The other mother is not only racially represented but 
also ostracised for her HIV status. Jacobs is contrasted with Vebhi in terms of gendered 
characteristics and lacks the agency of Text 10. The theme of the media as hero reaches a 
climax in this final front-page article on the baby swapping drama with the newspaper taking 
the credit for the happy reunion of mother and baby. Die Burger again claims the monitorial 
role acting on behalf of the women in the text but similar to Text 11, sensationalised 
depictions taint this ideal. 
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4.3 Conclusion 
This chapter has presented the account of the critical analysis of the 15 texts in which birthing 
mothers were represented in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap) over a period of three years (2004 – 
2007). After initially establishing four common intertextual themes in the sample, I did a 
close reading of how these themes, and the inherent discourses ascribed to them, were 
manifested in the five core texts selected from the sample. I made use of several 
methodological tools for this analysis and firstly presented an overview and secondly a 
critical reading of the individual core texts. This enabled me to closely analyse all aspects of 
the core texts, which varied greatly in terms of the manifestation of discourses and 
sensationalised depiction of the birthing women. The positioning of the articles, however, did 
not negate the media’s role as acting on behalf of the women since the injustices occurred 
through poor state medical services were made public knowledge. I discuss this finding in the 
next conclusive chapter. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 
5.1 The plight of the birthing women 
The majority of the articles in the sample of texts are concerned with exposing poor state 
health-care facilities in Nelson Mandela Bay, with the focus being on the plight of birthing 
women. All of these texts, to some degree or another, reveal the level of deterioration of the 
state health-care system in the region with the publication of the articles. A tension exists 
within this depiction of women as a newsworthy item in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap), in 
considering the news media’s monitorial role towards the women to fight for their basic right 
to efficient health-care and the news value of representing birthing primarily in a 
sensationalist manner to attract audiences and sell newspapers. The question that has 
developed from this body of research is, were the women helped despite or because of their 
sensationalist depictions. 
The topic of birthing locates these events within a gendered discourse. A close critical 
discourse analysis, through the lenses of feminist poststructuralism, reveals gender, race and 
class positioning which continues to inscribe unequal power relations. An illustration of this 
inequality is Core text 2, “Jogger delivers baby”. The birthing woman is overtly constructed 
from within sexist, racist and class discourses. As argued in chapter 4, Bukelwa Yesi’s 
pavement birth dehumanises her, rendering her an object of comic humour for the news value 
of entertainment. Other texts in the sample, for example Core text 3: “Baby fed HIV-tainted 
milk”, inscribe these discourses more covertly. The birthing woman, Liezel Jacobs, is 
represented with significant agency in contrast to Yesi, and issues of birthing and 
reproduction are treated with more dignity and sensitivity despite the sensational topic. Both 
articles, however diverse in style of writing and positioning in terms of discourses of race, 
class and gender, do bring the issue of poor state health-care under the public’s attention. 
I have asked myself whether Liezel Jacobs has been helped more than Bukelwa Yesi, or any 
other birthing woman represented in the news media, with the publication of her story. Is a 
sensitive approach to the topic of birthing more successful in publicly finding justice for the 
birthing women than a sensationalist depiction? The findings in the previous chapter were 
concerned with whether the different styles of representation and positioning, sensationalism 
vs. sensitive reporting, affected the media’s monitorial role (Christians et al, 2009) in any 
way. Conclusively both women served as subjects of the publication to expose poor state 
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heath care in the Nelson Mandela Bay region. Despite gendered, racist and class 
representations in some of the texts studied, the purpose of exposing the flaws in the region’s 
health-care system was achieved. This finding came as a surprise, considering the tension that 
exists in defining the news media’s role towards the birthing women. 
5.2 Marrying the media’s monitorial role with sensationalism 
The diverse constructions of Bukelwa Yesi (core text 2) and Liezel Jacobs (core text 3) in the 
publication both served to expose poor state health-care in the region. These texts, and in fact 
all the texts within the scope of research, were to a certain degree beneficial towards the 
birthing women, and the greater community, by making injustices such as the state’s 
deteriorating ambulance and hospital services public knowledge, thereby holding them to 
account. Despite the discriminatory portrayals in terms of race, class and gender in some of 
the texts, the media’s role as “acting on behalf of” (Garnham, 2004) the birthing women for 
the “public good” (Habermas, 2004), independently from the State, was arguably still 
achieved. This monitorial role (Christians et al, 2009), as discussed throughout the thesis, is 
achieved with Die Burger publishing Yesi’s, Jacobs’ and the other women’s stories and in so 
doing drawing attention to and holding the government accountable for the public health 
interests and general wellbeing of the population. 
The tension between the news media taking on the mantle of hero and its commercial agenda 
is documented elsewhere in this thesis and forms the central question of my research in terms 
of how newspapers justify the reproduction of hegemony, particularly in terms of gender, in 
the interest of the public good. By publicizing the plight of the birthing women the media 
necessitate the public authorities to respond to the criticism and, ideally in some case, the 
women get justice and sometimes headway is even made into similar incidents of poor 
government health-care and negligence being avoided in the future. This professional ideal of 
the news media’s monitorial role is taken on by Die Burger that assumes the position as 
guardian on behalf of the women who had received poor health-care from the state authority. 
The newspaper therefore succeeds in exposing the inequities despite some sensationalized 
copy, as identified in chapter 4, for the purposes of publicity and profit.  
In order to sell more newspapers hegemonic depictions in texts reproduce the sexist and racist 
assumptions that underpin the conditions under which we live. One of the extreme forms of 
this type of sensationalist news reporting in the hard news media today is tabloids. The 
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runaway success of Die Burger’s sister publication, Daily Sun, is illustrative of how financial 
and circulation gains can be achieved with this style of writing. Daily Sun is the most widely-
read daily newspaper in South Africa with a current readership of 4.3m (Steenveld & Strelitz, 
2010). I briefly look at tabloids as an example of sensationalist news media to illustrate the 
concluding finding of my research that a text, which is racist and sexist in its representation 
of women, can hold the state accountable for its actions towards the very same women.  
5.3 Closing the gap between mainstream media and tabloids 
The recent explosion of tabloids in the South African media landscape has raised the question 
of whether this type of popular news media, which is highly criticised for being ‘trashy’ and 
sensationalistic, can be considered emancipatory to the working class people it represents. 
One of the formal qualities of tabloids that define this complex media phenomenon is 
“sensationalism” (Steenveld & Strelitz, 2010), but the lines between the so-called serious 
newspapers and tabloids are blurred in terms of making use of sensationalism to sell 
newspapers (Steenveld & Strelitz, 2010). As seen in the findings part of this thesis, Die 
Burger as one of the country’s serious mainstream daily newspapers, did make use of 
sensationalism in some of the articles reporting on the birthing women with visceral 
descriptions in terms of gender, race and class.  
Another definition of tabloid journalism which obscures the division between mainstream 
newspapers and tabloids is the concept of service journalism: “the role of the journalist is as 
advocate and campaigner on behalf of consumers. The journalist is an advisor, ‘the hero or 
good-helper’” (Steenveld & Strelitz, 2010). Tabloid journalism therefore can and does also 
fulfil the monitorial role of the journalist as hero who takes on a position which was 
traditionally only associated with the normative journalism practices of ‘serious’ news media. 
Local tabloids regularly report on complications that occur during child birth at state 
hospitals, of which the Dora Nginza Hospital is a regular guilty party (Potgieter, 2008). 
Academic elitism towards tabloids in the South African news media landscape is also 
criticised by Glenn and Knaggs (2008) who argue that South African tabloids are in fact 
community-driven and publish socially relevant stories (Glenn & Knaggs, 2008). When 
studying tabloids, which is often harshly judged by academics and mainstream media alike as 
overly sensationalistic and ‘inferior’ journalism, the contrary is sometimes achieved with 
meaningful local reporting in the voice which the readership, the working class, understands. 
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Tabloids deal with issues affecting the working class’ everyday lives and give meaning to 
them (Wasserman, 2010). This positive view of tabloids in the South African news media is 
defined as a type of “new institutionalism” (Glenn & Knaggs, 2008) in which tabloids are 
seen as an “alternative public sphere” (Wasserman, 2008). Several cultural studies scholars 
(Glenn & Knaggs, 2008; Steenveld & Strelitz, 2010; Wasserman, 2008, 2010) call for 
guarding against, what they term “media racism” (Glenn & Knaggs, 2008) towards tabloids. 
The purpose of tabloids and new institutionalism in the conclusion of my research findings is 
not to romanticize sensationalist reporting in any way. I am not unaware of the sexist, 
xenophobic and false reporting that characterize tabloids in the South African media 
landscape on any given day. This genre of news reporting is, however, illustrative of my 
research finding that sensationalist reporting can still fulfil the monitorial role of the media to 
hold government and institutions accountable despite the very nature of news values 
producing gender inequality. While my research sample is concerned with the topic of 
birthing over the three-year period from 2004 to 2007, the issues it raises remain relevant to 
birthing women. As long as government hospitals face the challenges they do, the news 
media (tabloids and mainstream) need to report on these injustices. Yet, one important 
question remains: Does this mean that it is acceptable for newspapers to make use of 
sensationalistic imagery to represent birthing women, arguably at one of the most vulnerable 
stages in their lives, in a degrading manner? 
5.4 Call for sensitive reporting on the topic of birthing 
Putting aside issues of ‘high brow’ and ‘trash’ (Steenveld & Strelitz, 2010; Glenn & Knaggs, 
2008) reporting as well as the monitorial role of service journalism, the common news topic 
of complicated births at government hospitals can and should be reported on in a more 
acceptable manner in relation to maintaining the dignity of those involved - the birthing 
women. Sensationalised copy where women’s bodies are being degradingly represented to 
sell more newspapers or grab the attention of the readers can (and should) be avoided by 
media practitioners. Constructing women in line with the hegemonic discourses in 
newsrooms should be challenged and alternative ways of reporting on birthing in a more 
inclusive and diversified manner should be explored. This can be achieved with a greater 
sensitivity to the discourses prevalent in our socio-cultural environment among news 
practitioners when reporting on birthing in the media. These include hegemonic gender, race 
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and class discourses, of which an awareness must be internalised when representing the 
volatile South African milieu in which journalism is practised. 
George Claassen, former ombudsman of Die Burger, finds ethics to be the only answer to the 
challenges of news reporting in South Africa. The media has tarnished its ‘watchdog’ 
reputation with false journalism (Claassen, 2005) and the only manner in which to regulate 
the monitorial role of the media, he argues, is for a personalized set of ethics to be practiced 
by journalists everyday, which get enforced by an ethical code and ombudsman (Claassen, 
2005). The public’s right to be informed should be guided with sound ethics, be it 
institutionalized or not, and this is an equally important factor whether reporters are writing 
for tabloids or mainstream newspapers. In the ten commandments for ethical journalism 
which Claassen coins, the last two are of particular importance to the reporting of birthing as 
a topic: “Refrain from any kind of stereotyping” and “Be socially responsible in referring to 
matters of indecency, obscenity, violence, brutality, blasphemy and sex” (Claassen, 2005). 
While the last ‘commandment’ may be harder to follow when reporting for a tabloid in a 
specific register for the readership, or for a mainstream newspaper on a sensationalized news 
topic, it is important for the reporter to recognize and consider the discourses from which he 
or she is reporting.  
The complicated act of practicing journalism every day in the South African media is 
recognized by Guy Berger as one of particular difficulty when considering issues of race, 
class, gender and HIV (2005). Despite being criticized for his narrow view of South African 
tabloids (Steenveld & Strelitz 2010; Glenn & Knaggs 2008), Berger describes the importance 
of the media’s monitorial role as holding not only government but also businesses and 
individuals accountable, “watchdog journalism represents the public interest and it upholds 
human rights” (2005). Like Claassen, he sees ethics as essential to serving the public interest 
and he calls this “foundational ethics for making wise decisions” (Berger, 2005). Whether it 
is a response to a ‘gut feeling’ or operating from within a regulated ethical code enforced at 
the publication, news practitioners should be more aware of the manner in which they 
represent birthing as a topic of newsworthiness. 
At the beginning of the thesis I set out to determine the discourses present in the apparently 
socially-concerned texts about the failing health-care system in the country. I identified 
discourses of race, class and gender in several of the texts that depicted birthing women as a 
newsworthy item in Die Burger (Oos-Kaap). My research further identified the monitorial 
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role of the media in the texts and the contradicting news values of sensationalist depictions of 
the birthing women. Despite the manifestation of gender, race and class inequalities in the 
texts, the monitorial role of the media was still fulfilled in holding the state authorities 
accountable for negligence at the hospitals. However, news practitioners and media 
institutions should challenge unequal power relations. Journalists should guard against 
dominant discourses by being held accountable to a clear ethical code of human dignity. Only 
then will birthing women and their bodies be truly emancipated within the news industry.  
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FIETSRY-AKSIE IN BAAl 'BEERTJIE' SE BOYTJIE 
LEESVANDAG 
Sekere perke opgehef 
Nil die onlangse goeie reen is besluit 
om sekere perke op die gebruik van 
water in die Nelson Mandelabaai-gebied 
op te hef. NUUS/2 
Begroting styg skerp 
'n Reuse- voorlopige bedryfs- en 
kapitaalbegroting van R4,6 miljard vir 
die kornende jaar is vir die Nelson 
Mandelabaai-metro ter tafel gele. 
NUUS/4 
Verskuiwing verwelkom 
Die beoogde verskuiwing van die 
mangaanertshope en olietenks van die 
Baaise hawe na Coega is uit aile oorde 
verwelkorn. NUUS/S 
Dienste kan geraak word 
Veral passasiersdienste kan geraak word 
wanneer 5 5000 Satawu-Iede in die 
Oos-Kaap hulle by stakende sekerheids-
wagte gaan aansluit. NUUS/6 
NUUS 
WALMERPARK~ 
WINKELSENTRUM 
HOOFWEG 
WALMER 
TEL. 367 3077 
~Die toestand van huise in 
parlementere woonbuurte IS 
glo haglik - bl. 7. 
KUNS 
~Die fliekX-Men: The last 
stand is vol mutasies met 
FREWIN-WENNER: BESTE KOERANT 2005 
Een·en·negentigste jaargang Ton Vosloo-Mediasentrum, Ivor Benn-slot, Port Elizabeth 
31 Mei 2006 
Prys R2.90 IBTW ingesluit) 
Drawwer yang haastige baba op sypaadjie 
NORMAN SILKE 
llTENHAGE. - Min strate word vernoem na kin· 
ders, maar as die eer een spesifieke baba te beurt 
behoort te val, is dit beslis die baba wat gister hier 
op 'n sypaadjie gebore is. 
In Hoogswanger me. Bukelwa Yesi en haar Q1an 
was omstreeks 07:00 inderhaas van die Mandela 
Village·woonbuurt op pad na die plaaslike provin· 
siale hospitaal toe haar haastige k1einding net 
meer as llun van die hospitaal in Ross Gradwell· 
straat besluit het dis tyd om gebore te word. 
Yesi het dadelik op die sypaadjie gaan sit en haar 
man het na die hospitaal gehardioop am hulp te 
ontbied. 
In daardie stadium het me. Margie du Toit, wat 
elke oggend van haar huis in Vanes Estate deur 
Ross Gradwell draf, op die petalje afgekom. 
Volgel1s Du Toit was dit omstreeks 07:50 toe die 
kreunende Yesi haar oog gevang het. 
"Ek het na haar toe gehardioop en gevra wat fout 
is. 8y het dadelik haar broek afgetrek en toe ek 
kyk, was die baba se koppie reeds besig am uil te 
kom," het Du Toit die toneel beskryf. 
Du Toit het gelukkig handskoene aangehad om 
haar hande teen die koue te beskerm en het net 
betyds gebul< om die seuntjie te vang. 
"Toe hy uitgekom het, was hy baie blou en ek 
het dadelik die vliesie om sy kop afgehaal en hom 
op sy boudjies geslaan. Hy het gelukkig begin huil 
en ek het onmiddellik 'n verbygaande bakkie se 
aandag getrek am ons na die hospitaal te neem." 
Yesi is agter op die bakkie gelaai en Du Toit het 
die baba in 'n ou T·hemp toegedraai en voor inge· 
k1im. By die hospitaa! aangekom is Yesi en haar 
nuwe spruit na die kraameenheid geneem. 
"Alles het baie vinnig gebeur en ons het haar 
reeds omstreeks 08:00 by die hospitaal gehad," het 
Du Toit gese, wat oak die voorsitter van die plaas· 
like Muirite Striders·hardioopklub is. 
Die rna van twee het gese sy is redelik vertroud 
met babasorg, aangesien sy hUlp verleen aan nuwe 
moeders wat sukkel am te borsvoed. 
"Dit was moederlike instink wat my gedryf het 
om die vliesie am die baba se kop te verwyder. Ek 
WOll hom net hoor skreeu." 
Volgens me. Anna·Marth Goosen, woordvoerder 
van die hospitaal, het Du Toil definitief die baba 
se lewe gered. 
Sy het bevestig moeder en kind is springlewen· 
dig en gesond en behoort vandag ontslaan te word. 
Mes, Margie du Tolt en Bukelwa Yesl spog met Yesi 
se babaseuntjle by die provlnslale hospltaal op UI· 
tenhage, Du Tolt het Yesl bygestaan toe die baba 
glster langs die pad gebore Is, 
Foto: HEllIE COMBRINK 
Volkswagen: Man val 30 meter na sy dood 
• 
raan els wer ers 
Ongelukke teister 
bouwerk op terrein 
van motorreus 
GISHMA ABRAHAMS 
UITENHAGE. - Drie konstruksiewe . 
ernstig beseer toe 'n hyskraan Wa rk~rs IS dood en een 
gistermiddag by Volkswagen 8~~% WIegeWerkhet 
deeltelik inmekaar gestort het. . rika (VWSA) ge: 
Die oorledenes en beseerde was d I ' 
teerde span van die konstruksierna e~ ;an n gesubkontrak. 
wat besig is met konstruksiewerk :a~ ~~~~?.:_maker LTA. 
;:tan lpa lion D'7~n _ :1 ~ . . 
FE mom gets 'her' baby back: News24: South Africa: News 
news 24 
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PE mom gets 'her' baby back 
Norman Silke 
P.ort Elizabeth - The hospital allegedly responsible 
for allowing a new-born girl to be breastfed by the 
wrong mother - a woman with HIV - has re-united 
the mothers with their own babies. 
Print this article 
Related Links 
PE mom 'kept from seeing baby' 
Baby fed HIV·tainted milk 
Mother's milk may fight HIV 
Parents sue for H1V+ baby 
Shortly after Liezel Jacobs, 18. held her daughter for the first time in five days. she gave her a name, 
Tamia, and began breast-feeding her. 
She said: ''I'm so pleased I've got my child back and that I eventually can take her home. 
"It doesn't even matter if she is HIV-positive or not," said Liezel, crying with happiness. 
The "baby-switch" took place on Thursday last week when Liezel and an unknown black woman 
gave birth to daughters at Dora Nginza Hospital. 
Hospital is 99.99% sure 
Liezel said" doctor told her on Saturday that her baby had been accidentally breast-fed by an HIV-
positive woman. 
However, the other woman is adamant that Tamia is her child. 
Hospital medical superintendent Dr Aydin Vehbi said: "We're now 99.99% sure which baby belongs 
to which mother. but we've taken more blood samples from all parties for DNA tests just to confirm 
our decision," 
Vehbi said basic blood tests and comparing the times that the two women were in theatre virtually 
cleared up the confusion about which baby belonged to which mother. 
" Nevirapine (an anti-Aids product administered to prevent the transfer of HIV from mother to child) 
has been given to the baby breast-fed by the wrong mother. 
"Another good aspect is that the baby was breast-fed only once in the first 24 hours afier birth." 
He said the baby could have just ingested colostrum. a watery milk discharge, which starts early in 
pregnancy and is still found in the breasts for the first couple of days after birth. 
He explained colostrum contained fewer of the mother's antibodies than regular mother's milk. 
Although Vehbi didn't want to elaborate about the internal investigation taking place. he let slip that a 
problem wifh the mothers' medical files could have caused the confusion. 
If it was found a nurse was responsible for exchanging the files, the case apparently would be 
referred to the South African Nursing Council. 
Additional HIV tests 
By the same token, if a doctor were to be found guilty of negligence, the matter would be reported to 
Page 1 01'2 
http://~vw.news24.comlprintArticle.aspx?iframe&aid=12575a66-2a17-474c-b347-2... 17111/2010 
PE mom gets 'her' baby back: News24: South Africa: News 
tl1e Medical Association of South Africa. 
An attorney from Ludik & Booysen in Pretoria, Ruann Kruger, who offered to represent Liezel free of 
cl1arge if she wanted to sue the hospital, said the extent of the claim would depend on additional HIV . 
tests done on Tamia. 
She tested negative in initial tests, but would have to undergo additional tests in the 'next few months 
to be sure. 
- Die Burger 
Page 2 of2 
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PE mom 'kept from seeing baby' 
Norman Silke 
Re!8ted links 
Port Elizabetll - The HIV-positive woman who 
breastfed another woman's baby after the two 
Baby fed HIV~tainted milk 
babies were exchanged, apparently claimed she was the baby's mother. 
Liezel Jacobs, 18, who gave birth to a healthy baby girl in the Dora Nginza Hospital on Thursday, 
said a doctor told her on Saturday that the name tag of her first-born could possibly have been 
exchanged with that of another baby. 
The baby was accidentally breastfed by the wrong woman and Jacobs was worried that her baby 
could 11ave been infected with HIV. 
Die Burger accompanied Jacobs' sister, Heidi Smith, and her aunt and legal guardian, Jeannie Jass, 
to the hospital. 
'Closer to another woman' 
A tearful Jacobs said the nurses would not let her visit the nursery to go and look at her baby. 
"They said I must not establish a bond with my baby, because she had already been fed by the other 
woman and was closer to her." 
Page 1 of2 
The CEO of the Port Elizabeth Hospital complex, Dr Lulamile JamJam, confirmed he was waiting for. 
a comprehensive report about the incident before commenting further. 
The report will be compiled and submitted to the hospital's medical superintendent. Dr Aydin Vehbi. 
Shortly afterwards Jass went into the ward and insisted on seeing the baby. 
She said Jacobs' baby was still wearing a name tag with the other woman's name on it. 
Jacobs said she saw her baby in theatre, shortly after the C-section, and she knew how her child 
looked. 
"The child has a very light complexion, while the other baby, in the same ward. is black. 
Smith says the initial HIV-tests showed the one baby was negative and the other positive. 
Smith said: "The doctor has acknowledged that he knows the one who tested negative is my sister's 
baby, but blood tests have to be done." 
Tile family said blood samples of the baby, and the two women, will be sent to Pretoria on Tuesday 
for further HIV- and also DNA tests. 
Jass said the results will be available only in 10 days time and both mothers and babies will ,'emain 
in hospital. 
,lIn unexpected helping hand appeared shortly before visiting time was over. 
http://www.news24.com/printArticle.aspx?iframe&aid=46744aad-al a4-4e81-9f53-5L 1711112010 
PE 1110111 'kept fr0111 seeing baby': News24: South Africa: News 
An attorney of the firm Ludik & Booysen in Pretoria, Ruann Kruger, flew to Port Elizabeth to offer free 
legal representation to Jacobs should she decide to sue the hospital. 
The Eastern Cape spokesperson of the Treatment Action Campaign, Phillip Mokoena, said the 
incident shocked him and the absence of a sense of responsibility among health workers was above 
his comprehension. 
Mokoena said the problem was the result of too many patients and a shortage of medical personnel. 
-Die Burger 
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Nieu-Seeland plat 
Seuntjie is 
gesond en in 
veilige plek 
DEaalE SAUER 
PORT ELIZABETH. - Dlt lyk nsof 
'Il \' rOll wat gister (ile lowe go-
skcllk hot aan'll lJabaselllltJle in 
'II toUet In dIe Grcel1Rcn~s·wlll­
k ehclltl'lllll lIIet dl'lIl>lHlIlde 
bloed gaRIl LlIkollies docli het by 
klercwblkels nadat S)' (lie Iml· 
lentie baba tJl ' II sl'I.nlUire \'ullis· 
droll! gegool het, 
Skooumakersen'll l ldvandie pu-
bllek was gls ler geskok toe IlUlle 
dle gehut! van 'Il habn In 'n toilet ill 
die Greella('res-winkelsenlrulll gc-
hOOl" en die plenk "oetj tes In ' II 
vullisdrolll geSien hel. 
Volgens lIle\'. Salome Abrah ams, 
bedl'yfsbeslmlrder van die Green-
acres·wlllkelsentr um, het 'Il werk· 
nemer van die Sieiner Hygiene-
lllanlskallllY, wal eel! lIIaal pel' 
week die sallitere \'ullisdrOlllllle 
skoolllnaak, 'n lid vall die publiek 
en 'n skOOllmaker van di£' sentrum 
op die babasellntJle afgekom , 
Die habn. Is illssen 09:30 en 09:45 
In die lollette by dte Compullcket-
ingallggekry. 
Abrahams het gese die l id vall dIe 
puhUek hel aal\vaukJlk gedi.nk die 
s tellunetj le wat sy hool',ls die radio 
se gebll!r , maar h et gOIl agtergekom 
aIles ls nle pluis nle. Htille hel dle 
baha 110g bebloed en met sy nael-
sll·ing aall in die vl111lsd rOIll gekl,)'. 
Volgells Abrahams het hulle die 
baba met die vulllssak nit dle dl'olll 
gehaal en hom In die babakruner 
probecl· skoonmnnk_ DIe skOOllma· 
ker hel haar In kennls geslel en sy 
en haar medewel'kers h et die baba 
by Iml krul tore gebad ell aangelrek. 
'n Verpleegsustel' wat In die sen' 
tnullinkopies gedoen hel , het ook 
too"aIllg verbygeloop ell die baba· 
se\lutj le Ol ldersoek. Hy het gesond 
gelyk en het selfs gehull. Ole pollsle 
Is illtllssen gebeL 
AbrAhams itel gese hulle het film· 
maled aal van die kdngtelevlsle by 
dIe toilette dopgelloll , maar kOll 
nlks ollgewooll slen nle. Ole lila Is 
skoonveld, maa.r lede "an die pll· 
bllek het daam a gio bloedspol'e ge-
sleu \Vat na Fosch ln l- en Tru-
wOl' ths-wlnkels gelel het. 
IWlle afgesknd, Sml th se Ileus is bot-
ster toe en die Pl'otea-kalltein het gese 
nla h )' vool glad lIie goed II le, 
Dle,pollsle het die baha lla die Do· 
ra Nglnza,hospUnal geneem, waar 
dokters ook bevcsUg het dat hy bla· 
kelld gesoml ls. H~' Is glstel1lliddag 
ill die sorg van die El·ica Plek van 
VeUigheid geplaas. 
Insp, WOlner van Rooyon vlln dlo Mountwog.pollslekantoor hou 'nllabasountJlo vas wat In 'n snnltiilc vulUsdlom In 'n 
tollot In die Greonaclos-wlnkolsontrum goklY Is. folc: CARUE NORVAl. 
,110- Hy hoop h y snl sJaggereed wees 
wyl hy Sll'oopsoct ann sy vlngel'S ga-
s \llg hel. 
Iller 011\ more hier in die Weslpac-sta-
Ilati dloll in die denle eenciaagse krag- Met Die Burger se besoek aan die 
MOllntweg·polls ieknntoor het aUe 
personeel om cHe bahn gekloek, tel" 
Behalwe vir 'II rulmta-kombel'Sie 
waa.-In d ie ambu iallsilersoneel 
hom toegedl'nal hel, was hy bllls-
Vlllllig ook in ' ll bloll handdoek toe-
m eting teell Nlell-Seeland \l it Ie 
ver- s top_ - (Jo,hall ll de Jager) 
I -
N 
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PROMOSIE: MERCANTILE-HOSPITAAL 
Mercantile spog met 
top-kraamgeriewe 
OlE pl'h'ate hospitalll Mer('tul tile is 
'n groot onc!E.>rs lemlel' van naslonaie 
sW:lngersknpweek, Wllt SOlldag be-
gill het en tot Maandag 23 Febnln.J:le 
dlllll". 
Afrox Herutheare, die Dos·Kaap so 
gl"ootsle }lrlvate hospilaalgroep, is 
die 1I"0ise elenaru' van dle private 
hospllaal ME.>I'('at ltile, 
Dill 172-bed hospllaal het model1le 
gerlewe cnloerustiug, en bled ' \I pa. 
slen t-\' rlendcllke atmosfeer, Olt 
word ond.ers leull dellr die gehAlte· 
sorg Wllt dell l·die hospllaalpersolleel 
"crskaf word. 
wei AS racllogr afle. en patoiogic-de. 
parimellie en 'n dag,en'llng-ongeval, 
le-eelliteld, wal gereed Is om lll alJon 
medlese behoeftes te voorsiell. 
'n GewAaroorgde pasU!nt-"rlende-
like omgewlng en 'n kornewinkel op 
die terrelll , sal \ 'el'seker dat Jon ver-
bl)'f In d.le hospltnal so gemakllk as 
llloontUk Is, 
Die hospllaaJ besk lk nle net oor ge-
spesialiseel'de gerlewe soos d ie 
kraamsaal, Intenslewe-sorgecnheld 
(ISE), \'oorgeboorte- en nagcbool'le 
klasse en 'n npleck nie, maa.r alIe 
groot eenhede, soos pedlatrle, obste-
- ' • • _-,--._ ,...~1t1 ,,1. 1"" '.01 .. 
gewll(kel, OImla\ h~' ule snoeslg ga-
noeg gelyk hel nle, 
hHel hy al melkies gellad? Ek wn 
hom samm et' Imis toe nccm," was 
Will die opmel'klngs in die kantoor, 
terwyl SOllunlges tile trane wegge-
pink het. 
Abrahams hel ge.$o" tne I L~(' dl)!'l1 
I'~eds IIll\'l'aagom tlie klt'i llCli ngruUl 
te neelll, 
Dlel>olisleondel'sock 'n s'luk Villi 
kltldervel' iating, 
Ir kontrakte 
en\\'I)ro(l li l:;.:r hd mel 
leuiginll \'crguder 
cling (lor Srringbnk 
','<' NUUS/2 
eskiet 
W,LI clet!! dil: 1'01; <; ;(' 
Ilhl:.:r <lUhlhlP hel. i ~ 
11 III ' n wild.: ~ tt.lckr)' 
, NUUS/2 
10k aandag 
e~i ll \',lIl 'I heuni'iscn, 
"illl in a l sm!(l~' rillg 
~\ }d bclang~lel1i rlg 
" NUUS/4 
.ndersoek 
,\\:Jr("I I·O\\ 1.'lhdc l vall 
lkr hh~ in K1I1g Vi'll 
ci I !.I Ilia uilnrcl'" ,'ml 
hl:[. NUUS/G 
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Ton Vosloo ·~'icdinscll tl'lllll, Ivol' Benll·slot, P0I1 Elizabelh , 
Vl'yclag: 20 Februarle 2004 
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Hall1seer~ Seuntjie per abuis in massagraf begraWi 
Baba raak weg voordat sy 
jamilie hom nog kon sien 
cr1rDY PREllER 
ponT ELIZABETH, - ' L1 Lee kisslc is 
fli wal dlo OUN'S vnn ' II onlslnpo dllg 
0110 Imha kall ll'oos uallat dJ~ Im batJle 
so Iyk hi ' II Crool fla tt'll' saRllllllel a ll· 
bok<>ndc babas III 'II llInssf\ !:lI'af Co· 
s lor r is. 
Me. Chr issie Bolha (31) en die P:l. vall 
Imar oorlooe b:l.b:l.. 11I11l'. Winslon ~Ic· 
cnbe (29), hel die afgelope week delli' 'n 
.reeks skokke gegnAn IIndAI hill babf\ ge· 
5terfhel ludle DOl':l. NgiJ1Ul"slaatshoslll· 
tna1 a1vol'ells E'uige van d ie oilers die go· 
leoll theld gegl).ll Is om die selill Ie slen. 
Nle lIet moos huUe die babn se Iyk ill 
Imglike Ollls tandighede IIl1kell Ill e, 
mnar die Irk is ~rs as vel'mis arlllge-
meld. Latel' Iiloes die geskokte oilers 
mlllhool' drllilie baba saam mel ander Jy. 
ki lO'S In !\Iotherwell hegraIVe Is Ileur die 
slaat se oogr,un isonderncll1ers. 
"My hab" Is ved ede Dinsdag om 4:00 
mel 'n noodkelsersnee gebore. l...'\te l· dIe 
dne het die \'r l'jll~gs t('rs gese ek mool 
sclf cam i kyk hoe g;lan (lil met my kind," 
het Botha verle!. 
Ham' s ll sler, IIlf;!\'. Judy I{ido, \'ertel 
Bolha hel flo n geword In dIe babasaa1 
\'OQrdat sy nog IUHU' kind Icwelld kon 
siell. Die sekm'lIelt iu die Dom NglnU\.· 
hospltaa1 won ook nle l\ lccabe Inler dll! 
dng loelnat In dlesaai waal' s), b:l.b:l, gele 
het IIle. 
Ole baba Is tt'en 21:00ooriede. Bollia Is 
Woensdag ontslAAIl ell die vel'Jllcl1erde 
olters en fmnilie het Dondel'dag na die 
Dom Nglnza·hospllaal se iykshllls ge· 
gann om die baba 10 gaan s len. 
"Ole ),skas is net so oopgeios en ek 
moes lIa at die anll('1' bab:l.lyke kyk. Ek 
hel ge ..... a dal tlie Iykslmlswerker liN die 
yskas asseblier moet toelllaak.l\ly bab..'\ 
is op 'n ndllsdrom casU (!II nail my ge, 
bring. Ole versoneel hel gese as ek hull 
en nnngamt, gnan hulle my uiIJrtng," hel 
'n steeds geskok!c BOlha ces~. 
Ole hRl'tsecr fnlnilie het begrMulsrt*· 
lings begin tref, manr toe die onder-
nemer Vrydag by die Iykshllis olxlallg, 
was dam' geen personael nie, 
:\Ianndag hel die olUlcrnemcr laal 
weel die uaba so lyk Is \,('1111Is. Dlnsdag 
JUDeS dIe ouers hool' hul b:!ba Is aAn die 
slantsomiernemer gegee \\':!t a l die 
hospUual·!)'kc VI'relag begrawe het. 
"Ek wllmy kInd se Il'k lerugkl)' \'11' 'n 
lladoodse onderseek, maar die hosllilaal 
hel cese flit cnan Ie lank ncelll om die 
Cl'af te lanl oollllUlak deur tile poUsll'." 
hel i\kcabc gese. 
Ule hospll,m1 se meil iese sUllCrin{e· 
denl , tIl'. Patrick Send r ose, he! glslcr ge-
se 'n il uljItenMr in tile Iykshuis \o,.nl on-
Inngs VA il QuCelistolVn \"(' l'Illaas Is, het 
tlie baha vir '11 doodgellore kind nange-
slen, hoewel die kind \'olgens hospilaal-
\'ers Jae nege UlU' geloof hel. 
" By hct mmgeneem dio kind Is dood· 
geboreen die kind Inat bcgrawe " eur dle 
slnat. Oil S is Jaunuet· 001' Will gehellr hel 
en die werker sal vir 'n lyll I(lnk nle ak· 
!lewe (liens In dIe Iykshuls doen tOI h)' 
herol>gelel is Ilie," het Seudyose gese. 
BothA se mOl, ~I;u'i c, Is stc'eds Imleonl· 
s ieid oor hmu' klelnklnd se llood. Sy hel 
nog skllars die skok verwerk \'till ltaar 
jongste dogieI', me. L.'l.vente Bolhn (25). 
se dood eukele mann(\egc1ede in die gl'U' 
busongeluk nab)' Gmaff·Relnet. "OilS Is 
nog a1mal harlSOOI' 001' Laverne. Nou 
word my dogt", r so mlshanclel ell my 
kleittkind se Iyk word \'eriool· ... 
e 
'n II0l1S001 mnf. Winston Mccobe dta dIe lei l<lssle wat bodool was vir sy eorstollng, wlo 
hospllaal, 010 roudlolls moos In dlo United Congrogallonal keJk In IJ loemondal gllholl wo 
ba, Agle rliom Is die kind so ma, mo, Chrlsslo Botho, enanderfamil loledo. 
Trent moes Van laarsveld 'om verskol 
PORT ELIZABETH. - "Geeu wonder sy 
kOllllle htl::lt'!lIan beholl IIle." 
Die gBwraakte ol>merk ing van nuw, 
Elizabeth Trent. DA·]clel· in die Nelson 
Man(\e1a·melrOI)()()1. wal gemlk Is leen 
me. Alltle-1'.larle van Jnm's\'eld, NNp· 
leiel' iller. hel cisler vll' Groot oproel' 0 1) 
die lIIelropool se muds\'el'gailering hlel' 
gesorg. 
'r"CIII hel 11ft gese nan milt'. Rocky 
Ridgway (DA) wat Irmgs hartl· gesit het, 
lerwyl Van J aarsveld die DA in 'u deba! 
Aanr;::oval hel. 
Me, Shit'ley Fl'Olick. NNp·kollkus· 
-
leier, wat sknlns agler Trent gesit hel, 
hel tlie gespl'ek cehoor en het gOIl die 
speaker, mev. Nohle Mohall!. dnarvan 
In kenn ls geslel. 
"Ek Is bale ongelukklg dul daAr op 56 
'ullInlllervan 'Il randsllcl indlerandsaal 
gOjll'aat word," hel Frolick gese. 
Ridgway hel kapsle gemaak en r;::ese 
Frollck moet 1111 'n ander Illek verskuU-
word, omclat sy hul CE'sprckke kan at: 
Il1lsler. 
Die speaker het lIie hlol'oj) ar;:: yeslann 
n le en ollluiddellik 'It verskolling en die 
lel'ugll'ek vnn die sleliinc gecis. 
"Vra om \'crskonlng - eerSlens ::IS 'II 
vro\l en dan as ' II raadslid," het ,\lohapl 
----
Mev. Trent Mo. Villi JrtaJsvold 
Afmgedring. 
Trent het letwal \'erbollereerd om 
\'ers konlng gena en die stelling lerug· 
getrek. 
him'. Nceba Fakll, u\l\'OCl'emle burge· 
meestE'r \'all dlemetrollOOl. hel ook in ge· 
spring en Van Jaarsveld govra om die 
ven}'11 Vnll die stelling te Illinac eu te 
nallvaardat die vel's koningwei opreg is. 
Van Jaa l's\'eld se Imwcllk mel die 
NNP·parlemen tsl\d mnr. Alie van 
Jaat'S\'eld is Dillsdar;:: amptellk In d ie 
B.;alse hoo!;ger;>gshof hellIIllIlC. 
Mnr. Vall J an rs \'eld hel groot OII$IAO 
in koeranle gemaal( toe hl' 'n \'UUl'warm 
tmlle·egtellke verhollCllng mel me. Rone 
ThOillpson , 'n NNP·na\·orser, nange· 
knooJl hel. 
i\le. Vall J aars\'eld hel c isler nandag· 
lig ua ~'nku beluister lerwyl hy haal' 
Baby burial horror 
Baby burial horror 
20/02/2004 10: 31 - (SA) 
Cindy Preller , Die Burger 
Page I of I 
Print 
Port Elizabeth - An empty coffin was all a young couple had to console them after their day-old 
son's body was unwittingly discarded in a mass grave filled with unknown babies. 
This followed a series of shocks endured by Chrissie Botha and Winston McCabe. 
Their baby boy died in the Dora Nginza state hospital before either parent was allowed to see him . 
Body missing 
Not only were the parents forced to identify the baby under horrific conditions but they were also 
later informed the boy's body was listed as missing. They were then told he had been buried along 
with other babies by government undertakers. 
Botha said she had a Caesarean last week Tuesday but that her son, Marcus, died before either 
parent got to see him. Staff said he was diabetic and that his heart had been too weak. 
Botha was discharged on Wednesday. On Thursday the devastated family went to the mortuary to 
identify the body. 
She said that the fridges were standing open and she had to look at a host of dead babies. Her 
baby was put on a dustbin and brought to her. She said she was also told that she would be 
chased out if she cried. 
The family then began funeral arrangements but when the undertaker arrived at the mortuary on 
Friday there were no staff to be found . 
On Monday the undertaker informed the family the baby's body was missing. He said all fridges 
had been unpacked but mortuary staff had been unable to find Marcus. 
On Tuesday they were told their baby had been buried in a mass grave. 
Want autopsy 
McCabe said he wanted his baby's body so that an autopsy could be carried out. But he said 
hospital staff told him that getting the grave opened by police would take too long. 
The Dora Nginza hospital's medical superintendent, Dr Patrick Sendyose, said that a mortuary 
official mistakenly thought the baby had been stillborn. 
Botha said they were also still waiting for a death certificate. 
DIE BuRGER 
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Dora Nginza: Hospitaal weer in nuus oor geboo 
, 
ulle 
Vrou roep vergeefs - hulp kom 
eers 'vyfuur nd baba se dood' 
ENRICO CLAASSEN 
ponT ELIZt\BETH. - ' 11 DnnJse \'1'011 
mol's m'e lank magieloos Illet haN' 
dooie babn fussell hnnr belle Ie !lallai 
sy - Icn spytc van hnnr ~lIe om h\tILl -
sondeI' enlgc lllcdl('sc bys lmul ill die 
DOI'R Nglnzn-Ilospilaal 11.10 lowe ge· 
skenk he!. 
' Il Getmltlllatiseerrlc me. Eleanor Fou-
rio VlUl Schnudel'vlUe het gister \'el'lel 
<lat 'ullinflsJlke c1oktel' IJafti' Dondel'dng 
m(>('ge<iE'f'1 hel dal haal' ongebore baba -
wal ook iJaar eerslcling sou gewl'CS bel -
w<>ellg Is, Sy hel ook die kind S8 hru't-
klo)) g('sl('n loe die doklel' '1\ ullmklank, 
skruld(,l'ing op haa!' ge(\o('11 he!. 
VoigclIs Fomle he! sy skleJik ge, 
bool'le]lYlle gekl'y, waama sy In die Do, 
ra Ngll\2a,hospitaru opgenccm Is, "Toe 
ek ollg(>lleem Is, he! ek sekcr \'iI' twee 
me gekreun \'nil die I)~'ll \'oortln! ek 'n 
(lYIIsliller gekry het," het sy v('l'lelle1'-
wyl haru' n hmd, Illlll', ClI\'e KeUled<ls, 
ham' olldcNtetlll he!. 
Volgi'lIs Fonrie he! sy sklellk '1\ g:eluld 
gehoo1'vrul lels wal bJ't'ek. Oit Is toe lIal 
sy besefhel haru' water het scbl'eek. 
"Ek hel Mllhoudelld \'h' die sllSlers 
gel'oejl om Ie kOlll hell), Ek kon voel hoe 
die bah.'l. besig was om tilt Ie kOlll, Al wat 
die Sllster \'II'IlIY Will elders geskl'ee het, 
was 'Walls dlt?':' he! Foul'le \'cl'l£'1. 
Volgens haal' hel sy op haa1' 111311g ge l ~ 
lel'w~'1 die kind geool'c Is, Sy hel \'erlcl 
s)' kOllllOg \'(){'.I hoc dIe kind beweeg hel 
!laclat hy gehore is - maal' sklelik hel ai, 
I('s mil sl il g:Haak, 
"Ek h('t gesllkkel Olll myself Oil te Iig, 
Ek hel skrams gesien dnt clll 'II Selll1 
was, maar hy was l'N'<ls doO(I. Ek was Ie 
ballgol1l \'erder lin die kind Ie kyk," het 
FOlu'!e harts{'el' \'erlel. 
Volgens FOllrie hel sy vir oHgc\'eel' 
vyr lire sonder enige hull> in hruu' be-
blo~le hOSI)lIaa1bed gE:'Je \,ooronl cl le 
slls ters die yolgencle oggend by ha:u' 01)' 
gedatlg het. 
"Die sllsll'l' het gese ek 1II0et opstaall, 
Sy het toe and(>1' beddE:'goed bo-Oll die 
wall>ebioe<i was, I:(>gool. Toe ek haal' "II' 
skooll beddegoed \'1'<1., het sy gesE> claar Is 
nle Rnder IIle," hel Fomie "ertel. 
Sy hel gese dat die SlIster glo nan ham' 
gese he! dat sy haarself 1Il0ei skoo)l-
ma<lk loe daa\' bloe<\ Oil hnn1' Rl'\h ge-
IllOI'S Is tel'wyl sy binneaal'sc "ceding 
gekr~' het. , 
Volgells FOlIl'le het nlemnnd haal' na 
die \'oon',\1 ondersoek IIle, 
Mo, Eloanor Foulle on hilA! vllend, mllr, 
Clive KotUodas, hour 001 dlo dood van 
hul babaseuntjlo vellode weck In dIe Do, 
rR ' l&!nza,hosplh,al, Foto: DEOII FERREIRA 
Sy hel \'ertel dnt ook ui£'lIwlld \',111 die 
I)ersollool haJJI' {:eII'OOS or bygeSI:lnll het 
lIildat sy ham' b.'l.ba \'N'lool' heinie, 
"OilS Ilet sO baie nil die b.'l b.-. uitges ien , 
My lewe \'001 110 11 bale leeg, Hulle k6n 
leis gedoen het om Illy kind so lewe te 
..... '£1," het Fourle gt'se, 
Dr, Freddie RlIUk, hoof'lllt'dlese supe. 
I'lnlenoellt vall (lie BatiL he! by lIavraag 
M il Dfe BI/rger gt'si! hy elm. nle kOllnls 
\'an <1 10 \'OOI'\'fllllie, 
RRllk het gesi! clio voon'a! \\'01'<1 III 'n 
bRie el'lJsIlge lig bt>slwu, 
Hy hel rile versek(,I'i1lg geJ;ee dnt dlL 
heslls ondersoek galln word sodra h~t a1 
d lefelte tot sy besklkklng het. 
o In Oklobel' \'alljaRl' het me\', Nkowczl 
AdRlUs VAll die Wnlmer'lowmhip hI die 
aaal en haar ongebol'e bab;ulogl(,l' in 
Sool' lgelyke olll stal1dlgh~le ill die Dcl'a 
Nginza,hosili tanI geslerr. -
Dr, Nlombi QlUlgule, m~lI(>se supe, 
l'lnlelldent \'an elie hospHflaI, het 100 ge, 
se dlt gebelU' nooll dal ve1111eegperso-
neei llasltlllie Ignoreel' terwyl hulle hnll) 
nodig het I1le, 
Dolly dlo do\fyn (logs) en haar Inoos Domino (IInlls) en OUll11sa hnl glster sowat 'n dulli 
met hut toartJles too Dumlso se nanm vii dlo oel$l o keel nmplcllk il lIO 1110 \~C/(lld b~l(1!Il 
Bayworld doop eind, 
en vier rna Dolly se V I 
Etll1 lCOCLAASSEIl 
PaR'l' ELIZAIJETH, - Die vonk!'lw}'!I-
proPlle hel gl51el' geklRI) by die Bay-
worlcl-os('anal'lutil hier loe Dolly die 
dolfYll ham' 3Gsle \'('l'jaarsdRg sevier 
het en htllll' 1;a1fle se naam Ila sowat 
<tria lIJaande ampiellk ann die publlek 
bekend gcmnnk is, 
Sowal I 000 mense het gistel' nn die 
ose<lnlll'lum gesfroom om deel Ie we('s 
\'<11\ die vl('I'lngs, 
VolJ;ellS me, Elou\se ~latlhys, 
wool'<ivoel'der vall Bayworld, he! 'II 
komllee lI:\ '1\ JailS gesukkel (!II kop' 
krtl\lp(>r}, ultaillde1U( besluH (.1m die I\:IJ 
knUie Oumls..'l Ie \lO('Ill, lile 
Die lI f\fUll Is gekles lIarlat (lie JIll \'(:1 
bUek \'OOl'slelle kon Im\l (>n 001' 'II \ 
lllooutilke 1I11am \'11' IUe I:lelncling \\ ,1 1 Il>':~ 
s}' o})wagilng in ~(>p l('mbel' lIy B:W' nltl 
world gemnak hI'\. nHl 
Volgens ~ I <l tthys hel B:l ~' wo\'lcI so 
Will 'n dulsencl VOOl'Slclle OIlI\'ll IlS 001' dl ... 
'n lIIoonttiJ:e lIR3.m, lI f" 
Mallhys h('1 ge.~e elM\, I.s bcsluil Oi) fl u 1 
die narun Durnlsa , omdat die n: lalll • n 
k\'lIg, ollwindlllg en vfo likheicl hel,.' ~l" 1 
ken, k'lJf 
Sy hel Sese die perSO(l ll \'1M 11 1(> {JIlII, 
v e~rtien se motors weens dronkryery • ( 
CINDY PRELLER 
POR1'ELlZABETH, - 'n Duldelike bood, 
sk<lp vall SE:'en verdmags'arunheld t('en-
oor c\l'Onk bestllllrders die fE:'eslyd Is die 
nfgelope Iwl"C weke detu' die oW(>l'h~le 
lIi lgesillIu' met die bE:'sl!lg\egging OIl 14 
\'(>I'!lIeeude dronk bestlllU'tlers se IllO' 
tors In die slad, 
D~a l' is Vl'yc1agnag en In die vl'6~og, 
gemlul'e Sal('l'dag op ses v('l'mCCJlde 
dronk bestUllrdel's se motors beslas gE:'lc 
{Ielu' ' 1\ ges.'l!nentllke SPllll vall die poll-
sle en \'el'kel'l'sdep.11'Iement by 'Ul'ellSe, 
p.'ldbloklaule aan 11Ie slmmlf):onl. 
TwC'e an<iel' l)adblokl;ndes is d i('selfde 
aalld Oil dio " ll7-snelweg en by Albrul},-
weg In Sl'nil'<l.lIi g('lio\\, 
Sers , Telllbi Gwe, pollslewool'<ivoel" 
del', hQI gese 581 \'oN'luie is deurso(>i: Iy, 
dens die p.1dblokkades ('II 271 1l1euse is 
vii: die onwettlge bl's!1 V[lU \'\\Urwopens 
en dwelms deUl'soek, 
'n Totllnl Villi 138 \'el' l,eersboe!cs Is 
ann die bestuul'del's \'ml onlJadwanrdige 
en ongellsensleerde \'ool'tule ollgeie, 
Volgt'ns Gwe was die £11'11.' llndblokkad('s 
'n ges<lmenf!lko Ol)tl'e<ie VAn 37 pollsle, 
b(,'llllilles, 7 l'esel'\'isle, 10 \Trwililgers 
(' II 20 \'el'keel'sbeal1lptes, 
Ole nnweek se ses \'enneende dl'onk 
bestuurd('J's, a11l1n1mRlls, Is Illssen die 
O\u!(>nIOlIU JlU\'aJI52 en 26jllal' oud en sa1 
\'flIldag III die hof \'ers k}'l l, 
Tydens yerl~le Ilnw(>{'k se 6 Iladblok 
kadt's In die sind is 3070 mense delli" 
soek, 
Volgens die po!lsic Is 7 vOt'I't\lle Villi 
\'e\1lleelltle 'll'ouk beslu\U'ders, I\\ssell 
die oudel'(\olllme vml :.!1 ell 67 jaRI', g~ll1' 
I'ende die eel'sle uaweek ill Desember flf, 
gevat. , 
Mill', Danle GO\l\\'s, dicl'ogsVE'rteen-
wool'dlgel'vnn ses vall dlli lx>sku]cllgdes, 
het glstel' by nnvraag g('se lint a1 sy 
kllenle leell Vrydag lilt! \'OC! luie tel'llg' 
gekrr he!, 
"DH Is net ill ('rnstlge g,·valle, soos 
wam' die besku!dlgdl's dl' le of ViCI' I(N'I' 
001' clie \\'elllg(' blo('(\ ,a.lkolioh'i:l k Is, Ie 
lIIalld doocigl;'ry of\'ol'i[,W flJ'(ln!I\)l's llll lf' 
klngles teen hullo he!. <111.1 111(' vOl' rlll il' 
Ilie lel'lIggegen \\'onl nlE:', 
"Oil I\'k asor dl'ollk bestuurdC'l's \':;11 
II le \'ol'ige \'C'\'OOI'dl'liHgs teen huH!' li t..'! 
nie, lil t! \'OOl'l.lIle Oil ' II Mnallling s:lI I!t11l 
lel'ugkl},," het GOl\\'S f:l">fo, 
Volgens hom kan slegs fi naal (.II' '1\ 
1II0101'Is SE' voerlll l,; bc>Si,11l s~ le I'll fill 
deul'die balebeslagl (>gg lll~nhelci \'(~I'-
'WOlllelllllust give birth alone' Page I of I 
'Women must give birth alone' 
12/10/200408:40 - (SA) 
Enrico Claassen, Die Burger 
Print 
Port Elizabeth - A woman and her unborn baby died in a Port Elizabeth hospital, where pregnant 
mothers are allegedly left to give birth on their own. 
Nkowezi Adams, 32, of the Walmer township, and her unborn daughter died in Dora Nginza 
Hospital in Port Elizabeth last week. 
Dave Webber, owner of Cafe Capellini, where Adams worked for the past six years, said he took 
her to a doctor about a month ago because she didn't feel well while at work. 
Adams was eight months pregnant at the time. 
One of Adams's colleagues said on Monday they found her in a shocking condition in hospital when 
they went to visit her. 
"Nkowezi was lying curled up on her bed and was moaning with pain. Her arm was full of blood 
where the needle of the drip had come loose," said a colleague who didn't want to be named. 
Webber said his employees immediately notified the manager of the coffee shop about Adams's 
condition. 
Adams's husband, Louis Adams, did not want to say much on Monday. 
He said: "I am very unhappy about what had happened. Nothing will bring back my wife and child. 
I am heartbroken." 
Meanwhile, Marlene Marran said on Monday her daughter, Lisa Jansen's baby was stillborn in Dora 
Nginza Hospital after she allegedly gave birth . without any medical assistance. 
Marran said she found it shocking to see how pregnant women had to give birth without any help. 
"It was terrible to see. I ran around in the hospital, looking for a bed for my daughter. The nurses 
ignored me. 
"I was hysterical. I grabbed a doctor by the arm to help me search for a bed." 
Marran said her daughter's baby was dead by the time it was born. 
Dr Ntombi Qungule, medical superintendent of Dora Nginza, said nursing staff never ignored 
patients when they needed help. 
She said: "Everything possible is done for every patient. If patients die, It is definitely not because 
of negligence. II 
She undertook to investigate the two cases . 
DIE BURGER 
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Vandaiisme: Dolfyne se meer met waterballonne bestook 
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[lIRICO CLAASSEN 
- - --
l'OIl'l' 1:1.17.AllIiTH, - ' II Nuwe euwel 
hel ~)' kOI) Vl',rdac h)' l.ht}'wol'l cl h hl! ' 
ult ltl'Meek loe hoos lilu.> ' I{l )'S dolf)110 
In tHe ak\\u riulII llIet wl\(cr gc\"l lhl(' 
ba lllllUlf' ~:ctl'l'I'odsccl' hp!. 
Negatiewe uitwerkine. as diere dit sluk - Baywol'ld se bestuur 'n nelolling sal ull&<,ko ell igeen lIIel IIllh1ting v. ! 
hectenlstleminJ,f Will dlc 1\ 
Voh;en!' me. Nyh'in van Zyl. dlrl?k· 
1\! llr van 1l:lyworld, hel die \'oorvaJ 
skt1in~ nfi U:OO 111;l<lSI;c-vind 100,,10I'wa-
l(>rl ':I 1I01IIIC In II Ie dol(VIlIIlf'Cl' gegoo II s. 
\In n 'JI,yJ 111'1 gcse dOlt Dolly hanr Iwee 
weke OHe I;alne w~gehou het WUI die 
I)lek Wn.11' die hallo)U1e In die Ill~l' gevn l 
het. S~, hel gese (Int OOl1llno vlugtlG 011-
dersoek luge-slel het. maar lalel' teen 'n 
hollcsl>oed weggt'swem het, 
Volgens Van Zyl he t Oomillo na 'n 
1111;I, le nle mel'l' be<ireig gl'vooi dpur die 
Ilalonlle nle, Ole kllrators hct pglel' lalel' 
op hom afgekom W(HU' hy besls wns om 
aan eeu vall die baJonnc Ie kou, 
"Die "orm van \'antinlislllE! is 'n groot 
broil vall komlllel' vi r die beshlUr vall 
Daywol'ld, omdnl die ell ere negatlefhlel" 
dellr gcraak kan word IncHen hulle die 
items sou slllk," hel Van Zyi gese. 
Vol8(> I1S h(HU' is <l It li te duldelik wanr 
d ie boosdocllers die ballolllle lIlel watel' 
gevul het nie. 
"Baywor ld hel ill die sekerheidsmaat· 
skalillye wa! In d ie olllgewing wed ;, ge-
Die Oostellko 1),ovI0510 sa bllnde kliekotsp'ln pak sy ewcknle v" n dlo Grons Satord .. c om 10:30 In tile Dan Qe'le-stadlon, In 
die \,oolwcdslryd speel die Joe Siovo-s kool toen die p,lm{n o Skool EmnfTn l, 'n Opl og van skoolklmJers vnn die lIoerskooi 
",woLi at 601 \'OO t dlo wodstrr d pla39vlnd, tllor slyp Thnndlwo Oosl, die spanbes ltiUlder, o xokwo Xolanl (mlddel) en MiiIlgqln, 
ell Dangela Imllo vir dlo gloot stryd, F(;l c: CHARLES PULLEIl 
'I ; I'" rlr "'Iin"'i .. 
Squires onpeilbaar soos pokerspeler 
IA~"~U.!!!"T 
DUIHI,\N, /\d\', I{es.:r; i(> l\aidu sc, sler 
V,III llie II tofer-kollimissie, hel gister ' II 
1011\ 1(' ('1lI.;Qre, en ' I) gCllaste hCl'llI lIerlng 
:tan ti lE" tlro.lma \'fill BlO£'mfonleLn, \'er-
s lwr hy die il:l.1lVallg van dip \'erwante 
vl'rhool' \,:111 JlUII', &11::1 bh' ShoU, In die 
Duroallse hooggt!l'egsJiof. 
M:lrtr al wat (lie CC\'1'C'(>sdogl'yskol) g~­
S~! het. \\',IS (hI sy \'ersk~'nlng nrunt'lls 
die }o'r,lIum w{\l~nm(itl.l s l:a Il IIY Thlnt 
korl 5(111 wees. Oil was, wmll die aall-
Itln~lc 1~1l 'rhinl is It'rul:&elrl'k, Toe 
1{1}ll tl ie rols!le!r>rs i n dl<! IIl1wl) (lr,:ulla ua 
\'Ole lr~, 
Hegler II illal)' SqUl l'('S is 'n long, ad(>l· 
HI((I , bvknlls askt'lieS(' mun wat in s}' 
I oolmnnl.'1 iels \':'111 di(> kwesbare In l{'l-
lcktu(' le verbclenheiri von die kordi.nanl 
in Leipold! se clr.ull'\ 0i1'1Il'/;s verslnne, 
bN'!d 
Hy 11I'aai sag(>nls geneig Olll sr WOOI'-
dE' In te sInk as (Ill' belangriksledE'el van 
sy sin verily is, !lIM r sy nae sny slIPI 
deur die rcgsp:Hllle se woordr r ke argu, 
menle lIa dle kel'll vall file saak, Hr IlIls· 
IeI' so onpe llb.1!11' soos 'n goolc !lokel" 
sl)('ler en he: die hele ogllend lIrl ecn 
keel' geknik - om Ie wys II), hegr),p 'II 
IlUlIl. 
NOgtUllS Is dlla.r \'i'eds tekens \'till 'n 
onderliggende geesligileld, all 'll \'rallY 
van Slwl k se r-egspnn of die bcskuldlgde 
\'erskooll kan word 1t'I'w),1 c,lv se aan-
soelt om die verl'lgtlnge ui t Ie s:wi voor 
die hofdlt'n, hel Squires gt's€!: "Ja, llIam' 
lIet lot Woensdag!" 
En loe a<1 \-, Gllllerl ~Ial'cils SC mel 
\'erwyslnl: ua die n!e, tt't')I\';oonllgheld 
I'an aeU,pres, J acob Zunm opmerk die 
sank kll! l die 1A.Il<1sregel'lng l1I.ak, hel 
Squh'es cl roogweg laat hoor: "'s dieim· 
plikasiE's vnn etle saak dan soved wyer 
as el le saak?" 
Squires wonl hygeslaan c!elll'twce as· 
seS!;ore: landelros J,t Ja('obsz, 'll afgelre-
de sll'eeklauddl'Qs, en ad\', A. B, MallO' 
med SC, ' II lid van etlt! Durbanse billie, 
,Jacobs, wm a:m Squhoes se reglerknnl 
sil, hel '1\ slerlike, 1:1'}'S Sllor. Hy lulster 
met sy mond clIi~OO I)Cn tol sy pen dem'-
gaans sladig lussen sy " ingers, Hy maa k 
min aanleken inge, 
fll ahomed hel 'n netjiese bokllaarc!. 
Hy sit klcl'lsregop en lIlank hecltyd anll-
lekenill£e, 
Hofsan! A Is die ene donkel' hoUi ell 
uale Dud, Die l'n lgsle \'erslering Is '11 
ronde 1ll\lUl' I!orlosie wat gel1llsloos Ilk 
en 'n Intel' lslesle!. Agler die dde mallne 
op d ie rcgbnnk pryk <lie Oil Sulcl·Aft'l-
kaanse ampswapen as ol\verwngle her-
Innerlng \,all elie OU bedeUug, Ie IIl ldde 
Will 'n hofsallk wnl ongemakllk beslek 
Illoel ojllleem \'o.n die nnwe, 
Harige begin vir eksamen 
",\t\PS1'An,- 'll i\ latriekseun aan die 
Ilot'rskool Brackenfell hler 1\01\ gislN' 
Ci'rs 'n haUl.uu' lin nuder leer(\rrsekS<l-
men hl'l: in skJ yf omdal hy ondet' 'n 
llrot'1J W;iS \'Ia! he:\'ecl is om eel'S hul 
Pretodus het gE'Se tile skool het 'n 
brief V,lll die ondenvysdepartemelll 
gekl'Y wallui clat die skooll'cels stt!f'ds 
tydells d ie matriekekSUlnen g(>lfl. 
Die belrokJ;e Il'('rders is llisll'rOC-
"'P.lI' l\'ilPlIS die skool se algemene 
begin sla'yf. "Ek was verskl'ikllk 
"woad en cl ink ek sou (andel~ills) 
betel' pmlte gt');.l'Y hel." 
H~' beweer ook cia! SCUllS me! bole 
langl'!' hal' ..... 001' tUe hoof gE'siE"n Is, Hy 
hel nie wrwag om 001' tHe kole gehaaJ 
, ' ---- --._ - .... 1_. I ... , lit 
nader en huUe versoek om enigeen wat 
vrecmcie vootwel'pe 001' elie mll l'e gooi, 
vas te hoek," het Van Zyl gt'se, 
Sy het gese dal die l)erSOne anngekla 
kan word van paging tot opsetlikes;luk· 
bcskadigillg, 
BaywO\'ld hel by mOll tie Vflll Vall Zyl 
mense in die omgewing versoek 0111 
SQOrlgelyke \'ool'valle onmiddellik arm 
to llIeld, 
"Die ciolfYllo ill 1'0ri Mil 
bale U3 flail tlio il:u'l_ ('I. 
senes en kindel'S aallm( 
prolllOSielllfllCl'imli IVai j , 
onlvant:, 01) s6 '11 mauler:': 
ll icskac!eanrt (lierccnllll' 
(Ue a1gt>llICf'1l s.11 i>el'(l)d 
lllm'. Pierre \';In 'I'onder, 
rt>kleUl' Vfill Spit!' Suirl ,).: 
restnur,mt II.,:!\, hel, by r 
Vl'ou en baba dood na hul 
sleg in hospitaal behande 
ENRICO CLAASSE14 
PORT ELTZABE'rH, - ' II Gesin Vrul hler 
Is in mil gedompcl undal ' II ilia en haa!' 
ongebore balm \'erlede week in die Dora 
Nglllla-hosllitaaJ hier gester f het. 
Ole oOI'IE'<lenl's was me\', Nkowezi 
Adallls (32) vau die WaJllIer-lo\'nlshi ll ln 
die Baal ell haar ongebor~ dogter, 
Volgens I1l1lr, Oal'e Webber , elennor 
van Cafe C::tI)(>Uinl, waar Adams die uf-
geloJ)& ses jam' gowerk het, hel lIy han!' 
sowal ' II n](land gelede na 'n dokler ge-
neem ollldat s)' ollk br d ie \\'erk Gel'oel 
het. 
Adams wns toe reeds agl mruUltio 
swnnger, 
'n Hal' ts~l' kollega van Adams hel 
glsler aan Dil' Burger verlel \'Ull die 
skokke ndo toesta nci waa l' l ll hulle 
Adams lly cile hospliaal aangelref hel 
loe sy en Ilog 'n 1).'lRl' van haar kol1egas 
haar uesoek het, 
"Nkowezl hel opgekl'lli ln haar bed ge-
Ie I'll kreUII vall d ie llyn, Haa!' arm wns 
\'01 bloed omciat die nnalc! vir binneaal" 
se \'oed ing \'UlII](l .11' arm Josgekolll hel," 
JUH cl le kollega, wn! auonlem wll lll)" ge, 
". Volgens WebbE>I' het sy werknemClt's 
die beslllurdN' vnn die kofficwl.n kl?l on-
mlddeUlk va ll Nkowezi se loeSt8Jld ill 
kellnls gesle\. 
Adams se man, IIl lll', Louis Adams, 
wou glster by uavl'aag n le veel se nie, 
"Ek Is glat! II le gchlltli 
bem' hei nie, Niks sal mJ 
non t('rugul'ing nie_ :\Ir U 
ke," het ' II harlsecr nmr, 
Ill iussen he l IllC\'. :-'1 
glsler \'erlcl \'al1 haar' li 
J ansen, wiese bnhallO( 
Dora Nginz.1,hosll ltaall 
en sondeI' enige 1ll (!(l i c~e 
we IIIOCS skenlc 
Volt:ells Mnrrml was 
skokkcnd omle slen hot 
sondeI' eulge hllill Oil elebo 
moel skenK, 
"Olt was wrskl'iklll: ~ 
skon, Ell hE'! in die hOI, 
hardlooll Oil soek ria '/I b! 
IeI'. Ole verpleegslers h.7_, 
m)' geSlelU' nie, 
"Ek was hlsl9l'les . ':1, 
doklel' a:U1 die <II'm gC;:I1. r 
Ie hell) sock," 
Volgens Mn1'l'an \,:,1, 
baba by gehool'te reedS(; f 
01', Ntombi QlU11:1I1(', 
r1l11end('nl \'an die IJor 
lal.l l, het gesc eli! t.:ebl!\If 
pleemlCrsoneell,as\t'II!!' 
hnUe huJp nodh: hN nil' ( 
"Vir elke IlU sirmt WOld 
ke gedoen. As llasiillllf!$' 
n iewcensllfllalh:heidnll f 
gese, 
Sy hel ondel'lleelll \lrn 
slcl na die !wec V(lOl'\-,lr 
Gesinsmool'd Op Potch J 
twee Baaise kindel'S we;. 
LtEZE DU PREEZ 
POTCHEFS'fRom!. - 1\\'ee melsletj les 
is wecs gelaal naclnt 'n weeonagsersanl, 
vooritecn van die Baal, sy n Oli ell hom· 
setr doodgesklel hel na 'n beweel'de 
woordewlssellng hiI'I' In d ie 1Il1lJtl!re 
woongehled. 
Sefs, Elliol Tanda (40) en mev, Rnlh 
Thuda (38) so Iyl:e Is In 'n kroner In hu l 
huls In Radarlaan gevilld, 
Die tragedle het Vrydag omslreeks 
18:00 gebeur lel'\\'yl klein Nomthnndazo, 
die egp.atll' se tweejal'ige dogtertjie, le en 
slllsP hel. 
Xoliswa, Iml sewejarlge dogtel', hel, 
sk~11baar nog voordat die eersle skoot 
geklall het, nit die IlUis in RndarlaRn ge' 
storm Olll Imll) by btu'e oorksnt die 
slroat Ie soek. 
Volgells me\', Ellze Prelol'ius hel sr 
Xoliswa nRngelref wanr s}' gespook hel 
om die IlIlnhekk ieoop Ie kl'y, 
Sy was erg verbouereerd en het In 
Engels aan Pretol'illS gese: "Kon!, kOlll, 
kom! My lJa gaanm}' ma sk lel." 
Hulle was ska<u'S In die mlddel WUl 
die Slrnat loe Iwee skole geklap hel, Vol-
gens Prctorlus hel Xol 
se sy hel ges ien hMI r 
VIII1l'WIlfl(.'1l in clie h atll.i 
H)' hel ham' ulo b(>w .. ·• 
mel' Ie gOlan, 
Volgells sllili. Lou~ 
woordvoerder , 1ll'1 dl 
waorsk~'1l1ik eers 'W \ 
homself loe om difllf'h ~ 
Is hI die kUI) geskiN. ) 
'l'ancla se pri\'all' \ uu.r 
In S)' hand loe die 11Oli, I) 
naugekotll hot. 
1'antln, 'n lid van: .' 
llIen!. is 5011'11 1 '1\ j~~r ' 
fo;Iiz,.1belh Ill! Pol('h ef~ tl\)' I 
Die Ba;l!sc lI'eerm~~b r 
sldelll bevcslig, Thull", I 
die IO b'llll'se et'ull"i,1 \ 
wt;' rksnuUl_ 
\\'!~;I~grafLlIS s(ll op~ ; 
Sy ma, me\'. \'alm .. · 
hnal' buis in Nell' Hr. 
uelh, gew hafll' l(]ei.ul" 
Ruth Tanda se nU~b 
glsler In polchl'rslrOOl 
die !(l llIlers Ie I!(lfln h~ 
Clifford-verhoor kan vandag beg! 
waarneming in psigiatriese hos~ 
PORT ELIZABETH.- Oleolllsl rffie vet', 
meellcle piramide,ooas ;\ Iallreen Clif-
ford se hofsaak begbl vnndng III die 
B.1111se hooggeregshofllada t '1\ pSigialer 
bevlnd hel sy Is gesklk om wrhoor Ie 
wOlXl, 
Clifford se pslgialer, dr, Petel' eraf, 
fnn'l. hel vroclh' III 'n aallsoek in d ie 
lestorslallcl is g()fd rn 
wonl, 
:\1111'_ i\lll r lusStllnli( , 
nth'okn,,!, hel l:ew fl' 
lIleel' as 700 cetl r (jI~ \\,., 
gelutg. 
Hrwoll eglel' nlk .. :J 
es is l1ie, 
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Mom's horror hospital ordeal 
13/12/200409:39 - (SA) 
Enrico Claassen, Die Burger 
Print 
Port Elizabeth - A woman allegedly had to lie helpless for hours with her dead baby between her 
legs after giving birth without medical assistance despite her desperate cries for help. 
A traumatised Eleanor Fourie from Schauderville said on Sunday a doctor told her on Thursday her 
unborn baby - her first child - was very active. 
She saw the child's heartbeat when the doctor performed an ultrasound scan on her. 
Fourie said she was admitted to Dora Nginza Hospital after getting labour pains. 
"I was moaning in pain for about two hours before I was given painkillers," she said while her 
partner, Clive Kettledas, supported her. 
Fourie said she suddenly heard a tearing sound and realised her water had broken. 
"I kept calling the nurses to come and help me. I could feel the baby coming out. One of the 
nurses shouted at me from wherever she was 'What is it?', Fourie said. 
She said she was lying on her stomach while the child was born. She could feel the baby moving 
after it had been born, "but suddenly, everything became still". 
"I battled to lift myself up. I saw that it was a boy but that he was already dead. I was too afraid 
to look at the child again," Fourie said. 
She claimed she lay on her bloody hospital bed for about five hours before the nurses came to her 
the next morning. 
Fourie said nobody examined her after the birth, and none of the staff members comforted or 
supported her after she had lost her baby. 
"We looked forward to the baby so much. They could have done something to save my child's 
life,lI 
Dr Freddie Rank, chief medical superintendent of Port Elizabeth, said he was unaware of the case. 
He gave his assurance that the matter would be investigated as soon as he had all the facts at 
hand. 
In October, Nkowezi Admas and her unborn baby girl died under similar circumstances in Dora 
Ngiza Hospital. 
At the time, Dr Ntomi Qungule, medial superintendent of the hospital, said nursing staff never 
ignored patients. 
DIE BURGER 
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Drawwer yang haastige baba op sypaadjie 
NORMAN SILKE 
UITENHAGE. - Min strate word vernoem na kin· 
ders, maar as die eer een spesifieke baba te beurt 
behoort te val, is dit beslis die baba wat gister hier 
op 'n sypaadjie gebore is. 
'n Hdogswanger me. Bukelwa Yesi en haar I)laIl 
was omstreeks 07:00 inderhaas van die Mandela 
Village-woonbuurt op pad na die plaaslike provin· 
siale hospitaal toe haar haastige kleinding net 
meer as 1 km van die hospitaal in Ross Gradwell· 
straat besluit het dis tyd om gebore te word. 
Yesi het dadelik op die sypaadjie gaan sit en haar 
man het na die hospitaal gehardloop om hulp te 
ontbied. 
In daardie stadium het me. Margie du Toit, wat 
elke oggend van haar huis in Vanes Estate deur 
Ross Gradwell draf, op die petalje afgekom. 
Volgens Du Toit was dit omstreeks 07:50 toe die 
kreunende Yesi haar oog gevang het. 
"Ek het na haar toe gehardloop en gevra wat fout 
is. Sy het dadelik haar broek afgetrek en toe ek 
kyk, was die baba se koppie reeds besig om uit te 
kom," het Du Toit die toneel beskryi . 
Du Toit het gelukkig handskoene aangehad om 
haar hande teen die koue te beskerm en het net 
betyds gebuk om die seuntjie te yang. 
"·Toe hy uitgekom het, .was hy baie blo;, en ek 
het dadelik die vliesie om 5Y kop afgehaal en hom 
op sy boudjies geslaan. Hy het gelukkig begin huil 
en ek het onmiddellik 'n verbygaande bakkie se 
aandag getrek om ons na die hospitaal te neem." 
Yesi is agterop die bakkie gelaai en Du Toit het 
die baba in 'n ou T:hemp toegedraai en v~~r inge-
klim. By die hospitaal aangekom is Yesi en haar 
nuwe spruit na die kraameenheid geneem. 
U Alles het baie vinnig gebeur en ens het haar 
reeds omstreeks 08:00 by die 'hospitaal gehad," het 
Du Toit gese, wat ook die voorsitter van die plaas· 
like Muirite Striders·hardloopklub is: 
Die rna van twee het gese sy is redelik vertroud 
met babasorg, aangesien sy htilp verleen aan nuwe 
moeders wat sukkel om te borsvoed. 
"Dit was moederlike instink wat my gedryf Iiet 
om die vliesie om die baba se kop te verwyder. Ek 
. wou hom net hoor skreeu." 
. Volgens me. Anna·Marth Goosen, woordvoerder 
van die hospitaal, het Du Toit defmitief die baba 
. se lewe gered. 
Sy het bevestig. moeder en kind is springlewen· 
dig en gesond en behoort vandag ontslaan te word, 
Mes. Margie du Toit en Bukelwa Yesi spog met Yesi 
se babaseuntjie by die provinsiale hospitaal op Ui-
tenhage, Du Ton het Yesi .bygestaan toe die baba 
gister langs die pad gebore is, 
Foto: HElUE COMBRINK 
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Volkswagen: Man val 30 meter na sy doc 
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Jogger delivers baby 
31/05/200608:20 - (SA) 
Norman Silke, Die Burger 
Print 
Uitenhage - Few streets are named after children, but if there ever was one that should have this 
honour, it would be that of a baby born on a pavement in Uitenhage on Tuesday morning. 
A heavily pregnant Bukelwa Yesi and her husband were hurrying from Mandela Village, where they 
live, to the local provincial hospital about 07: 00 when the baby decided to arrive. They were still 
about lkm from the hospital in Ross Gradwell Street. 
Yesi sat down on the pavement while her husband ran to the hospital to get help. 
Margie du TOit, who jogged from her home in Vanes Estate through Ross Gradwell every morning, 
happened to be passing by. 
It was about 07: 50 when a groaning Yesi caught her eye, said Du Toit. 
"I ran to her and asked what was wrong. 
"She Immediately pulled down her pants, and when I had a look, the baby's head was already 
there," 
Du TOit, who was fortunately wearing gloves to protect her hands against the cold, bent down just 
in time to catch the baby boy. 
"He was very blue. I immediately pulled the membrane from his head and patted him on his 
bottom. 
"He immediately started crying, and I flagged down a passing bakkie to take us to the nearest 
hospital," said Du toit. 
Yesi and her new baby were admitted to the maternity ward. 
Du Toit, who has two children of her own, said that she knew how to care for babies, as she'd 
helped new mothers having trouble breastfeeding. 
She said motherly instinct led her to remove the membrane from the baby's head. 
"It was like seeing a child with a plastic bag over its head. 
"I wanted to hear him cry to make sure he was breathing," she said. 
DIE BURGER 
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Ma kryR700 000 na baba verdwyn 
LYNN WILLIAMS 
PORT ELIZABETH. - 'n Lee kissie en die troos van R700 000 is hoe die tragiese verhaal van 'n 
Baaise ma wie se baba in 'n plaaslike hospitaal gesterf het, maar nooit opgespoor kon word nie, hier 
afgesluit is. 
Me. Chrissie Botha (33) het Dinsdag in die hooggeregshof hier geseevier in haar eis teen die minister 
van gesondheid en die superintendent van die Dora Nginza-staatshospitaalml lmar nagmerrie-
ondervinding in die hospitaal. 
Hoewel die hof die verweerders beveel het om die geld bilUle 21 dae aan haar te betaal, sal die jong 
ma nooit weet wat van haar ontslape dag oue babaseuntjie geword of selfs of hy enigsins dood is nie. 
Oomblikke van rou emosie het tydens die verhoor voorgekom toe Botha oor die skokkende gebeure 
voor enm) haar baba se geboorte getuig het. 
Botha se baba het volgens inligting wat deur die hospitaal aan haar verskaf is, gesterf en is later 
weens 'n reuse-flater sonder haar toestemming in 'n massagrafbegrawe. 
Botha het deur middel van haar regsverteenwoordigers, mlll'. Francious Swanepoel en adv. Pieter 
Mouton van GP Van Rhyn Minnaar-prokureurs, 'n eis vanmeer as 'n Rlmiljoen teen die 
verweerders ingestel. 
Die hof het Dinsdag 'n bevel uitgereik wat die departement van gesondheid gelas om binne 21 dae 'n 
bedrag van meer as R570 000 aan Botha uit te betaal. 
Die bedrag is benewens die bedrag van RIOO 000 wat die departement as dee I van 'n interim-
betaling beveel is om te betaal. 
Die verweerders is verder verantwoordelik vir Botha se regskoste en vir die betaling van sekere 
kenners wat tydens die verhoor getuig het. 
Getuienis van hoe Botha en haar familie hul seuntjie se "lyk" in haglike omstandighede moes gaan 
uitken, het ook in die verhoor aan die lig gekom. 
Volgens Botha is lJaar kind eers as vermis aangemeld en het hulle op 'n grootskaalse soektog deur 
die hospitaal gegaan voordat die nuus dat hy dood is, aan haar oorgedra is. 
Sy moes hom hierna by die hospitaal se lykshuis gaan uitken en het getuig hoe sy na talle ander 
dooie babas in 'n oop yskas moes kyk en hoe 'n werker by die lykshuis gedreig het omlmar uit te 
jaag "as sy daar komllllil en aangaan". 
"Die man het 'n dooie kind wat in 'n plastieksak toegebind was, op 'n vullisdrom geplaas en my 
gebied om te kyk of dit my kind was," het Botha in trane getuig. 
Later het die hospitaal haar laat weet dat 'n baba wat deur die staat se begrafnisondel'l1emers in 
Motherwell begrawe is, hare (Botha s'n) was. 
DNS-toetse op die dooie baba het egter bewys dat ook nie die baba haar seuntjie was nie. 
'n Bewoe Botha het gese sy spook nog steeds met tergende vrae, soos of haar kind dalk nog leef en 
of ander mense hom iewers grootmaak. 
"Die hospitaal sal nooit weet watter pyn hul optrede veroorsaak het nie. 
"Daar is 'n leemte in my hart vir my kind wat geld nooit sal kan vul nie." 
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26/07/200609:22 - (SA) 
Lynn Williams, Die Burger 
Port Elizabeth - An empty coffin and the comfort of R700 000 has brought to a sad close the story 
of a Port Elizabeth mother whose baby died in a local hospital, although the body was never 
found. 
Chrissie Botha, 33, savoured a bittersweet victory in the High Court when her claim against the 
minister of health and the superintendent of the Dora Nginsza State Hospital was granted after her 
nightmare experience at the hospital. 
Even though the court ordered the respondents to pay the money to the mother within 21 days, 
the young mother would never know the fate of her day-old baby boy's body, or if he had indeed 
died. Raw emotion was displayed during he hearing when Botha testified about the shocking 
incidents before and after her baby's birth. 
Initially reported missing 
According to information supplied to Botha by the hospital, her baby had died and was buried in a 
mass grave without her consent because of a huge misunderstanding. 
Botha, by means of her legal representatives Francois Swanepoel and Pieter Mouton from GP van 
Rhyn Minnaar Attorneys, sued the respondents for more than R1m. 
The court ordered on Tuesday that the department of health pay the amount of R570 000 to Botha 
within 21 days. 
This amount was in addition to the amount of R100 000 the department had been ordered to pay 
in the interim. The respondents were also liable for paying Botha's legal costs and the 
remuneration of speCialists who testified during the hearing. 
Testimony about how Botha and her family had to identify her son's body in horrible 
circumstances, also came to light during the hearing . 
According to Botha her child was initially reported missing and a large-scale search took place In 
the hospital, before she was informed that he was dead. 
Left with many questions 
She then had to identify him in the hospital's morgue where she had to look at several other dead 
babies in an open fridge. A worker allegedly threatened to chase her away if she "started crying 
and performing". 
"The man put a child, who was in a sealed plastic bag, onto a dustbin and ordered me to look 
whether it was my child," Botha testified in tears. 
Later the hospital informed her that the baby, which had been buried by the state's undertakers in 
Motherwell, had been hers. DNA-tests on the dead baby, however, indicated that this baby was 
also not her son. 
A heartbroken Botha said she was still battling with questions, such as whether her child was still 
alive and was being raised by someone else. 
"The hospital will never know what pain their acts caused. There is a void in my heart that money 
will never be able to fill," she said. 
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Ma se angs nadat 
baba omgeruil is 
"'hi KE CURRI E 
PO ltT EL1ZI\ 8ETH. - Nle net Is cllo orcste \TeSe 
van ' 11 JOlig m il Will hh.'l· bewnal'hC'ld 100 Imm' 
bnbn lIlel ' II a ueler \'1'011 s'n in dIe I)am Nb1JIW' 
hOSIlIl{laJ omgol'ull Is IIle, maal' sy vrees ook 
i1allHiar eerslolln!; 1I1IY·posltief Is nall Rt hanl" 
IWHI I;CbOl'S\'ocll Is d011l: 'n "roll llIot ~nv, 
DIe 18·jnrige me. Llezcl Jacobs WilS cisler ill 
Iralle loe sy die O(r Burger \'erlel het hoe 'II doklN' 
In tlie pedlnll'lese eellheld VlUl tlUl hosI'IIM II l<l{l 1' 
Saterdagoggello die skoklluus meegcd{"el het. 
Volgens die dokter het persolleeJ han I' habadog-
terlj lesenaambandjleomgel'lliJ llIel '1\ amlerhaba 
s'n, wat glo op dleselfde dal: gelJom ls as hll(ll' kind . 
Jacobs hel goso s~' het VI1'dag \'el'lnoo<\ tats Is 
\'erkeerd toe E'e ll van d ie sllsters hrw .' bloed kOl11 
trek he\. "Sy 11'011 II le vir my se hoekom lIie, llIaar 
' II Getlllumatrseeldo 
mo. LiOlel Jncobs (18 ) 
folo: MAIHE CURRIE 
het m y 'II kJOIll l} snllakse 
"me 001' illY bab:t se 
idenliteil go\,I';I." 
Jacobs is loe pel'S die 
Saleniag (leU!' 'n tlokler 
Ingclig 001' dlo hOSllU;,wi 
se "blaps". "Ole dokler 
hel v it' mr gose hulle hel 
lllybabaRaIl ' lI l1 l1del'llI!! 
Cl'geo Olll te bors\'oetl en 
drtl die \'rou vl{;,.'1 hl' l. 
" Hy hel gcso hy hel \'Ir 
my kind ' 11 teenmlddel 
l:t>gee teen d Ie \'I.rIlS, 
IIl1lal' moel ook blood· 
toelse tl OE'n om vns Ie slcl 
of sy lIic dalk vlgs kon gekry het IIle. 
"Hy het ge,se lIy Is bale januncl', 11), Wf'e t ni l:! hoc 
dit kon geoour het IIle." 
J aeobs het Donderdagmol'nkelsersnee dle lcwe 
geskenk nnn hMI' eerstellng. Die w\'C!'kcerde lila" 
het "10 oak Oil die <lag die lewe g('skenk met 'u kel· 
sel'snee_ 
"Dlo dokler was so kwand 001' wn! gobelll' het. 
Hy het vir illY gese elit is nle d ie eel;slc keel' dat 
s6 leIs by Dora gel>eur nle." 
Nada l sy d ie IlIU1S meegerieel ls 001' hanr baba 
Is Jacobs na eell van die isolasie-kamers In clle hos-
Ililnal se kraameenheltl vel's kllif, wal sy llIet net 
cen <l nder ma gedeel hel. 
Sy het gcslleen van dlesusters het Satol'tlngaand 
ILanl' leer kOIll ha ll I en sy het glster gehool' cia! hM.· 
lti<!r "verdwyn" het. Nlemrmd kon sedertdlen vii' 
halil' Sl! waal' ham' leEt l' Is Il te_ 
"Ek het Sondag cell vall clio veL11ieegstcl's br ille 
1lC<llat riese eC'lIheld ge\'r:\ 001' Illy 1>;11>" se toelSlllt-
sla('. Sy hel geose clle ' \' imLigc toets' wat hulle ge-
doen het, hel ge\\1's d[1 ll11), hahn lIegnller Is, maar 
Iwlle wag 1I0g viI' die labolt\torilUlltocls:' 
intLtssen Ie lmar bab.1.doglel'ljle steeds in die 
broeikos in die Dora Nglnza-hosjJltnal se jl('(lIa· 
tr iese oell11oll1, l'Cg langs die baba lIIel wle sy omge-
1'1111 Is. 
Ole baba se IiII\ Is glo nerens Ie \'Inde IIle. 
JarobssosLtstCI', me. HeldiSmith, het hnm'glsler 
bygcstnllll by die hospitaru. 
" 011 Is 001· .... S6 fout ell 110\1 behandel 1\1l1le hall l' 
of sy lets \'erkeerds gedoen het. 
"Wal s taM OilS te doonas hnal' habn wei \'Igs hoi? 
En dll alles 001' dlo hosJlltaal se nalntigheld." 
Dr. Aydin V('hbl, stllJeri.ntendenl \'I\n die Dora 
Nglnza.hosllitalll, hel glst(>!' gese hr Is I>eWtlS \'a ll 
die \,oorval, lIIaa l" kan Cecn kOlllmentaar lowor nlo. 
"Die \'oor\'al Is Vl'yciag onder m)' oalldag ge-
bring, Ons olldel'sook dlt en ok kan !Ilks se \'ool'dal 
ek weel hoe dlt gcbeur hel ule." 
~ l llr. ~ 1 'lUk l s l Ndnm, dlrekleur vall kOllllllun!· 
kasie \':tndieOos-l{aOI)Se dopal' temenl van gesoml-
hold, hel gese h}, weet IIle hoe s6 lets kon gchcul' 
hot nie. 
DID bckendc kabarotsnngor Helena Hettema was dlo nfgolope week htud nan die we,k torwyl sy 
haar IIU WO album stllrolJles In dio Baal opgeneom Ilot , Sy het nte hanr gollouo anllhange1a nrgoskeep 
nlo, on hullo hot dlo gcloonlheld gOhAd om hanr glslor In die Darn-Ioater op dlo planko l ion. Hlo r 
/s sy In Ugte lurm hy twoo dle/O-aanhangOl:ll, foto: EWALD STANOm 
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Baby feci HIY -taintecl milk: News24 : South Afhea: News 
ews2 
iJrt'n lmll) N[~ws . First. 
Baby fed HIV-tainted mi lk 
Maike Cl)I"rie 
Pori Elizabelll - A young moiller's worsl fears 
came true wilen she found that her baby was 
swapped willl anoiller woman's baby al Dora 
Nginza Hospilal. 
Print this article 
Hel<ltcd Linlls 
Burnt·alive mom: Dept blamed 
Teell, unborn baby burn to doath 
13ullror ordeal was not over once lire clrild was found. She learnl tilal11er firsl-born ll1iglrlbe HIV-
positive afler sire was breaslfed by a woman willr HIV. 
Liezel Jacobs, 1 S, cried as slle told 110W a doctor from IIle paeclialric unil allilis 110spilal gave Iler 111(; 
shocl{ing news on Saturday morning. 
Accordirig 10 lire daciaI', slaff had got Iler baby daugllter's name lag mixed up wilhlhal of anoiller 
baby Ihal had been born on Ihe same day. 
Jacobs said slle suspecled somelhing was amiss on Friday wilen one of Ihe nursing sislers look 
blood samples from her. "She didn'l want 10 say WilY slle needed the blood, bul asked me a 101 of 
sirange questions about my baby's identity." 
'What will we do?' 
Jacobs was only informed about the "mistake" by the eloctor on Saturday. "The eloctor told me that 
they had given my baby to another woman to breastfeed, and that woman had Aids." 
"He sa id th ey had given my child an antiviral drug, but also hael to do blood tests to determine 
whether she hael contracted Aids." 
"He said he was very sorry, he didn't know how it could have happened." Jacobs gave birll1 by 
Caesarean section on Thursday . The "wrong mother" also gave birth by Caesarean on the sarne 
day. 
"The doctor was very angry about what had happened. He tolelme it was not Ihe first time such a 
IIling hadl18ppened at the Dora either." 
Mler beiilg informed about her baby, Jacobs was moved to a private ward, which she shares with 
only one olller moll1er. 
She saiel one of IIle nursing sisters fetcl1ed her file on Saturday evening. She found out on Sunday 
tl1at the file had disappeared, and nobody had since been able to tell her what had happened to the 
ole. 
"I asked one of IIle nurses at the paediatric unit about my baby's test results on Sunday. She saiel a 
. 'qui ck test' indicateel Ihat my baby tested negative, but that tl1ey were still wailing for the laboratory 
lest." 
Meanwhile her daughter was still in the incubator in the Dora Nginza paediatric unit, right next 10 tile 
baby she hael Ileen swapped with. This iJaby's mother suiJsequently went missing. 
Page i 01'2 
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Baby feef T-lIV-taintecil11ilk: News24: South Africa: News 
Jacobs's sister, Heidi Smith , supported Iler at tile hospital on Sunday. 
"It was Dora's mistake and now they are treating her as if she had done something wrong . What will 
we do if Iler baby has Aids? All because the hospital was negligent?" 
Dr Aydin Vehbi, superintendent at the hospital, said on Sunday he was aware of the incident, but 
didn't want to comment. 
"Tile incident was brought to my attention on Friday. We are investigating and I cannot say anything 
before I know how it had happened." 
Mzul<isi Ndara, communications director for tile Eastern Cape health department, said he also didn't 
1m ow I,OW it was possible that something like tI,is could happen, 
~ Die Burger 
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Die Bok·sege van 21-20 001' die AU 
Ulacks hel glo die otl(I·Bok Joost nm dOt' 
Westhuizen, deesdae ' 1\ SI1p(lrSpoI1·mm· 
bled er. s6 oorstC'i ll wm \'reug:de gc)aal 
ria l hr tile VL'yheidsbel(el" verkmm:tellk 
atm Su id·Mrll;a ool'hnndlg hel. 
, 1100\'.'('1 die Bokke Oil IhlSle nllll \1: non 
die wenkunl wns , is die All Blacks die 
wcnnel'S \"an die Vryheldsi>ekel'. 
Mam' !'('rder dat koning Lel'UO Molot-
lCl; i VIUI Bruokcng opdra~ gegee Is 0111 
die beker Mil Richie McCaw, nank en 
All Black·kaptein, Ie ool'handlg, Is dll 
vCl'kecrdellk nan J ohn Sill II . d [e Bok·im· 
kor en kaillcln, g~ee. 
"SA Rugby het oilllliddelllk die All 
Blacks om \'t1l"skolling gonu, wal liuUe 
dadclik (on In lli e gees \'all dlo omstan-
dlghede)anll"mu' hel," hoi Ra}'nan Adri· 
a rlll$C, m edla skakelbcampte \,all SA 
Rl11;by, ges~ , 
"SI111Cl'Sporl hcl ons (SA Rugby) ook 
om \'cl's ko ning i:C\' t1I \' 11' tlie l:llps en die 
hekel' Is oombllkkc Il;'i die sere m ollie 
deur d ie kOlling llRn i\lcCaw 001'11(111' 
d tg," het Adrlalluse gesc, 
"DIe snnk Is dadellk I'eggeslei nog 
\'oordll t die Ali Blacks l1a die kleedkn· 
m er toe Is , Joos t het pel' abuls d ie bekel' 
nan J ohn Sm H oor itandlg o lllda t II)' gc· 
dink het d ie bekel' wo rd a a n (lie wt> nllCI' 
vnn die wedstryd gegee. 
" Die tll'!e loel50 leen d ie An Blacks 
was om die Vl'y he idsbcke l', Niml&c' 
la nd hel dlt n ntuurllk reeds \'ool""'erl('de 
week \'eI'OWOI' toe hli lle die Uokke In 
Pre toria gek lop hel," hel Adrimlllsc 
ges e, SA Rugby hel beslllH omel le beke l' 
eel's nan d ie elude \'<In d ie Uric wl'Il· 
s tryde lla n tile wenllcr Ie oor lmndlg. 
Jong moeder: Sy mag nie haar kind sien 
ane oor ba 
MIV-positi?we ma se nou 
meisie behoort aan haar 
HOHMAN 51lKE 
PORT ELI ZABETH. - Die MIV-positlcwe 
\ .. '011 Will 'II nudcr ''''Oil Sf! bnha gebors· 
voed hel lIadnt die bnlms Ol\lgCl'IIU is, 
nwak 1:10 nOli anllspl'uHk d URl'op dnl s)' 
die kllIIl s e IIIR Is, 
Volgt'ns me. Llel c l J acobs (18 ), wat Don· 
d l' rdat: in die Dora Ngill'W·hospilaal die 
lewe geske llk he t Rlln ' n gesonde babadog-
lertjie. hel '1\ /lokter Sa terdag <laJliwar ges~ 
die t'\a(l ltlba ndjle \'!lIl hanr eers leling Is 
1U00ntJlk otngcrul] mel 'JI (ll1tlcl' habit 5 '11 . 
Ole bab.1 Is tlnarna per ongehlk d eur d ie 
\'i~rket'nle n Oli cehors\'oed, e n J (lcobs 
vrees d nt hMl' habn moonlilk die l\U-... lrus 
ollged oen h CI. 
Dr. LulmlllJo J a m,Jllm, ullvOC J'l!ndo hoof 
\'<111 die Po ri E:llzabclh.hosplla<llkoltlpieks, 
het gis ler s teeds gese hy wtlg Oil '11 \'ollcdlge 
\'crs i<llt 001' die aang\1\Pf' llthf' ici \'ooro(lt h )' 
nolo: elill.CC kulllllll'lItlla l' s,a l lew.;l r. Die. \'er-
s iag :;;11 sa nmges tel en \' oorgel~ \\'o rd deur 
die hosjJilon I se m edlesc SI1 pe r ill le nden l, dr, 
Aydin Veh bt. 
Die BllrgN' he t Jacohs se s llsl('r, m e. He idi 
Smith, ell hoar Itillte en welligc \'oog, II1C\', 
J e<l llll ic JIlSS, g isler nil. die hospllaal \'erge-
sel. 
'n Betraa nde J <loobs hel ges i' vcrplceg· 
Siers wll linal' nle toclan t 0111 In dlc kraOlll' 
s.1allln hanr hnba Ie kyk II le. 
"Hulle se e k moet nle 'n noue b(lnd llIel 
my ball.1 Ollboll nlc. wnnl s)' Is klnnr demo 
die <Imler \'1'011 !;t!I'ol'(1 en Is dus reed s nader 
ami haal'." 
Kol1 dalll'J1!1 hel Jass tlie snai ingeganll, 
waar sy tl<1aroll'aiIl1gedl'illg hel 0 111 die b(lba 
te s ien. 
Volge ns haal' hel J acobs sa bah.1 s teeds ' 11 
a rmb..1mij le m e t die 3udl'l' \'rOil sc n,1llUi 
(l01l1'011 om hnnr ,\lill ged.tu , 
J <lcobs hel gese S)' he t ham' baba III dlc 
te<l tcl' geslen kart IIlIdal s y lIIPt 'n Iw lsPt" 
s lice In d ie lewe gcbl'ing is, ell :;)' wt>G1 hoe 
dlc kilili I)'k. 
"Die kind Is b:1le lig \'11 11 k leur, ICl'w )'1 d ie 
(lIldcr b:lba, wnt In (' i esp!fd~ s.1nl ll:, S\\ J t I 
Is," 
Volge l1s Smith hot tli&:WllV.Ull:lik{· M IV 
toelse getoon da l een b.1ha I1l'gall"f ell die 
rlIIdel' I}()Slllcf Is, 
"Dle d okle rhel (' I'kon hrwt'{'1 tli t'('c il Iml 
negallef geloots is, I ~ m)' sllsle r ~'n , JIlIiM 
het gese 1I0g bloedloob e 1llt)('1 I:t ({CI'n 
word," hOI Smith \'orduitlclik 
J(lcobs bewl'!e r die MIV' I}()sitlcwc \'1',,11 
lI1aak lIa nspraak 0 11 h llHl' haha e n he t glo 'n 
tweede m enlng a<lng~\, I"l 001'11\1, k ind SOOll· 
crskllll, 
Die fa mllle \'Oc r nan die hllba se blOt"!. ('1'1 
ook did \'<III tile Iwee \ ... OUI:", s.11 \' Il tlliag lIa 
Preloria IlcsluuJ' sal word vir 1l 0~ 'n !\IIV· 
ell DNS·toolsl'. 
Volgens J ass Stl \ d Ie III t'lllle eer:s onr 111'11 1 
dao be5kikb.1111 we.'s, AUwi lHoc<h}l':> t'll hilI 
babas sal lot Iyd on wyl in d it' hUSll1 trml 
111001 I'crtoc[ 
'n Ol1\'orw(lgse hcltJcnlie hand is r: lslC' 1' 
kort \'001' die e inde \'<1 11 hesOE'ktyd na die I;t· 
milie ultgcstl'ck , 100 '1\ ba n nh:u tlgt' $.lI,J"\ 
I'lIaan me l rcgs .... l(lvics by J noobs Sc :tal hi 
gcs l<lll het. 
MIlI', I{Uanll Krugc\,. 't111Iokurc u r \'aJl lll (> 
fll'lI111 Llllilk & Boo)'sclI III PI \! lorj,l , hut u <\ 
(Ilc Danl ge \'Ucg 0 111 aan J Acobs gl ;ttl" regs· 
\'eI1C(!llwoordlg lng Ie biNI lndlCIi ~r ' 11 !lIs 
teen die hosilitani sou wou Inslf'l. 
Mill', Phillip l\lokoona, Oos· I<(Ulp~1l 
\\'oordvOOl'del' Will d lc ' rAC, Jlllt g('~1> die 
\'oorm\ hel h OI1l Nl: gcskok I'll (bl el il' I, f\\'(' 
s lghcld WUl '11 VCI'aJI!\\'OOI d .. llkh1'1!\'lin ou-
de r gesondJte idswerk('l'S Sf \'1' 1';;1,11111 II:! 
bo \\'e gaan. 
Volgeus MokoollLl tilU"nlt d ie J)rohlet'llJ till 
'n 001'\'1000 Will paslcnlo fin 'n l('k0l1 (l1l .1 
lI\ediese j)(!.rsoncel. 
Mo, Uozel Ja cobs en haar rcgsvcltcenwoordlger, mnl, Ruann KIUgSl I, gill ie r by dlo lJ'om 
rlgJnza.Jtosplloat. Foto: EWAllJ STAHOER 
/ 
Lnparke soek vragskip wat pikkewyne besoedel het 
iAS~RMAK[H 
F. r ll , Die 51 Olll'l lC· 
\\')'I1t' Wil t \'('t'I('(l(' wc('k 
1I:ll1d "n Bh.l·c i1aml Ge-
j\l'I\'k('nl llg\',111 'n \'rag· 
1 ..... 11 Ilc{If' IJ .:' ;{1ellk o lie 
~I I hp!. 
hullt' nlit'molls lers \ 'Ml 
~t' lUX'JIl, het mill'. C \1)' 
t'n lor ~eks ! e- bow:wrll cr 
ollf,lnllmrk, !:l'se, o nd('r 
Gsjurl <;f li kslc die twe(! oi· 
A!l ' n \'e rda gte \' l<Igsklp ollgem crk 
word, 5a ll1l0l1slel'5 \'<111 s y oHo gOl1e€"llI 
ell \' c rgcl~'k word mel lli6 \\'01 Oil dic plk' 
ke wyno WIIS. 
Pm.tdyachce het gesc 11 16 SjlCSlfleKC 
\'Tag!lkip hcl Ii le ons tui11lige S{'ecn s terk 
wlndc uilgehu ll 0 111 S)' e njlnKU11lCrS \';111 
olle SIIOOIi Ie spool, omdal lilt \'lImlg \'tl ll 
d ie s kill son wegs llOCl, wn t II·cls loel).1s· 
se l'S se \'cl'volglngslaak ultcr'1Rrcl moel· 
likel' SOli I1IM k. 
Builclandse \' rags kepe wat \ 'nll "L1S' 
ligo" olie In d ie dlepsec onlslae l'aak, Is 
\'olgens Pttddyachec gerceld ' 1\ pro-
hleem. 
Dnru'OtIl is die boe te wal orlgeiC knn 
word ann ool1red ers R200 000 of scs 
IlHUlude Iro nkst,m 
Ge\'olglik raak d ie oortreders \'crstg· 
tiger, soos \'",rlcd e week se \'ool'vnl be-
wys. 
Die trngiese "'illl dle ool'(l'edlng Is dal 
nic.Ul I1 Il1I we t'kllk wC<!t hoo\'ccl m oor 
oliebcsmeerde plkkewy ue 01) SI. Cro ix-
c llmn l ls IIle, omdnt dl6 ro lsl1£ tige tel" 
mill feitllk o nbeCltIlub.1111' Is. 
"Sewe Ill kke\\') .. le kon dam' ge\'ttllg 
word, Ulna l' dila\, kOll nmkllk 20 of selfs 
m eer gewees hel:' hel Ill£', 'I'l1Idi Malan 
\'<1 u d ie IlUll'lene rehabUltns legrocl1 AJu-
ll.11\IS gese. 
Dlmr is mill hoop dnt cen vnn die 16 
org \'N'Swa klc plkkewyne, wnt na Aju. 
lJ.'Ihls s e rcliabilila slescnt r l1l11 op Kanl) 
SI. Frnllc ls geneelU Is, sui ool'iec[ 
"Hy Is Ile l 10 erg gedehidrcol', ek wC<!1 
nlc of s )' organe dlt gM Il hall n ie," het 
M<l lall gcse. 
As Il lkkcwyne \'01 olle raak, Is dll so 
goed hulle garul 0(1 'II gedwollge eetsln-
klug. 
Die olle Inal (lie Illkkew~11e hui w<lter-
dlgtheld \'erlool', en ge\'olglik hi), hullc 
ttl! die wnler en \'CI' \'<11\ hul ko~ Hf, \'er· 
dui rlellk I1IC\' , Tl-um iC ViJj lX'lI va n d ie 
Jelfreys hll<l I'll lkkewrnre ha hillla sle-
gl'OC jl. wal S.l ;1l11 m el S::ul l!;lrke, die lug, 
11I<1g en 83),\\'0I'ld by d ie reddi llg he-
Irokke was, 
Allesame 35 va n d ie s terke t' Iltkke-
wyne Is nad le s l lgIl lIg \'il'dlebewa l' ln!: 
\'an kus \'o(l ls (S:m cob) gt!vl i('g, l' llla t' tli t'l 
wat die \'iug n le SOli oorleef n le, Is 11,1 
Ajuba tus gesluuJ' 0 111 ,1;Ul te sterk \'out'· 
datdll gew(lllg ka ll \\'ordolll dieoHc \'ail 
hulle <If Ie W<lS, h !!1 VUjOOIl gest!. 
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Babamoles in Baai: Moeders herenig met hul kinders 
N6gtoetse 
moetvir MIV 
gedoenword 
~AN$;'l.!(.E 
PORT ELIZABETH. - Die bospitaal 
wat gIo daarvoor verantwoordelik is 
dat 'n pasgebore baba verkeerdelik 
deur 'n wou metdic l\U·virus ;:ebors-
voed is, het uiteindelik die moeders 
met hul ret:te babas herenig_ 
Me. Liezel J acobs(18) het baar doster-
tiie vir die eerste keer in vyfdae in hlru-
arms schou, haar ciadelik'n n.aamgegee 
en haar ciadelik begin oorsvoed. 
MEkissO bly dat ek my kind by myhet 
en h..,ar uiteindclik kan huis toe vat. Dit 
maak nie saak of sy MIV-positief is of 
rue:' het 'n verheus<!.e Jacobs gebuil. 
Die voorval het Donderd;:JJ; pmsge-
vind toe Jacobs en 'n onbekende swart 
vrou op dieselfde dag in die Dora 
Nbinz3-hospib:l.l die lewe gcskenk het 
aan dogtert;iies. 
Volgens Jacobs het 'n dokter ba.ar die 
Sa.terdag mecgedeel ct.,t haar baba, wie 
se Mam nou Tamia is. per ongeluk deur 
die ander ¥tOU. glo'n MIV-lyer, gebo,rs-
voed is. 
Intussen m;tak die ander vrou ook Sio 
a..'UlSpraak op die baba wat Jacobs be-
skou ::IS hare. 
MOns is nou 99.99% se,ker watter baba 
rum wo.tter rna behoort. ma.."U' ons bet 
nogbJoed by ::tJ.die partye getrek en we;· 
gestuur vir DNS-toetse, net om seker te 
tn.,a};, •• , hetdr, Aydin Vebbi. mediese suo 
perlntendent van die hospit3.:l.l. :;ister 
bevestlg, 
Volsens Vehbihet basiese bloedtoetse 
en <Ue vergclyking van die twee "TOue 
se tyd in die teater bykmls die kwessie 
van moedcrsk3p opgekh:tr, 
"Nog 'n socle tekcn is dat die b.,ba net 
cen keer binne die eerste 24 uur van 
haargcboorte gcborsvoed is." het Vehbi 
bevestig. 
Volgens hOlD bet die baba moontlik 
net kolostrum (biesmelk) ingekry. nit is 
'n wateri,g:e melkoiskeiding watvrqes in 
sW::lll£erskap begin eo binne die eerste 
pa:u-d.."'Ie na geboorte nog afgeskei word. 
Hy het verduidelik die kolostrum het 
minder van die ma se teenJ..4;gaampies 
as sewone moedersmelk. 
Ofskoon Vehbi nie veel wou se oordie 
ondersoek wat die hospiCl.a1 ~ doen 
'n Emoslonolo mo. Uo::cl Jacobs 1$ gistor borenlt: mot ha3r b:'Ilx:I, wat sy Tamla Sodoop hot. 
nie, het hy wei sese '0 probleem met die 
moed.ers se medicse leers is moontlik 
dle rede vir die omru.i.ling v:m die bab~. 
As d.."\3.l' be\'iJld sou word dat 'n ver-
pleegster verantwoordelik was vir die 
omrui.l.ing. sal die saak na die Suid·Afri-
k:t::mse Vcrplee;stersraad verwys word. 
Indien dic ondersoek toon d:lt 'n dok-
ter rulatigwas. s.al by ofsy voor die Me· 
diese Verenigins v:m $uid-Afrika vcr-
antwoording meet doen. . 
Mnr. RuannKru.ger. 'nprokureurvan 
die firma Ludik: & Booysen in Pretoria. 
v.-at a:lnE;ebied het om Jacobs I::I"3tis te 
verteenwoordlg in -n eis teen die hospi-
taal. het gister Sese die grootte van die 
cis sal bc~ word deur verdere MIV· 
toetse op Tarnia. 
Die voorlopii;e toetse toen dat sy nega-
tiefts, maar sy saloordie volgende paar 
mo.::mde verskeie kerc setoets moet 
word. om seker te tn.:l3k. 
lntussen het me. NoIlJ.S.:l Jajula, LUR 
vir sesondheid. gister by die hosp1taal 
besoek afgele om die vorderint;: met die 
opening \'3.D ·n nuwe brandcenhcid in 
die hospitml te beststl.g. 
Foto: CHARLES PUU£N 
~Ek bet die ;eval van die omgeruilde 
babas onder haar aandag sebring: en sy 
het sese 'n deeglike ondersoek meet ge-
doen word:' het dr, Lulamile Jam..Jam. 
uitveerende hoofv:lD die Port Eliz:lbeth-
bospita:llkompleks. Se~. 
MSy het my gevr:l om haar op die 
hoogte te hou van die vordc:'ing met die 
ondersoek." 
Saagmeul-boelie kry pak YOOr tjommies .------------_.--- ... __ . -Polisie krap kop oor twee lyke M~~J.SM..L~_At!EIJ makkers opgeruk het na Botha se huis. 
" 1IA""" ... ,,_ h .. I,.\t;_ on t"ut .... ,:i",rv."; ,,]_ 
-::I "C:"""Itr. .. - ~ .1 
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Mo, L1elol Jacobs (18) en hOllI babadogtertJlo, lamIa, w.,t '11 blelJle mcot as 'n mlllln,d oud Is . hot gls lor doodgolul(klg golyk In hul luJls In Detholsdolp. l nmla Is 
kort nl\ hllll r geboorte In dlo DOla Nglnza·hospltnal omgorull on dout '" MIV·I,os ltlowo wou goborsyood, Tarnla so MIV-stll ius Is nog lite bokcnd n\o, maar \ crdor 
Is 5)' pordlrls en gosond, l oos yollcdlgo borlg op bt. 6. . foto: CIIJ\RlES PULlDI 
Weerkantoor maan Oar 'swaar reen en sneeu 
mSlih,A ABOAHMIS 
PORT ELIZABE1'H . - DleOos·Kaall hou 
vandne wMr aselll 01) vir IlIOQllUlke 
vloede lIadal tlie weerkantoor gewaar-
sku het 001' swaar neerslae e ll Slleeu , 
Dit kom IIndnl rei!n Sondag weens 'II 
iW11(Hh))l1 lilt d ie wcs te 001' g1'oot dt'le 
ViHl die IlI"0\'\ns1e ~glnllitsak en glslel' 
\'OOrlgeduur he t. 
Ole sOlllerklere moe! volgens die 
weel'JIl'Ofele Donderdas weel" u!lgelHl.:11 
word. B10ed lge warm weer - wnt k:1n lei 
lot wegllOl,veldbnUlde - word vir V11·' 
dag voorspel. 
Mnr. Eve.rl Scholtz, metcoroloog van 
die nas lonaie weerkan loor ill Pre lor ia. 
\tot !;Is!er sewnarsku tint swaru' r~n. ell 
s lIeen valldag III (lie Oos·Kaap venmg 
word. 
Gisler se ua l, koue en willde,' lge loe· 
sl:mdcsnl lI:1dle biullelalld vel'spl'ei met 
Sll t'el\ a ll die hoogge[c~ lloordoosle\lke 
geblede vallaand en more-oggend. 
SWaar neers lae &'II 11 <1. wrwagtl ng 
\':Uldng voorldllur aan die SlIi(!· en stlid· 
ooskus en in 'l'muske!. Bitter k01\ 1."! weer 
,. · .... ·,11" I I; " ''In .. ,, l nni! \'Pr\V:l{! lIItl! mak. 
Kapt. John [<'oula\}. Oos·J{.a:ljlSQ poll· 
sleramp!.*sluurtlel·, hel glslor ge!>\\ dul· 
keTs en nooddlcnswerkors· ls s teeds in 
Tmllskel beslg mel reddlngswt'rk lUi 
\'OI"JOOo w~k se ,'Ioed<!. 
"Ons Is s le('ds goreed en hou d ie weer 
1I0ukeur!g dOll." 
Nadal gem gle die ramie gNloel1 he l 
dat hulse In Ams terdamhock in dle Baai 
weens vloedwalers ult die 001'511'0-
mende Groendllldalll onlrllim 11I0es 
word, het (lie Nelson r.lfUlurlaba:1l·me-
Iro by monde van 1I11i\". \..() Ilr~ns Schoe-
111:111 inwOllers gt'l"lIsg('sleJ d:1 t daar teen 
glslennlddng geen rt'de 101 J)aniek was 
Ille. 
Hy het vcrwys 11 :1 verallanggelce gt"!. 
blede langs 1'1\'lel"~ wal demo d ie on· ' 
bngse vloede onder walel' I5claal Is. 
Volgim s Schoeman 001"51rool\l die 
dam J'ffils ~Iorl die vlDe( \e a ll 2 Allgus· 
h iS sy walle. "Ole lIlunlslp:ue r:nnJ)bc-
s luul"span hOll die s[ tllasle lloulieu.\"[g 
dOll en wnarskuw lngs sal dem' III lddcl 
\':111 d ie media bekeud gcmaak word." 
Salla !.*rig swam· I~n het die :Irge-
101le week 'n skool op Ngqelcn\ lml le 
MlIlRthn verwoes. Leerilngc V;ln (\laJu· 
skok olll le s l(, 11 hoe slegs '11 hool) klilll}C 
gele hel WMlrdie iallu('lIke skooltj lp n O'.,; 
\"Cordie \·akilnsie geslnan hel. Dleselfde 
101 hel 'Jl autiel' l::II1r\ellke skool, \I ie Ju· 
nlor SekolHtcre :)kool ~ I\'Ho in dil! ZI\\· 
tlUneni·lledcrselllug, Ie bem'l ge\'al toe 
dlt ook 11:1 swnn!' roPell I.lIll1ek;la rgetul. 
lIIel het . 
Tlslla Sleyn b(> rig e lell iliU·S V(I\\ hll ise 
te('lI slell he.llings 01' WUdcrnls wal killl 
Illeegeeasdlt baieN:~II, is ciSll"rgew:wr' 
sku am RCI'CCd Ie \',"ees Olll Ie onl1"l\ll1l. 
"Andl'!'s l1S lw d Ie Dolph In's POi \ll ·g:l~. 
lehu ls bugs die N2 ill l{naimnllsjJ,'\S 
\\·OOll hie r mense w:l1 hu llewe k:lIl vel"' 
loo\" (IS ' " sro)ud \'t!l"<!k u iw i 11.1: pbflsv IlId,·' 
he l IWU'. }O'r:eddh.: lIelmitl!:, ra:ldg\.. . 
wende Illgeuiou\" van E!Plllcnl ITS, wal 
betl'Okke is by llioherslel Va.)1 llie:-J2, t:ls· 
tel" ges(:, 
Die N2 by I)olllhin's Point het SOI'.I1 \ 
' II IIlruu ul sol('-(Ie Si'kraak ell IllhISSI.'1I 
ruete rs II[ rp we~a;~S:lk. J) i(' l)('rg.iw lIg 
WfttlfOJ) liie Dolphin's 1'0int· t:,% lel1H l ~ 
scire is, s lmir in 'n t"mll(\ WII\ sown! 
,lmlll IIC!' UIII· SI,:ClIV;t:1I1s. 
"Ek hel \TOPS \'llI\oggcnd (I'is 
sCJIIll die EflerHlIlulis ipt<litei 
slrofe. Eden en die GPOt ;;,. JJluni~JI"tl l · 
te lt lIIoel 'n hle ljle dll ,ll"O}l roku~rn trJ1111 
\\'akker s taan, \'eral :lS 1111 h,Jp 1' ..... ,,11.-
hel hy gewfI:lI's ku. 
Volgens die wpers l[lsie Ity (/1(" 6 <'011;: > 
lushrnvc is dan\,·n 80" ·kMIS OI' n "'1(Xlr 
dIe '·olgend J.\ 1\\'('(' lhw. 
Volgens lIennlng hH Im:;:nku~ \~ ," 
hellkoplervlu1:li! bokunr dk ;..~/. III dk" 
Kaa lnr:lnsl"ll.lsulIflemlO(>IIIII.>1 (1m ;."":oJ'" 
s ia ltsecrde folo's Ie 1I J.1>1IJ, I"l'n.~t'!' i 
bled e geYd~n l lfi~'r \\ .1'1 r!W1l' I;f{lildl .' 
s.1kkings of ·wr~kuilllll~\ ".m III 
\' lnl1, Oil .... 11 5UII".11 ·lI ln.nlld III 
inl i&l ins \\':11 \lit ,If,· iolo'" I· 
\·el'\rerl\. 
\'olgens !lUtL /.it·l lla 
tile Io;dell-r.1mpl~lu 
dia IC£'I" Will 111('. ' 
dcrtl\s. 01(0 ~I 
dal diC'hrl 
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The right to safety 
Accidents and negligence kill more 
children worldwide than any disease -
and SA has one of the worst records. 
SA's first site to reach 1.25 million local users 
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South Africa: News 
HIV feeding: 2 staff in trouble 
02/10/200623:07 - (SA) 
Norman Silke, Die Burger 
Port Elizabeth - Two employees of the Dora Nginza Hospital 
here are in hot water after a mother's newborn baby was given 
to an HIV-positive woman to breastfeed. 
The incident happened on August 31 after Tamia, the baby 
daughter of Liezel Jacobs, 18, was born in the hospital and 
inadvertently given to an unknown woman to feed. 
The woman, also had given birth that day to a baby girl. 
Later, it was found that the unknown woman was HIV-positive. 
An internal Investigation, led by hospital superintendent Dr 
Aydin Vehbi, was launched after the incident. 
Test result still not known 
The executive officer of the Port Elizabeth hospital complex, Dr 
Lulamile JamJam, said : "Two staff were pOinted out as ones 
who might have acted negligently and they will have to face a 
disciplinary hearing ." 
Meanwhile, Jacobs has complained because the result of the 
HIV blood tests done before she and Tamia were discharged 
early In September Is still not known . 
A doctor apparently had said the results would be available 10 
days later. 
Vehbi said that because there should be a six-month window 
period allowed for the HIV to manifest itself, the test results will 
not be completely conclusive. 
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Twee uitgewys vir tugverhore na babas geruil 
word 
norman silke 
PORT ELIZABETH. - Twee werknemers van die Dora Nginza-hospitaal hier is in die moeilikheid 
Ill'! 'n ma se pasgebore baba aan 'n MIV-positiewe vrou gegee is om te borsvoed. 
Die voorval het op 31 Augustus plaasgevind toe me. Liezel Jacobs (IS) se dogtertjie, Tamia, in die 
hospitaal gebore is, en per abuis aan 'n onbekende vrou, wat op dieselfde dag ook aan 'n dogtertjie 
die lewe geskel1ic het, gegee is om te voed. 
Daar is later vasgestel dat die onbekende vrou MIV het. 
'n Interne ondersoek, gelei deur dl'. Aydin Vehbi, superintendent van die hospitaal, het]H'! die 
voorval gevolg. 
' n Verslag is saamgestel en oorhandig aan die uitvoerende beampte van die Port Elizabeth-
hospitaalkompleks, dl'. Lulamile JamJam, om te besluit 001' verdere optrede. 
"Twee personeellede is uitgewys as beamptes wat moontlik nalatig opgetree het en verantwoording 
salmoet doen tydens 'n tugverhoor," het JamJam gese. 
Hy het verduidelik dat iemand reeds aangestel is om op te tree as voorsittende beampte, maar dat 'n 
datum vir die verhoor nog nie bevestig kon word nie. 
Volgens Jacobs is haar eie en Tamia se bloed getrek kort voor hul ontslag vroeg in September en 
weggestuur vir MIV Ivigs-toetse. 
"Die dokter het gese dat die uitslae tien dae later beskikbaar sou wees, maar ek het nog steeds niks 
gehoor nie," het sy haar ongelukkigheid uitgespreek. 
As gevolg van die vensterperiode van ses maande vir die MI-virus sal die uitslae van die toets egter 
nog nie heeltemal bevestigend wees nie, het Vehbi gister aan Die Burger gese. 
Mnr. Mzukisi Ndara, woordvoerder van die Oos-Kaapse departement van gesondheid, het gese dat 
daar moontlik nalatigheid aan die kant van hospitaalpersoneel was en dat 'n tugverhoor sal volg. 
Hy het ook die LUR van gesondheid, me. NOl11Sa Jajula, se misnoee uitgespreek met feit dat Jacobs 
nie olill1iddellik na afloop van die voorval berading van die hospitaal ontvang het nie. 
Vehbi het egter verduidelik dat sy wei voor haar ontslag berading ontvang het, maar hy kon nie 
bevestig of sy teruggekeer het na die hospitaal vir opvolgsessies nie. 
'Twee maatskaplike werkers het my kom besoek, maar hulle het nie berading gegee nie. 
"Hulle het gese dat ek nie moeilikheid moet veroorsaak met prokureurs en hofsake nie, maar eerder 
bly moet wees dat ek my kind teruggekry het," het Jacobs beweel'. 
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Siekdiens 
D1T is ongelul,kigso <inl sekerc Will OilS land se slnnts-
hospitale sinoniem geward h(!llllct swnk diens,naIa-
tigheid en swak bestuur. DH is 001' die hospitale se 
skrlkwekkende rckords vall onproressioneie d lens en 
naialiglield dat die media dlkwels bol'lg. 
Tn dlejongste voon'al vall onnauvuarbal'e <lIens by 
die Dora Nginln-slaatshospilaai ill Port Elizabeth,ls 
die ergsle \frees vlIn 'n jang mo., me. TAczel Jacobs (18) 
bewnarheid toe lmar haba deur hospitaalpersoneel 
omgeruU is lIlet di~ van 'n Io.IIV-posltlewc lIloedel' en 
toe deur die moeder geborsvoed is. 
Hierdie hos ltaal hel nJ vCl's keie kCl'e lan<hvyd die 
lHHlS gehaailllet bel'igte oor swak diens. So onlangs 
soos 'n maan<l gelc<ic het die Port Elizabeth hoogge-
l'egshof'njong ma skadevergocding van R700 000 toe· 
gestaatl lIadal haar pasgebore balla in die hosptnai 
geslerfhet, mnar die lykle nooH opgcspoor kon word 
IIle. Skokl,ende gelulenls 001' die onprofcsslonele op-
trede van hospltaalpe rsoncel asook die hnglike om-
stnndighede waarondel' lyke in die hosllitaal se Iyks· 
huls lJanleer word, Is loe gelei. 
J(l3.r ua jHlu' hool' die publiek Will plnllne am 
dleilslslewel'in g Ie verooter, maar min gcbeur in die 
prCl\,tyll. Die klagtes van grootskaaise personeeite-
korte, Ie m in beddens, gebrekkige hnJpbronlle, (liens, 
vel'iating en diefstai is oorbekend, 
Daal'durfnle ult die oog verloor word nie rlnl staals· 
hospitn le die e nigs te toegang 101 baskost Igbarc ofgra-
l is gesondheldsorg vir mlljoene minderbevool'l'egtes 
is. Mam'dlt beleken nog lank nie dal die sorg Hie voJ-
gens die nlgcll1ene riglyne vir voorlrellikheld kau 
wees nle. In die geval van die Dom NgUUIl, het <ilt 
drillgend 1I00dsaaklik seward dat loestuncie b~' die 
hospilaai indri..Ilge nd ondersoek word. 
Olt is tyd <lat die minister van gesondheld dnad, 
werklik ingryp e n, indien nodig, dat koppe rol. 
Baie skmte Is al aangerlg, m aar dis nog nle te Inal 
om die slluasle om te keel' nie. 
Chinese invoer 
'n STORi,,1 hel in die plaoslikeldere·en·tekstielbedl'yf 
losgebars. 011 rakende 'n plan wat bedoel wasom vel'-
ligtlng in die sllkl~clende bedryr te bring. 
Nie te hmk selede Ilie, is dam' met groot opwlndlllg 
gesl(ryfen kOUlmentaar ge!ewel' 001" Cilina se vl·ywll· 
lige oorccnkollls om die uitvOCI' Will pJ'(xhlkte in die 
be<\lyrte iJcperk en hoc elit vel'ligtlng vlrelieplaasllke 
bedryf sal bl'ing. 
NOll blyk eli! dal <lIe illllllementel'lng Vrul die oor-
eenkollls nie met soveel lof besing word Ilie. Oil Is 
veral die groot klel'ekleinlmndelaal'S wat die grootste 
bohaai maak. Hulla Iroefkam'le is illl1uslonerc dl'uk 
Oil (lie Ill"}'S Van klere, lee mkke 001' die fecsseisoen 
en potens iiHe werksvel'lies in 'n he<lryfwnt reeds so· 
wal 65 000 )loste In tile argclope drle jam' verloor het. 
[~ cn vall die k ie illlwndclaars het <lIt selfs as 'n Vel'-
loor·\'erloor-sltuasie beskryf. 
~'I aar is hulle besls om net 001' hnl ele belange te 
baklei? r-.loet 'n mens <lit nie teen die agtel'grond van 
rense·wins wat juls dell!" die klelnhnndclaars in <lIe 
afgelopc ririe janr gem ank is, slen e n beoordeel nte? 
~Ioct "lInens nie non tcrugslaan en beser <lat ju[s 
<lie toenmne in ilwoel' uit Chinn ons plaasllke iJedryf 
op sy i;:nlee gedwing het nie? 'ralle rabl'iekc moes hul 
denre slnit, tel'wyl duistlnde opgelc i.d~ werkers van· 
<lag nag wcrkloos Is. 
lJnlk is hter nOli 'n geleenthcid om 01' lang tel'mYli 
opmmt na a1l11al se belange te kyk. 
Plaaslik meCH dte vel'vaal'<Ilgel's <lal hulle ill die 
kleinlumtlelaars se be hoe[((>s kan voorslen, mUs die 
ldeinhanclelaars bereld is am hullc Ie onciel'steUll. 
Dit sal egter nie 'n vinnige proses wees nie ell kan 
op kort tel'm~'n klcl.ller wlnsllmrges vir die keillhan-
<lelanrs beteken , Maar tel' wille van clie grotel' bedryf 
se \\'clstnnd is ctit seker nie Ie veel gevra dnt een van 
die rolspelers tydellk tel'ngstaan ule. 
KOMMENTAAR 
Tegnologie maa 
deure oop vir 
DIE wind van verandering waal weer In 
Afi"ikn - dl6 keel' oangedryr deur legnologle 
ell geld, nle politiek en Ideologle nle. 
Doosdae skop jy 'n Intel1lelkafee ogtel' om· 
irenl elke bos op OilS v(lsleland lilt, En huUe 
Is meestaJ \'01- selr$ op dorples dtep illillatte-
landse geblede. 
Min mense helluls 'n vasle teleroon.lYIl en 
'n rekenaal', maar teen 'n taamlik klein be-
d.l"ag knn hulle nOli e-pos sillul' en onlvang, op 
die 1I001.1e van wCl'eltlgebeure bly, toegangtot 
studlematerlnat kry en werk sock. 
Op Bunla, 'n donI in dIe HIll·I·gebled in die 
noordoostellkc hoek van die Demokratlese 
Rellllbliek van die Kongo (ORK), gebrulk hnll-
delaars die Inleme! om die goudmark in L<m· 
den ell New York te monito!'. S6 bepaaJll\Ille 
clle plonslJke prys \'tr tlie kUogrrunme SIJOel-
goud wat informele myners dang1lks te koop 
oanbied. 
Dills nledmu'OIll een van die kaJees indle 
boendocs Ie besoek nle. 'n Uurop £110 bltel1let 
kos jOllminrler as 'n Amerlkaanse dollar (so-
wat R7) - \'eelmlntler as die RI per mlnnut 
wat j)' Oil seker'C plekko In Sulcl·Afrlka daar-
\"oor belaa!, lells), jy toevallig III 'n "oorstede· 
like winkelsentnlJn op 'n Inlem elkaree (I f-
kOIll woar die larler SOIllS lJUllker Is. 
In d Ie rein! ler ontwlkkolde Suid-AI\"Ika geld 
btykb.1(u' die aalllla.ine dat die meeste IllPuse 
luis of bl hili werkplek loega.ng tot die inler-
net hel. 
'furioops, as jy mindel' wll betaal, llrobeer 
'n Internetkafee naby 'n taxisla.1.nplek, In 
ROlldblll'g se sakegebied kos 'n halflllu' op die 
web by\'oorbeeld net R5, 
Neg 'n tegnologlese ontwlkkellng wal stu· 
weg 'Il olllwenieling In ArriJ.;a teweeggebrlng 
hel, Is die selroon. Omlrent elke tweede per-
soon tim een rond, S6 bl)' mense Illel mekaar 
UI konlak en docn hulle sake. In GUill iJl die 
noorde van Uganda. slel klelnboert! deesdae 
met eell teksboodskap vas wat die PI}'S vall 
'n bepaalde gewns oJ) '1\ spkere mark Is. 
Vr~I' het hulle me lank lIIet IntI produkle 
gerels - sonder Olll voar dlo tyd Ie weel wal 
hulle Ie wClgte kan wees. 
Private selfooJUllatllskappye het geslaag 
waal' slanlsbeheerdo ondel'llemlngs misluk 
het. Afrika hei die IUlnste vaste telcfoon.l ),Jlc 
ler wereld - gemlddeld cen \'11' elke 500 \,n sle· 
landbewoners - l11nt1!" sy SelfOOllllll.lrk c.roci 
met rnsse skrede. 
, Soos In (lie Weste, is cHe alomleenwoordig· 
heid vall selfone SOIUS In Afl'Ika 'n Ilrobleem, 
In Bllkavu, 'II stadnandleocwervan dic Kh'u· 
meet' lussell die DRK en Rwalldn, het 'II weI" 
kel' dlt onl(lllgs moeillk gc\'llid om 'n slngsal 
in eell van die Kongo se swak ponle op Ie vul 
- ollldat hy 'ngmafen !wee selfonegelrklrdlg 
probeel' hantee!" het. 
Die oproepkoste Is IIle altyd IntiS nle. III die 
DRK koop 'nlilens oral op slrnal selfooll!uS' 
Iyd teen S5 (nagenoeg Il35) per kaartjip, maar 
dtt hou n le vreesllk lank IIle. As jy esler 'n 
selfoan het wat jail toegallg tot tile IlIlemel 
gee, kan jy tn die Kongo die wereldwye web 
lIa hartellls besoek, WRIlI dtt Is SOIIIS selrs 
goedkoper as 'nlnleme!kafee- nil. gelang vall 
hocveellnJlgtlng jr aflRai. 
011 vocl elen(lardtg om 0)1 dorples WaJll' 10-
pende water en elekh"lsltelt skaRrs Is, JOIl e· 
pas 001' tile l.!lteme! per selfoon lIa te gaan, 
maal' dlt is die sprong wal hlerdRnksy tegllo, 
logie gelllRak word. 
Selfs groope wat verbele aan hu.1 011 ge-
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J 
brulkc \'m 
[nt!lc liool 
011\ 'n Ma: 
mal ' II sell 
ry nle. 
ThglloiOl 
'11 reslaul1 
swnk omd 
ophuldrtt 
lilll iu:cstel 
Maar Ie 
nle - nie \' 
dam'by ba 
ven'clens 
rdd - lly\,( 
-sehoor tl 
"konllekll 
magtlsing 
InMl'lk 
1;1'001 dee! 
\'001 mel d 
SI('IIS wnl 
Oleu lttl 
\'erseker ( 
gewend w 
Sonnnig 
l ei' dell!' d 
In hlerdi{ 
fel"se Gro( 
heel'. En ~ 
j:lg ingest! 
lilieke it\( 
W(l i nOi 
Is dnl Inn, 
\'(, I""nl\\"o< 
splcrc vir 
Oalkhc 
1<(,l1Ills Is 
.D,'SIIIO/l 
bur()IIoo! 
bu1tcllln 
• __ . • _ • • _ ••••• " ..... ""'1'" llUI, lIloet klaa\"· 
mank. nit l\all vc rlolk wonl as die sovcelsle aallslag 
0)) Afrikaa n s (IS ollderrig taal , CIl d is iets wat onar ge· 
IHt'cnskn pllc nic sondeI' 'n geveg sn.t aan"aar Ilie. 
Ten rlcnle hevecl die taakspall mll1 dal onderwysers 
dCllrdic senlrfll e regel'i llg lla skole olltplooi word. Ge · 
~iclI clie geweld i ~e onlc vredellllCid wat 'n sool'lgelyke 
h;:' ll' icl met tlolt te rs verool'saak het, gall II ook dit 'n 
kwalli gC\'('g afgee. \ 
Dit Iyk of talle ntllllleve lings groler proble m c guan 
tllccbr i.n g (IS wat eli! oplossings bled. 
Poetin-besoek 
Miskenning van taa 
trap op armes se reg e 
I' lms. WL/\D1 r.H R POETlN se besoek nan Suid· 
Aft ik,1 gcsk led 1I1e 0111 <lowe ne ute lI ie. Albe! lande, 
Ilus lmlll en Snid·Afrika, Imn aanslcnlike voordeel 
(Iuum i! trek. 
DJ E iJerall.d 001' 'n volhoub..1J"C plek vir AJl-i· 
kaaJ1S kan nieoll 'n moel' golee tyd gekolll hel 
1110. Dit Is egle r kOlllll1enmkkend, solfs bolag· 
Ii}.; . dat so .i1 bcraad oor €leu Will die hi.nd se 
kosbaars leerfcmisseen leis wat so llaie lllellse 
ABRAHAM PHIlUP$ 
VI1· l{us]and Is duard ic vool'llits lgop groter handel 
11]('1 en b cleggings in S u ld·Afrlka. PoeHn word uie 
\·CI niet van 'n groot hande)sufVaardlglng vergesel 
Ili e. Hus lillld se ekollom lu het <110 luas tejal'e s terk ge· 
tlroci 11ft die c haotiose bewin<lstycl \'an pres. Boris 
Jolls ill. e ll Russ icse maatskappye Ile t volctoende kapt· 
':1:11 om hic r ttl bole en wel'kgeleenth ede en wel \'aart 
e help s kejJ. 
. se lowe rcgslrecks raak, nfll2jaru' \'an demo· 
krasle en \' ryhoid hO('genamnd noolg WEts. 
Dat An·lknans nie op lersiere gebled sr do· 
m lnrulsle kan Illlndhuru nie, gee ek toe; maar 
0111 Af\·ikanlls s6 nf Ie skaa ltot 011 die punl 
wam'dil nouls, rYlll ll le llIet ' II i1omokrat lese 
beslel Il ie. 
Die regering se s lnud jlunt Is bekelld. Blnne 
' 1\ demokl1lti('so bostel kry hy tilt reg om nle 
ne t op tersh~l"e gelli('d Il le, mall!· ook In alia 
sfere \'an die samelew ing Afl"lkaans sy r t:'gm3' 
lige Jilek Ie onlneclll 
pleeg wOI'(1 Ilie, is skokkelld, absotuut skok· 
kend. 
My beJllarde moedeI', wat geen W001'd En· 
gels k(ln pmat of verslaall I1 le, moel soos so 
bale muler Imar laasle jare In' haar geboorte· 
land s lyt mel groot harlseer en pyn - nadal 
sy 'n leefiyd \'nl1 " crdmkklng en ontberlng 
oorwln het. 
Ek hel 001' die jare dos)'ne oproepe na die 
SAUl{ gelllaak, asook la l1e brIewe aan hom ge· 
skl-yf, sonder sukses. 
Vii" Rus la nel ge1d ook die wete dal China die lansle 
arc 01> g r ool SIW(l\jlOlltic\{ e n ekOllomles In Afi·ika 
nbowceg hot. Hus lmHI vocl hy Imll nie agterbly Ilie. 
I'oelill , syndtl' l\ vetenl.aH vall clle KGB, rekell waal"' 
k)' ll llk d aa rOlJ dat sy bruu\e lIIet die 011 Sowjetllll ie 
ir hom 'n scn timonlele voorsprong b)' dte r egerende 
NC k:1ll verskol: Die ANC/ SAKP was indertvd 'n in· 
CillO Jll"a l{l iese on ldeologlese bondgenoot , 'an die 
)lIlll\ uni s l icse diktutUll]'. 
Ole ,·olhoubanrheid \'an Afrikaans Is II le 'n 
VOOl'reg Ilie, maar 'n reg. 'n Balo groot deel 
van 5)" spl'l."lkers kan nle 'n llIenswaftrdlgo 
lewe sonder opleldlnl: In AIl'iknans lei nle, 
Hoe kall OllS \'eg \"ir.dle \'olhollbaarheld 01) 
le l'Sleregebledasons toelaat dal geell opvoed· 
kundlge of gewone progmnune vir Ml"ikaans· 
spl"ekende bruin mense bt>slaan nle? Dit Is vir 
hlerdle mense sleldodend. Baie \'an hune be· 
gin glo dnl hullo geen geskledenls het en dat 
geen s tories 001' hulle te \'erlel Is nle, wat 
da:lrloo by(lra dal n'ustmsles VhUllg l1a haal 
oorslaan. 
Omgckccl"d Is Rusland se 1'01 as een van die vas le 
'flode "n il tlie VeUlghei(~sraad Illet vetoreg belang' 
~ in Su icl ·Afrlk:t se s tre we am se)ftot die u ltgeleso 
ub toetc tree. V'llldaar dat Suid·Aftika in sy stem· 
IIr:lC Ly clie VN - ' 1\ mons dink aan kwessles III die 
.11(lo·Oos lo, d ie lI'ansa J,cl11j)robleelll, ellsovoorts -
tllliii, nab y ,tall Rus land en China bly. 
'\I Oelllokraliese bestel e lll(llg nie by die 
stombus nie. 011 beilels slgbare gert'gtigheld 
\'11" a lma1. DII sluil in die tanl wal die hart, 
s lel en verstnlld vall die lilellS Is. 
Gercgllgheld \"erels dll t dIe fokus I'Ondom ..... 
AJHknallS as sochlllig vel'Skuifmocl word lIa 
die mensllkeelemenl, lIallllll lkdle RrJll, ouge· 
lette rde bl·ul]] en swart AfdknnllssJlrekonde' 
men se. Ole gelal le mn hierdle mellse, wat nle 
Engels knn proal of \"ers laft n nlc, gaan Il le 
mindel' word nle, IIlnm' meel·. 
Hlerdia loerlrag van s.'lke \'eroorsaak gees· 
teUke e ll sielkulldige aglenillgang, wat die 
selfbeeld Vrul die Afrlkaanssprekellde bruin 
mense ollderlllYIl en wal bale hydra lot die 
hoA ongeletlerdheldsyrer en holl drank· ell 
(\wellllmisbrulk, wtl l in groot lIlate die oor· 
s.1ak Is wm die bendegeweld, moonl, aanran· 
dlllgs, \'erkmgtlngs en \'roue· ell klndel1uls· 
hnndeling wat onder Afrlkaansspre kende 
bruIn mense woed. 
l b llal uUl"lik 'n ope vrang of dit so verstandig Is, 
I(,l'ilm, lJl'i ti;JJl.ie e ll Frau kl'yk is ewen een s penna· 
lie lcdc, man r Suicl·Afrlka aarsel nie 0111 'n poll· 
\(' :lfs lulUl va n Ilulle Ie lHllldhaaf n\e. OIt ondanks 
felt d,, 1 sy elwllomicse bancle llIet die Weste dra.s· 
l::roh»)' is (1S die lIlet R u sland e n Ch ln R. 
Om hlerdlo JIlense manlskapllk en ekono· 
m les, asook geeslelik ell s lelkulldlg ult die 
moen'\s \'(U I e llende Ie Irek, Is die \'olholll.laar· 
held "nn Afi'lkaans I1 le nel In skole of op ter' 
slere gobled noodsnAkllk nle, lnnru' ook In die 
hrel:i s.llllelewillg, ~oos a ll d ie lolevlslo. 
Daal" sal gowaak moet word daal" teon dat 
die mooi e ll pmgtls: geskrewe Grolldwel lIie 
!let \'11' die magtlges demo die Illagllges geskt·yf 
Is en dal die Grondweill ie verlolk word delll' 
die l11agllges vir die magtlges nle. Die onl'eg· 
0{' 001. :\1, Poctin se b ('soek Is ult 'n Suid·Af"I"f· 
lise OOb1 )\lIlt te ~'crwel kolll . 
DAI niomand tol nog 100 s lgb.1ar Ollgeslaan 
he! 001' die OIlI"eg W(l t op daardlo gebicd teen· 
oor die AIHkllaJlSSI)rekende hntln mense ge· 
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~ekla oor Mbeki 
e huis onnodig 
,II:E wil ck mrOIl\'oorwaardelike s teullloese 
~redllk tc ul" \·<1 11 Dii! Bllrgel" seslenlngool·die 
\ (:<la ll 'lt beleI' 0IiPOslsie {D13.4/ 9). Dleslrate· 
I "\';.1111· d ie kal"kns 16 \"e l"gnde l" d ie aas,·o€!!s" 
'i!ltkeltll, IC{'nl lroc.luktief cn i,:rens allll 'n ge· 
:\11 ' li u llvO(I rlmre OPI>os ls lebeleid. 
),\ IJ lyk riclIJ"lopt'nd ell obsessioneel aktief 
h' II! WCI.'S h }' 'n lIeksejag. Gcen I'."on(\el' d ie 
:lI! lIie homl h<larafnmak b)' die slVmi kie· 
' . 01(' klescl's wi! nie dag In en d<lg lilt 11001· 
ans tll '\ k Ol"fUII en ollbcvoeg dio regE'rentle 
I nl E'. 
n:! hlilic sock, Is 'n aUernatier wat hulle· 
~'I:!lI d lghcdc ell kwessles soos werkloos· 
(iii.) mors i(, lIins Villi baslese iJehocft es soos 
lnit t'ro gel' leween {'Iektrls lte ll s.:t\ \"e rbeler 
III die bohaal 00 t" 'n afiree\\"onlng vir die 
t Will QllS L.1 Ild? Waarolll die ulillars ti ng 
loolHllk lw itl dnl die Ilt"ojek mel s laatsgeld 
ie t" wonl'! Pres. Timbo 1I1beki het. te lll itide 
re fi<lll'rs, in s r lenllYIi nwer vb' OilS land 
\ ~ \)'f \"a ll sekere \'nn sy \"oorgangers. 
I (Ii(' OJlpos is lc d<l l h )' in '11 \\'oollwapaI'k 
n IJI~'? WHt soos '11 lIanliJo water s laa l1 , Is 
111;\ \·eL'Slq'killJ; vall sy lel111)'11 as presi· 
~use- en IlL vlO{'(iryke Inle l1las lollo le 1'01 
., 
·tI,1 11 \,a ll h om \'erwag 1\"01"£1 0 111 wereldle l· 
:+'111 1(1 onl \':mg ell ohthtl <l l? 
sIck hClludering van die DA her lnller lily 
,noml lLfisle \\·tlat'in ck groolgewonl hel, 
rc I;ole(\(' IJ r d ie " /;1"001 geeste" ollder dlo 
Immt\e t"i llg was \'al\ : "LoI'd, rOil keeJi 
t ~ t OOI' ~ ofls dl l tlie prt's itlelll?) humble, 
him POt))':' 
AfmAE rOTGtETER 
Woodstock 
, .' 
Eel' Tambo behoorlik 
DrE brlef "Dan eerder OIl\"er1'amoo" vall Trunbo-
lango (Bl'leweblad, 2/ 0) \"erwys. Ek s tcm \·olmon· 
dig lIle l die skrywel' snalll 001' die \"ool'genollle wy· 
slghlg van die J ohannesburgse J nle\'llaslonale Lug· 
hawe so uarun. In die mond van wel"eld·relsigers 
$<II die OR Tmnbo·lughnwe lIlmu·llra nlkss('ggelld 
ell \'reemd kli.nk. 
Soos die nnam Jan SlIlutS \"nn ouds - die nRAlll 
"atl 'n mtt]] wat lank die kollig Oil die wereld se \·er· 
hoog gesteel hel - &"\1 die ll~alll OIh·el· Tambo nie 
net bale beler klink nie, l1l~at'ook \'eelmeel' waar· 
dlgheld " e!"leen aan die llagedaglenis van 'n gl"ool 
M·ika·leler. 
Ek s tem 11le saam lIlet al d ie naruns\'eroll(lerings 
\'an die ANC )lIe, mnar uld len die regorillg OilS 
grootsle lughawe so ntHUIl wll \'emndo(', kiln ek lIel 
hoop dat Ill' aan 'I'ambo dleeer sal gee \\"al hom toe· 
kom. 
ESJE DU TOIT 
HOlillanus 
Hou media heeltemal Vly 
PRES. THABO j\lBEKI was In die hosllihtal \'u· 'n 
moontllke hnt"tpmbl('(>\11 , .. Dalk behoo!"! ok tit! nle 
so hm'd Ie sa nie. 
\'olKons sy UilSlll)'tel··I),!\\"(Igte Is dlt In nnslonale 
belang datll iemand daaryall weotllie (DB. )/ 9). 'n 
Moontllko Imrlpl'obll'E'1II Is 'n el1tsl ige s..'lilk en dll 
Is In die llnslotla le belnng dat die oo\'olklngdle felle 
\\"(>(>1. ott roak die mense en die ekollolllio- on die 
mense s.1.1 gmag vir hom \\'11 bid. 
Gehohnslnlligheld \,e .. wek nel ll ll l-e gel1lgte. 
Wllnrom isjoernnlisle se kamoras gegryp? Is tilt 
deel van dio lluwe pel"S\Tyheid\'em iet lglllgswot? 
\'olgol1s Die B/I,.ger Is \'el"lleem dal donI" In die 
tealer wanl' Mbekl ondersoek Is. \'1 1" agt lyfwlll,1e 
\"ool"siening gemaak Is. Wal? 
Verli'o\! hll\le Ilia dIe chlruil: nle? \\'.11 SOli die 
uilsmylel"s gedoen hel as die dokler dlo president 
a IJ 
met 'n Illes genadel' het? Soli Imlle hom ultsmyt? 
Hlllle het lIel d ie \'ertrek tIIe t kleme besmet. 
Ek 581 nle gemakllk \'001 Ollt In 'n operasleteatel' 
in Ie ga.an as ek weet clat dam· 'nuilslllyter Is wat 
In die doklet· se llek s taa n en bla.as Ille. Die pres l· 
dent seker ook.nie. . 
Die pa.sl~nl so \'ertroue Is In die kundlgheld \ '1U1 
dledokler, ell dl6 helnledle tocslg \'an 'n u1!smyter 
nodlg nte. 
Nlelemln, 011S bid \'11' pres. Mbekl se gocle ge· 
sondhold en dat hy \'oorlaan sal \'e rseker dat die 
media onbolellllllerd VI'}' sal bl),. 
L.J, BOTHA 
KirkWood 
Dis ernstige nalatigheid 
OlE foule wat deesdae In hOSI)ilale gema.ak word, 
is regt lgkommel"wekkend. Asdit nle naambandjles 
Is wal omgeruli wo\'(1 nle - ek ve1"wys lIa die bel'ig 
"D..1b<l kry vigsmelk" (DB, 4/9) - word \·erkeerde 
babas III 'n massagraf begrawe. 
Llezel Jacobs se baba Is met 'n keisersneege\)ol-e. 
Die heel eerslo ding wat die \'erpleegstel' tillS moos 
doen vOOl"dnt s)' die bab.'l weggeneem hel, was om 
'11 1111amblllldjle in dIe leater om die hab.'lss 1l11nple 
Ie sll . So 'n foul Is erus llge nnlatigheld. 
Luldens die bel·lg weier die velllleegsters by die 
Dom Ngima.hospitaa1 llon <lal lIle, Jacobs Imar 
baba mngslen, want volgcns hulle hel 'n ander\Tou 
reeds Jnoobs se babagebol"S \'oed, ell daarol\l he t die 
baba 'Ullouel' b.1ml mel die Ander vrou as ltaal" ele 
lila. Oit Is pure s lle l1. 
V)'fdae Is al \'el"o), ell die hosJlilaal het nog steeds 
ule die noolge toelse gOOoen 01\1 te bepaai \VIe die 
baba se I11Et is nle. Olt Iyk viI" my die andel" VI"OII 
wlilwee babas M, wanl sy het reeds 'Illweede lIle· 
nlng aange\'t"n 001" die kind se ouerskap. 
Voigens 'n TAC·woord\'eenler SPI1.l!t d ie pro-
bleem ult ' n oo\"\'loed \'all pasl l!nle en 'Jl tekOl1 nan 
med less personael. Dis lIle 'n \'erskonllig nle, 
Ole I"egel'ing sal moel lngryp in die gesondhelds· 
deparlemenl. Olt Is bes lg om in dille Ie s tart . 
• 
\'el'dlge b('handeling van AfI·ikarlllS knll nlE 
losgolllank word van die \'ele ongcregt igllede 
bl die Sllld·Afl"ikaallse samclewillg 1110. 
Ole \"oorslel dal dosentc en \'oornell1clHle 
s ludente(aan die US) na Iwee jnar Afdk<lans 
llloel verstaa.n en jll"aat, Is die dood in dic poL 
Die enigste weg Is jOlt Godgegcwe reg. O<lnt" 
moet ten mlnste twee t\frlkaanse uul\"ersl· 
telle wees. Daal'(lie Iwee Im lglulgs llIoet 001) 
wees \'I r a lma1, onge<lg ras, kleur of geloof. 
Die llle·M'l"ikaanssprekelHle s ludenl wat 
daar wil Studecl·, weet by \'oorbtlal tla l hy/ sy 
leslngs in Afrikaans gaan onl \'ang, Dlc )lie-
Afrlkaallssprekende sludent het ill elk ge \'al 
s6 'n wye keuse \"(111 inl'igllng5 dal dll 1I1e-
malld behoort Ie on ls lel I1le. 
Wal hlet'd le beraacl se lank soreelmocillker 
lIlaak, Is die onlngellglhcld en kwaadwlUlg· 
held wat in die taa1debal rondom Afl'i k..1nns 
by die Unh'et'Slteit Sle lleJlbosch woed. Onge· 
\'ooligheld Is aan die ol'(\e \"nn die dns:. 
Nog 'n kwessle rondom dio laaldcbatlstll6 
vau globnllsel"i.1lg eli ulbJell\endhcid . Wal Is 
regligvll' die Illliversileil belangl"ik] Werdd· 
wye aan slen of d ie aJ111 Afrikaal1ssllrekel\de 
bruin en S\\·art mense rondom hom? j 
Get'n mens bon sy Imls OJl die gmHe \'an an· 
del' nle, veral nle op die grane \"all die annsa · 
IIges en al1noedlges van hlerdle w(: re ld nle. 
Ole lIlens llke element In enige dell.11 1Il0ci a1. 
Iyd eerste geslel word , hoe eenroudlg In sta· 
tUUI' of getaJle dati I'd Ie mcnsl lke e lelllcn te ook 
a1 ls. OilS dUif OilS nio "till (lie w(ll\rhe id en 
\'311 ger-egtigheld \'e]"\"ree lll 111('. Wanl die 
waarheld en geregtlgheld was 1I0g al lyd nie 
wl.O res Is nle, mant· wal reg is. 
• Diearfil.,·ef Is '1/ /)t'/'A'orle 1("('I'l"gOIl'CI'(III 'II l oc· 
spmolt: 11'(11 tlfl' Afrllmallse 5 1, ')'11\' 1" Abmh(U1/ 
Phfllfpsop I &PI~mlNl" t"GIIJaaropdie SiI'Ifm· 
bosse b..?raof/ oor 'I, l:ol/wl/bari! p ie} .. u{I' IVr;· 
IWGIIS op (erslr"l~ viaA' gelrlt"'/" hrl. 
Gedagte vir die dag 
" <1 
" D 
l\loenle (Ut wnt , '11" JOIl lIoed iI>, as (l)'n llk 
bcste lllilel Ide - t-:I1I'iI)jd t:'s . 
Ui! die Woord 
1\ 8 ons beweer dal OilS nle !OOlitic het nh'. 
bedrl eg ons 01l5self euls die WUllrhe\d nie 
In 0115 n le. Mlliu' as OllS OilS sondes 111'1)" 
Oy Is Gel rOil ('II r t!g'o'crdlg, II )' V" I'III1\\"1' OilS 
OilS sondas elll'(\lniy OilS van " 11 ,, ollgl'l·e.: , 
Ilgheld - 1 Johannes 1:0.9. 
Ui! die Koran 
o jul10 wat glo, 1I10(, ll..Ie ,·oOl·bat·le In dl<' 
tecllwoOl'dl ghcld " a n 1\lInh ell S)' Uooil · 
skapller wces I1le, en kOIll h\lll(' 11\11: It'on · 
001' Minh lin - Koron .(9:1. 
'n hfens mank nle foute lIlet menselewells nic. Vir 
dlo res vnn Jacobs se lewe gaan die nngmel'rie ham' 
ry. Dink lIall a1 d ie IraullIn Wa<llUeUr sy mool gaan 
as gevolg vau 'n agteloslge vorjlleess lel' wat n!evel" 
antwoordellkheld kan antwa" .. nic. 
Ek Is ri'gllg verheug dnt 'ullt'Okll l'C U1'Sfil"llla "an 
Pre torln gratis regshttll) na il Jacobs gee, wanl sy 
gaan dit bosUs nodig kl'Y. 
GEfl VERWEY 
Kllk\.,.-ood 
001' meer as vergifnis 
MNR, ADRI AA N VLOI< se vet"SocnlngsgeiJanr dellr 
eerw. Frank Chlk(l.lIe so \·eete to \\'ns, het wyd n<l ll· 
dag gctrek ell b<lle lesel's het daarop gerl'aget' l". Olt 
val op (Iat omtrent al die brlefskrywel"S die \'oon'aI 
sien as ' II gebMI' \,all vergilhls. 
Ek wouder orsolltmlge (dalk a lmal) van die orlt'f· 
• • 
DII': BllfWE!(' bl, 4 AKTUE EL/SOSIAAL 
Baaise baba gebore voordat ambulans opdaag 
IIELOAVAIf STAAOW 
ponT ELI ZADCTH. - 'n Vroe(\\,!"oll 
van H{'Ielwalo he! DOllderdag 'n 
!G<[, ' bnba i ll die lel'."O hE'ip brl ngna-
nal 'n SW.:Hlgl'l" \'rOll g[o me l ank op 
'11 alUhul:lns 1ll0l'" wag. 
Me. Ch;u'Hl tl ine WHI Mr Merwt' 
van \loisinw{'c 11111 gis!er Illtgova;u' 
oOI'tlle diens Irat lutl le \'81\ die l1Ie· 
tro-:lmIJUI,IIlS(lIens gokry het. Sy 
het gew b<1 ie liu,m se se lewe word ill 
die gcvaal' gl?st{'l deur die sWClI: 
diE'lls. Volg;:ms haar hel sy die lUll-
bulan ',tliens s~s k{'cr gobel toe sy 
s i(>n , lInt lilt'. Nnd lne Potbers ' in 
Itr.l~m I:aan (>1I 1al t'r het ham' neef, 
mllr, ,I{'Jrrey I3olh<l, ook gebfl. 
Holha hel sesc hy wns geskol( 001' 
tl ie homl ing \'an P{' ll "an d ie bel1m!r 
l4O's :I'HI dl(-Ils, "Toe OilS die sit l1 Rs ie 
arUl \lie tzHl1\ verdlll([alik en hom 
vra ifni d ie nlllhll!ClIlS so gOli moon!· 
Ilk kOI Il, hel hy gt'l)c dalll' Is nle noll 
' II aJ)1IJ lIln ns \)eskikbam' nie Oil ons 
IUIII I11rwk wat ons wU on selfs die 
1<;()(T,lnl bel." 
• wa 
LlSA,MARIEV" 'ISC/lAlKI'/VK Di( 
1"000Ie 
PORT ELIZABt.."l'H, - i'IIotorl ste l'cl: i 5 
lllot lIitstnntlile Insbrlewc vir &Han, 
Yerkecl"sboct('s llIoCt ill hulIJaS- Die 
ollpens wees . l11 il li 
vcer 
Ole Nelson Mandela.·m{>lropool· we II 
munlsipalile it se \"crkeers.!.Icj)ar tc· Die n 
ment he! gewaarsku Ity hel nuwe dade: 
toel'usting Olll VClil ullSIClande bon- Inc 
les en lClsbriewe werk Ie IIltla\.. dl'hll 
Motoriste mel uitslamllic boetcos to slE 
sal vOOI'laan lIIakl lk by pad\,ersper- ne lr 
rings InheglenisCl'neem k<1 n word, g ... fa~ 
'1\ Fllksmasj ien wnl die \'erk('{'fs, Vo 
afdellng onlangs cekrr hel, Is met woor 
die SttU' Ranger g(>kOIlPol ann (lie pa li ( 
databank mel al die lIi1stannde \'er- bric{ 
keersboeles en lasbrJewe in dlo me- lOris 
tropool. Ie;; h 
Steytlerville-raadsle 
Wn (IeI' Merwe hel ~~sc die eer-
l' tc ojlr<'lep IlCl die mnblllans<iions is 
I~n u.1:{)O ,::<,'lII l1nl, lOe Polbl'rg u(lgin 
itl1lalll Ill'\. DIe IImbuhms hel eers 
om OOk'i by Po tberg se huls 0Ilge· 
(1:':11:. Oia b:tba Is reeds 'n \llI r 
\T,)l:'t'l I>eool'f'. 
Mev. CharmaIne van der Merwe (regs) hel oonderdag me. Nndlno Potberg bygeslaon met die gaboorta van haar 
babadogtortjle, Foto: EWALD STANDER 
STEYTLEIWILLE, - Vyfjanr nadnl 
'It paar rCladslffie sO\\'nl R1 70000 go-
leen hel van die yoormaligc Sleyl· 
lervUle'l1Iun lsJllaJite ll (nou Ba\'i· 
aans,munlslpalltelt) Is 'II grool deel 
van die lellins s teeds ullslaandc, 
Lo 
\'an , 
h}' Ir 
D;\\'I 
hel. 
"Hl llio hel \fir my gese dMt" Is nel 
111"1:'0 ;l luloulanse bE'skl kbaar £'n dClI 
t'{'11 n,l 'n skiet \"oorwd Is:' 
Volr,l'ns 11mI', Ansley du Plt'ssis, 
waa rnemenclc direkteUL' Villi die 
nmbulansdiens, s.11 hy ondorsoek 
illst l'l nn die beweerde \·oor" al. 
"Allo konlLlHHli\{asie word OIl 
1I.ltlll oJlgenef' ltl, OilS sal daCl rna 
11Ii~tl'l (>1\ bellaaJ of diE' be<l tllllt{'S 
WrJil'Chl opgcil'('e hot. Indien weI. 
sal tllgslallpe ingE.'s tel word, Ols on · 
nruwaarbnm' dat die nmllll1ans so 
hlllk gOVCl! hel 0111 op te dan g. Danr 
kon ook nle net Iwee nlnulllan sc be-
skikba:u- wees nlc, OMU' Is sowoon-
Iik tcaJ[e lye vyftot ncge ambulan· 
se in die PE·dlsll'lk bE'skll,uaar." 
Van del" Merwe hel gese s)' het al 
dlkwels sekiu oor swak d iens, maar 
<lit SaAll Ilet nle betE'!" nle. "As ek 
\VI&ElWE es~ 
Leeslabol'ato l'lum 
Vel'beter jOll: 
Leesspood 8egrlp 
Woordeskat Spelling 
Visllale en korttermYllgelJello Kltsl'loordllerkolll1lllg 
Gemakliko, o/ltspallile ooykoorcllnas/o 
Lenute va ll oogspatJ Oe sa vlsllelo oPSpOrlflgsvOrmoe 
Effe/clfol'lo IInks-tot-regs oogbel'loylflOs 
Woordonts/uitiflY 
VoorgroJld - agtorgrofld ollderske/cllny SeltvertrolJe 
Visue/e d/skrimillasle 
Oio W ise-progra m se sukses kan loegeskryt word aan 
vers kiUende faktore, Een daarvan is datdie lesergemonitorword 
deur 'I) o pgeleide Wise Eye-Iees terapeul. Ole reke naarterapie 
\'lord by elie praktyk g edoen en word gekombineer met 'n 
luis terapic-progra m wat lo06v o rmoo, w oordoskat, leosspood, 
v is u olo p o(sops lo, ba g dl) ennog vele meerverbetor. 
Ouers e n k inders Is ewe opgewonde oor die verskil wa! Wise Eye 
In hlll leesvermos en wark gemaak hel. Dil verbeter ook 
sol fvortro tl o en die vermos am op skool en u lliversite lt Ie 
presteer. S ommige skole he l die Wise Eye-span al ultgeno oi am 
ai llu l leerclers in die skool Ie korn toels o m so Ie versekerdat die 
s tandaard va n lees in hul s kool verhoog word , 
Verbelel' jou leesvlal{ mel len minste 2 
sl<ooigradell! 
I(om besoek ons gerus by 
Kaapweg 197 
of s l{akel OilS vir jou leesloels by 
041 373 2908 of 084 4751814. · 
-. 
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dink hoe\'o(>1 belasting OilS kindE'l's 
I>l' laal, kan ons seker 011 betel' dlens 
Mndrlllg," 
Volg{>ns hClar WClS <lit 'n uilers 
mocllike gei>ool'le en sy was bang 
dal sy die st;.u ld sou kl'Y indien enlg. 
lets ,'crkeerd sou gClCln, Sy hel lank 
g(>le<te 'n noodhulpkurs us gedocn 
en help dlkwels In die gemeenskall 
wtlnneer IE.'nmnd hull> nodlg het, 
ongeag of dlt moswonde of ge-
boorles is. 
"Ek hot nle 'n noodhulpklssle of 
chkurgiese Jmndskoelle Ille, Ek Is 
altytl bewus daarvan dat ek met die 
MI.·virus besmet kan word," het 
Van del' Merwe gese, 
Potberg en haal' babCldogt!'lrtjie Is 
ICltel' lIa die Dora. Nglnza.·hospltaal 
geneem, 
Mnl', Wilhelm Ie Roux (DA,LP) 
hel Donderdag sy mlsnoee 001' die 
toedrag "nil sake Clan die adj \1I1k· 
minister VClII plClHslike en prov in· 
slale regering, me, Nomatyata Hnn, 
gallA, uitgesprt'E'k en op unlwoorde 
Clangedl'ing, 
Le 
,. St C' )'I 
' toeg! 
lode' 
lugsl 
nnre 
Oi_ 
sle h 
PIck '/I Pay en die Henslee' booogom ten mltlsle twee mlljoen maaltya ann arnIe' 10 voolelen 
hloldle wInter, 010 sop mot die Pick '" Pay,handolsnlelk WOld dour dlo maalskappy gosubsl-
dleor om klanto OfUl te spoor om sop te ,kenk, 'n Pakkle sop kos R1,49 en vier mense kan II 
daarv(lll eet. 010 maAtskAppy booog 0111 mlnstens 600 000 pakkles sop In to samet. Vcertlen 
van 1.110 maAttkoppy 80 hlpermAlkte landwyd hot roeds elk 1600 pakkles sop stln die 110115' 
leor goskenk, Allo skenklngs kflll by deolnenlonde wlnkols In sleepwnentjles goplAas word, 
Ole sloepwaentjles mnnk ook deel ull van 'n promosle an kan later gewen word, Hler Is mnre. 
Ernost Zein en Ian Hughes van Pick '11 Pay en Clive Adams VAn die Hellsleer lllet sop \Vat 
reeds geskenk Is. 010 promoslo elndlg vAndag. Foto:W£RHER lULLS 
, 
Dlo plaasllke medlll It 
doel van dlo Oorltdwn 
deol van die Rl00,toe 
kyk Denver OUrI", 'II ' 
held kan 10st.lobbel,1I1 
tDlo POlt Ellzaboth·la 
slloekwennel'S In dlo ! 
met Ncdt)(llIk aangobl 
kle Slone, oanel Dill',' 
